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Abstract
Although MEMS technology has enabled batch fabrication of hundreds of microrelays on a single
substrate, the majority of the reported designs of electromagnetic micro relays were intended
for use as individual units. However, matrix arrays of electromagnetically actuated microrelays
can be very useful in many applications. The ability to switch independently each individual
relay of the array would permit a number of uses such as information processing, micro mirrors
and in telephone networks. Switching of individual relays in a matrix with dedicated control
circuits becomes problematic when the size of the matrix is large. By taking advantage of the
structural symmetry, and combining relay matrices with electronics, it would be possible to
perform multiplexing and reduce the number of external electrical lines interfacing to the array.
For such a scheme to succeed, very narrow manufacturing tolerances will have to be achieved in
the mechanical and magnetic parameters of the relay so that the strength of the switching signal
is the same for all relays. As with most MEMS devices, the common practice in electromagnetic
microrelays has been to use thin cantilever beams as spring elements, but in a typical commercial
microfabrication environment it has not been possible to achieve the required narrow tolerances
in two of the most influential parameters that determine the performance of the microrelay,
namely, the thickness and the initial free end position of the cantilever. The work reported in
this thesis was concerned with the performance enhancement of the electromagnetic microrelays
to achieve robust array operation.
Following an extensive literature review, the set of desirable design features to enhance the
performance and operational reliability of electromagnetic microrelays were identified as (i)
bistability, (ii) bidirectional actuation, (iii) fixed on and off positions for the moving contact
element, (iv) latching of the moving contact element to fixed surfaces in both the on and
off states, (v) rotational motion of the moving element about its centre of mass instead of
the translational motion provision of the simple cantilever, (vi) a compact torsional flexure to
support the moving element akin to a central pivotal joint but amenable to microfabrication,
(vii) use of most of the stored energy in the spring element to switch between states, (viii) use of
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external permanent magnets for the provision of latching, and (ix) use of narrow current pulse
instead of continuous current as the switching signal. A novel design incorporating the above
features and amenable to the planar microfabrication processes was then developed. The key
aspect of the design was a novel torsional flexure topology consisting of a rigid beam element
supported at both ends on a pair of parallel cantilevers placed in opposite directions to each
other. Two external permanent magnets are used to achieve latching in both stable positions of
the rigid moving element which is made of a soft magnetic material. The rigid element is tilted
either to the left or right in the stable positions. Apart from the electromagnetic microrelay,
much broader range of applications in the MEMS/NEMS field is envisaged for the proposed
flexure.
Magneto-mechanical analyses of the electromagnetic microrelay were performed by first consid-
ering the mechanical and magnetic subsystems separately and then combining the two results
to determine the interaction between the two subsystems. For each subsystem, analytical model
studies and finite element analyses were carried out and the results were found to be reasonably
close thus verifying the validity of the finite element analyses. The salient feature of the flexure
system was found to be the duality in its stiffness. The flexure permitted what was essentially
a pure rotational movement of the rigid moving element about its centre. When an increas-
ing force was applied at one end, the stiffness remained moderately low initially but increased
dramatically when the opposite end came up against a dead stop. In either of the switched
states, the moving element remained firmly latched at an end due to the dominant attractive
force of the nearby permanent magnet. Advantageously, the relay exhibited high stiffness in
the switched state and low stiffness during its travel from one switched state to the other. The
relay was found capable of generating both attractive and repulsive magnetic forces at the two
ends of the rigid beam. Remarkably close polynomial fits were found to the magnetic torque
results obtained by the finite element analyses. The polynomial equation models along with
the scaling laws for electromagnetic systems were then used to extrapolate the finite element
analyses results for geometrically similar but different sizes of the magnetic structure and for
different currents. As AuNi5 and Rh are considered good contact materials for microrelays,
optimum design parameters were determined for each case. With equal values for the adherence
force and the contact force in the case of AuNi5 as contact material, meeting the minimum
adherence force requirement was seen to be more critical than meeting the minimum contact
force requirement. With Rh, however, the contact force is much higher than the adherence
force. Here achieving the minimum contact force was found to be the critical requirement. The
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design logic and outcomes differed significantly for the two cases. Tolerances for such key design
parameters as the thickness of the cantilever spring element were determined, and the minimum
current pulse width required for switching the relay estimated. Much broader reliability margins
were demonstrated for the microrelay. A scaled-up model was fabricated and successfully tested
as proof of concept of the microrelay. Processing steps for the microfabrication of the relay
was also given. The thesis is concluded with a discussion on the performance of the proposed
microrelay and suggestions for further research.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 MEMS and Microrelays
Recent trends in the world market show a continuing demand for the miniaturization of devices.
This demand has triggered the emergence of MEMS technology over the past few decades.
MEMS technologies such as silicon micro machining, bulk micromachining and LIGA offer sig-
nificant advantages in size reduction without sacrificing device performance. MEMS technology
is multidisciplinary with its applications ranging from optics, transportation, aerospace, robotics,
chemical analysis, and biotechnologies.
Miniature relays are used to switch electrical signals in various types of applications, for instance
telecommunication, automatic test equipment, automotive, security, and industrial control. The
commercial need for relays up to 2A has been projected to be 1 billion units annually. The
emergence of MEMS technology has brought about the development of micromachined relays,
termed microrelays, which combine the best features of traditional electromechanical relays
(EMR) and solid-state relays (SSR). Despite the rapid advances of the semiconductor sector,
EMRs still serve about ninety percent of the market needs. Their very low contact resistance and
high insulation resistance are particularly attractive in many applications. With conventional
discrete manufacturing methods, the miniaturisation of EMRs has more or less reached its limit.
However, MEMS technology offers the potential for exceptional miniaturization of the relays.
Electromagnetic actuation has been the preferred choice in microrelay applications where the
requirements are for a large contact force of the order of a few mNs to achieve stable electrical
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contact, large lift-off force again of the order of a few mNs to break the electrical contacts and
a large gap (∼ 100 - 250 µm) between the two contact surfaces in the off state.
1.2 Motivation
Although MEMS technology has enabled the batch fabrication of hundreds of micro actuators
on a single substrate, a majority of the reported designs of the electromagnetic micro relays were
intended for use as individual units. On the other hand, matrix arrays of electromagnetically
actuated micro actuators can be very useful in many applications. A single off-chip field source
can be used to actuate large arrays of micro actuators simultaneously in such applications as
micro transport and micro assembly, but actuation only of selected elements of the array would
permit a number of other uses such as information processing, micro mirrors and in telephone
networks.
Switching of individual relays in a matrix with dedicated control circuits becomes problematic
when the size of the matrix is large. It is therefore desirable to have a more efficient switching
scheme requiring fewer control lines. By taking advantage of the structural symmetry, and by
combining relay matrices with electronics, it would be possible to perform multiplexing and to
reduce the number of electrical lines required to switch individual relays in the matrix.
While individual microrelays can be made to operate reliably, making micro relay matrix arrays
in which individual relays could be selectively and reliably switched on and off by an appropriate
multiplexing scheme presents many challenges. The major problem is the difficulty in achieving
the degree of uniformity in the structural dimensions among the individual relays in the matrix.
It is difficult to achieve close dimensional tolerances of micro relay structures when cost effective
MEMS fabrication methods are used. Due to the inherent limitations of the micromachining
processes, significant variations in the dimensions of the micro relay occur across the wafer. For
instance, each individual microrelay may not have the same thickness of cantilever beam and
the same initial air gap across the wafer. As a result, the current required to switch individual
relays in the array could vary considerably.
Besides, stiction which occurs when two nominally flat surfaces are placed in contact also con-
tributes to unreliable switching action. Each individual relay in a matrix will have varying
electrical, magnetic and mechanical properties, and as a result the strength of the control sig-
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nals required for switching the relays on and off is bound to vary widely. A small variation of
±5% in the thickness of the cantilever, for instance, would result in ±15% variation in the spring
stiffness. Such discrepancies would result in erroneous switching of relays in the matrix.
The main motivation factor for this research is the need to enhance the performance of elec-
tromagnetic microrelays matrices by developing a more robust design for the electromagnetic
microrelay that is more tolerant to manufacturing variations associated with MEMS processes.
1.3 Contributions of this Research
The work presented in this thesis contains a number of significant and original contributions to
the field of MEMS. The main contributions are listed below.
• Development of an analytical model of the latching electromagnetic microrelay of the
cantilever type, and its utilisation to establish the reliability margins and manufacturing
tolerances of the microrelay
• Development of a novel flexure hinge topology suitable for several MEMS and NEMS
applications
• Development of analytical and finite element models and mechanical characterisation and
optimisation of the proposed flexure hinge
• Development of a novel conceptual design for a torsion type of electromagnetic microrelay
suitable for array operation
• Development of analytical and finite element models and a methodology to synthesise
suitable designs of the electromagnetic microrelay
• Experimental proof of concept of the electromagnetic microrelay with a scaled-up proto-
type
• MEMS process design for the fabrication of the electromagnetic microrelay
1.4 Publications and Presentations Arising from this Research
Peer Reviewed Journal Publications
Zuraini Dahari, Thurai Vinay And Dinesh Sood, MEMS Electromagnetic Micro Relays Overview
And Design Considerations, IIUM Engineering Journal, Vol. 6, No. 2, 2005, pp. 47-60.
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Conference Publications
Z. Dahari, T. Vinay and D.K. Sood, MEMS Electromagnetics Microrelay Overview and Design
Considerations in Proceeding of The 2nd International Conference of Mechatronics, ICOM’05,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, pp. 743-750.
Z. Dahari, T. Vinay and D. K. Sood, Finite Element Analysis of a Planar Flexure Hinge Topol-
ogy of Bistable MEMS Devices in Proceedings of ROVISP 2005: International Conference On
Robotics, Vision, Information And Signal Processing , Penang, Malaysia , 20-22 July 2005 .
Z. Dahari, T. Vinay and D. K. Sood, Modelling and Analysis of Bistable Electromagnetic Mi-
crorelay in Proceedings of APCOT (Asia-Pacific Conference of Transducers and Micro - Nan-
oTechnology), Singapore, 2006.
N. Awaja, Z. Dahari, T. Vinay and D. K. Sood, Analytical Study of an Electromagnetic Micro-
generator Based on Vibration to Electricity Conversion in Proceedings of APCOT (Asia-Pacific
Conference of Transducers and Micro-NanoTechnology), Singapore, 2006.
1.5 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 begins with a literature review pertinent to the current research. Many relevant
issues that are common to all microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) projects are reviewed.
MEMS actuation methods are reviewed with the focus on electromagnetic actuation. Detailed
descriptions of the ongoing worldwide research on electromagnetic microrelays are given. The
electromagnetic actuators that have been reported in the literature are broadly classified on the
basis of the moving element into the cantilever type and the torsion type. The drawbacks of the
cantilever type of microrelay and the higher degree of shock and vibration resistance offered by
the torsion type are noted.
Chapter 3 provides an extensive analytical investigation of the cantilever type latching electro-
magnetic microrelay. The suitability of the microrelay for array operation with row and column
coils is considered. An analytical model is used for parametric study, optimisation and reliability
analysis of the microrelay. Allowable tolerances for the key parameters of the relay are deter-
mined. The torsional type design is then considered and shown to have several advantages over
the cantilever type. Finally, a novel design of the torsional type is proposed and its principle of
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operation discussed.
Chapter 4 provides details of the mechanical analyses performed on the proposed electromag-
netic microrelay. The force - deflection characteristics of a twin cantilever flexure system that
supports a rigid armature is analysed in isolation, with no consideration given to the magnetic
forces. A linear analytical model is developed first that does not account for axial stiffening
of the cantilever elements. ANSYS R© finite element analysis (FEA) is performed, taking into
account the axial stiffening of the two cantilever elements, to obtain accurate results. Validity
of both approaches is verified by the closeness shown by some sets of results obtained by the two
methods, while significant differences observed in the other sets of results are attributed to axial
stiffening of the cantilever elements. The salient feature of the flexure system is found to be the
duality in its stiffness. The flexure permits what is essentially a pure rotational movement of
the armature about its centre. Advantageously, the relay exhibits high stiffness in the switched
state and low stiffness during its travel from one switched state to the other.
Chapter 5 provides details of the magnetostatic analyses performed on the proposed electro-
magnetic microrelay. Initially finite element analyses (FEA) of the permanent magnet and the
electromagnet are undertaken separately and the results compared with analytical solutions
found in the literature for these two independent cases. The two sets of results are shown to be
remarkably close thus verifying the validity of the finite element models. FEA is then used to
investigate the interaction between the magnetic fields of the permanent magnet and the elec-
tromagnet and to determine the magnetic torque generated on the armature for a range of tilted
positions of the armature and for a range of coil currents. FEA results are used to determine
the proper match between the strengths of the permanent magnet and the electromagnet, the
optimum locations of the two permanent magnets in relation to the two ends of the armature,
and the optimum values for such parameters as coil current, armature thickness, pivotal position
of the armature relative to the planar coil etc.
Chapter 6 makes use of the FEA results obtained in the two previous chapters to synthesise
suitable designs of the electromagnetic microrelay. The important influence of the electrical
contact materials on the ultimate performance of the microrelay is reviewed and a set of perfor-
mance specifications for the microrelay are drawn up. Although FEA simulations were carried
out for a finite set of values of coil current, the magnetic torque characteristics thus obtained are
shown to fit a second order polynomial remarkably well. This polynomial equation model along
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with the scaling laws for electromagnetic systems are used to extrapolate the FEA results for
geometrically similar but different sizes of the magnetic structure and for different currents. As
AuNi5 and Rh are considered good contact materials for microrelays, optimum design param-
eters are determined for each case. With equal values for the adherence force and the contact
force in the case of AuNi5 as contact material, meeting the minimum adherence force require-
ment is seen to be more critical than meeting the minimum contact force requirement. With Rh,
however, the contact force is much higher than the adherence force. Here achieving the mini-
mum contact force is the critical requirement. The design logic and outcomes differ significantly
for the two cases. Tolerances for such key design parameters as the thickness of the cantilever
spring element are determined, and the minimum current pulse width required for switching the
relay estimated.
Chapter 7 describes the experimental work that has been carried out to verify the relay design.
Noting that the most challenging aspect of any MEMS project is the design of the processing
steps that are required to batch-fabricate the device, due to the limitations of time and resources
a modest attempt is undertaken to prove the operating concept of the electromagnetic microrelay
using a scaled-up prototype of the relay. Scaling laws are taken into account in comparing
the experimental results obtained from the prototype with the predicted performance of the
microrelay.
Chapter 8 proposed the general fabrication procedures which may be utilised to fabricate the
proposed the novel electromagnetic microrelay matrices.
Chapter 9 summarizes the research outcomes. Useful conclusions drawn from the work carried
out in this project are discussed and directions for future work suggested.
Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a literature review pertinent to the current research. Many relevant issues
that are common to all microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) projects are reviewed. The
review comprises a thorough survey of the key components of the current research, which are
MEMS, electromagnetic microrelays, microrelay matrices, microfabrication and finite element
analysis (FEA).
A brief background on MEMS applications is provided and the commercial potential of MEMS
microrelays emphasised. MEMS actuation methods are reviewed with the focus on electromag-
netic actuation.
Detailed descriptions of the ongoing worldwide research on electromagnetic microrelays are given.
The operating principles, the advantages and disadvantages of the various designs that have been
reported in the literature are discussed. A review of microrelay matrices where individual relays
can be independently switched on and off is given and the deficiencies of the reported designs
are pointed out to justify the current research. The chapter also contains reviews on micro
fabrication techniques especially related to magnetic MEMS, and finite element analysis (FEA)
which is the major analysis tool for MEMS devices.
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2.2 Background
Recent trends in the world market show a continuing demand for the miniaturization of devices.
This demand has triggered the emergence of MEMS technology over the past few decades.
MEMS technologies such as silicon micro machining, bulk micromachining and LIGA offer
significant advantages in size reduction without sacrificing device performance. Some of the
motivating factors are reduced cost, weight and power consumption. MEMS technology is
multidisciplinary with its applications ranging from optics, transportation, aerospace, robotics,
chemical analysis, and biotechnologies. Comprehensive coverage on MEMS technology are given
in Madou [1], Senturia [2], and Pelesko [3]. MEMS pressure sensors and accelerometers are now
well established commercial products [4]. Amongst the numerous MEMS based devices that are
currently in the research phase, electromechanical microrelay matrices have been identified as
having significant commercial potential within this decade [5].
Miniature relays are used to switch electrical signals in various types of applications, for instance
telecommunication, automatic test equipment, automotive, security, and industrial control. The
emergence of MEMS technology has brought about the development of micromachined relays,
termed microrelays, which combine the best features of traditional electromechanical relays
(EMR) and solid-state relays (SSR).
The commercial need for relays up to 2A has been projected to be 1 billion units annually [6].
Despite the rapid advances of the semiconductor sector, EMRs still serve about ninety percent
(90%) of the market needs compared to only ten percent (10%) by SSRs. The major reasons for
the continuing use of the EMRs, besides their robustness and reliability in harsh environments,
are their large switching range from a few µV and a few µA to about 250V and 2A, ability to
handle both DC and AC signals, their low contact resistance (< 500 mΩ) and high insulation
resistance (∼ 1010 MΩ) [6, 7]. Figure 2.1 shows the miniaturization trends in the discretely
manufactured and assembled EMRs over the past 40 years [6]. It shows the reduction in volume,
board-space and required manufacturing tolerances of signal relays. As seen from the figure, the
predicted board space for the next generation EMRs would be about 30 mm2, with a volume of
roughly 100 mm3. With conventional discrete manufacturing methods, the miniaturisation of
EMRs has more or less reached its limit. However, MEMS technology offers the potential for
exceptional miniaturization of the relays along with the added benefits of extremely low power
consumption and higher immunity from shock and vibration [6–11].
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Figure 2.1: Ongoing miniaturization of telecom relays during the past 40 years
Pioneered by Petersen [12], realization of microrelays using MEMS technologies has gained the
interest of many researchers in both academia and industry. Relay operation requires the pro-
vision of sufficient contact force for a stable electrical contact, and sufficient contact separation
force to achieve reliable opening. This requires a lift-off force that exceeds the adherence of stick-
ing contacts. Moreover, in the open position of the relay, there should be sufficient separation
between the two contact surfaces to ensure no arcing and adequate electrical insulation. The
basic requirements for a typical microrelay can be derived as 300 µN contact force to achieve a
contact resistance of less than 100 mΩ, a lift-off force in excess of 300 µN to overcome adherence,
and a contact gap in the range of 100 to 250 µm to achieve a breakdown voltage in excess of 500
V [13]. It should be noted that these key parameters are very much dependent on the materials
of the contact surfaces, actuation means and the mechanical design. The desirable contact force
characteristics for the proposed microrelay are discussed further in Chapter 6.
2.3 Methods of Actuation
Discussion of microrelays is incomplete without the inclusion of the actuation methods available
in MEMS. Significant research outcomes have been reported on four major types of microrelays:
electrostatic [8,9,14], thermal [15–18], electromagnetic [19–24], and piezoelectric actuation [25–
28]. Comparison between the performance of each actuation means has been reported widely in
several papers [8, 10, 22]. This section briefly describes the attributes of each major actuation
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method in microrelay application. As our research focus is on the electromagnetic actuation, it
is elaborated in greater detail in Section 2.4.
2.3.1 Electrostatic Actuation
The most typical actuation method for low displacement applications is electrostatic actuation
[9,14,29,30]. Electrostatic actuation has been explored as early as in 1979 [12], and it is widely
used nowadays in MEMS devices due to its simplicity in design, fabrication and operation [8].
Electrostatic actuation requires no external element such as a coil or special material such as the
shape-memory alloy (SMA) [11]. Besides, the versatility of integration with the micro fabrication
technology makes it an attractive choice to be implemented as micro actuators [31]. Basically,
two parallel, insulated, conductive plates separated by a small air gap are made to attract each
other by simply providing sufficient voltage across the plates as in Figure 2.2 [30]. Usually one
of the plates is held on a flexural support, and it moves towards the other on the application of
the voltage.
Figure 2.2: Electrostatic actuator having two parallel plates
The force of attraction between the plates is given by,
Fe =
ε0A
2
E2 (2.1)
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, A is the area of each plate, and E is the electric field
between the plates. When the E-field is constant, Fe scales as A. The A value corresponds to L2,
where L is the characteristic linear dimension of the plate. Therefore, if the linear dimensions
of a capacitor are reduced by a factor of ten, the electrostatic force decreases by a factor of one
hundred.
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The electrostatic force varies as the square of the electric field generated in the actuator, while
the break down voltage increases almost linearly with the air gap [30]. However, for devices
which have a large gap between the electrostatic plates, the voltage required for actuation is
too large for common applications. In addition, in harsh environments, the high electric field
produced by applying voltage between the electrodes which are separated by only a narrow gap
will attract dust particles to the device [19]. This consequently will lead to unreliable operation.
Although there are other types of electrostatic actuators (comb drives, for instance) exist where
the force of attraction varies linearly with the applied voltage, they are not considered here as
they would require expensive MEMS fabrication steps.
2.3.2 Thermal Actuation
Thermal actuators utilize the property of thermal expansion to produce motion. When a current
is applied across the actuators, they heat up, causing expansion. Thermal actuation can occur
in many ways. A simple example is the bimetallic strip [30]. It is formed by two different
materials with two distinct thermal expansion coefficients. The strip will bend when heated or
cooled due to the different thermal properties of the two materials. Once the applied thermal
force is removed, the strip will return to its initial reference shape. The principle of thermally
actuated bimetallic strip is illustrated in Figure 2.3. The bimetallic strip comprises two different
materials with thermal coefficients of α1 and α2, where α1 > α2. When the strip is heated by
external sources, it will deform to a bent shape as shown.
Figure 2.3: Thermal actuation principles
Thermal microactuators offer relatively large forces and displacements. Potential applications
of these devices are microvalves, microrelays, tuneable impedance RF networks, and miniature
medical instrumentation [18]. However, issues such as thermal cycling, large response time and
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heat dissipation should be considered meticulously.
2.3.3 Piezoelectric Actuation
Piezoeletric actuation is based on the deformation of certain materials due to voltage application.
The deformation, about 0.1% of the original dimension in piezoelectric (PZT) materials, finds
useful applications such as the production and detection of sound, generation of high voltages,
electronic frequency generation, microbalance, and ultra fine focusing of optical assemblies [32].
The most extensively used natural piezoelectric materials are crystals, quartz, and tourmaline [1].
Generally, piezoelectric actuation produces very strong forces, short response time, and high
efficiency. The shortcoming in this method of actuation is that a very high voltage is required
to achieve significant deformation.
2.4 Electromagnetic Actuation
Although many early researchers in the MEMS field doubted the prospects of electromagnetism
in the micro realm, magnetic MEMS have now emerged as a significant research area [33]. New
terminology such as Magnetic Micro-actuators and Systems (MAGMAS) is becoming a familiar
vocabulary for MEMS researchers. Due to the recent technology enhancement in incorporating
magnetic materials in MEMS fabrication, MAGMAS is now receiving increased attention from
the academia and the industrial sector. MAGMAS offers a wide range of applications, such
as data storage, field sensing, micro-relays, micro-mirrors, inductive devices and biomedical,
to name a few [34]. Electromagnetic actuation has been the preferred choice in microrelay
applications where the requirements are a large contact force (of the order of a few mNs) to
achieve stable electrical contact, a large contact gap, and robust operation in harsh environments
[5, 24].
2.4.1 Scaling Affects in Magnetic Actuation
Though electromagnetic forces dominate the actuation field in the macro domains, it is not the
case when it comes to the micro world. Earlier articles among the MEMS community have ex-
pressed doubts on the potential of magnetic material due to the poor scaling laws. Contradictory
arguments have been expressed in various early articles as to the future of magnetic materials
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in the micro realm [35–40]. Initially, the true potential of magnetic materials for MEMS has
been underestimated and not fully assessed in sufficient detail. In recent years, however, the
prospects for magnetic MEMS have improved significantly as a result of the resolution of many
of the incompatibility issues of magnetic materials in micromachining technologies.
It appears that most of the earlier negative conclusions were drawn based only on the basic
interactions between conductors or between conductors and a piece of iron. Comparisons were
made between the scaling effects of electrostatic force and magnetic force, and electrostatic force
was found to scale relatively well in the micro domain [41].
In the case of electromagnetic (current-driven) actuator, the force between a pair of parallel
wires is
Fc =
µ0
2pi
I1I2
s
d
(2.2)
where I1 and I2 are the currents in each wire, s is the length of the wires, and d is the separation
distance. Replacing the current in terms of current density, J = I/A (where A is the area of the
wire), the force can be rewritten as
Fc =
µ0
2pi
J1J2A1A2
s
d
(2.3)
From Equation 2.3, if the current density is kept constant, the force scales as L4, where L is the
characteristic linear dimension of the circuit. Hence, if the dimension is reduced by a factor of 10,
the force decreases by 10,000, which is three orders of magnitude weaker than the electrostatic
case.
Nevertheless, these comparisons are made based only on the magnetic force in the current-driven
actuator. A fair comparison should include other magnetic materials such as permanent magnets,
and ferromagnetic materials. A detail investigation on the scaling effects in electromagnetic
actuator has been presented by Cugat et al. [33, 42]. The investigation goes into details of
the effect of down sizing on the magnetic interactions involving permanent magnets, coils, soft
magnetic materials, and current induced by time varying fields.
Instead of poor scale reduction in magnetic interactions, the study found that in some circum-
stances magnetic interactions do benefit greatly from size reduction. The positive outcomes
are based on newly available high-performance permanent magnet materials and also on the
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possibility of sharply increasing the current density in microcoils. In the macro world, the cur-
rent density in copper coils is limited to about 5 A/mm 2 (continuous) to avoid overheating.
However, when current is applied intermittently as short pulses, the current density can reach
thousands of A/mm2 [43].
The following conclusions may be drawn from Cugat’s study [42]:
• Most magnetic interactions benefit from size reduction
• Efficient magnetic interactions in small dimension devices involve permanent magnets
• Magnet-to-magnet (or magnet-to iron) force per volume increases in direct proportion to
the size reduction factor.
• Current-to-magnet force per volume can be increased significantly because the current
density can be increased by a large factor when current is applied as short and intermittent
pulses.
• Magnet to coil induction benefits from the increase of speed and frequencies when down-
sizing.
• Coil to coil inductive effects decrease, resistances increase and inductances decrease, so
inductive machines should be avoided.
Therefore, the conventional perception that magnetic MEMS devices scale poorly is not generally
true. Recent advances in magnetic microfabrication facilities have significantly enhanced the
prospects of magnetic MEMS, and MAGMAS is currently a thriving research field.
2.4.2 Electromagnetic Microrelay
Miniature electromagnetic relay matrices capable of switching currents up to one ampere range
are widely used in commercial applications such as instrumentation and telecommunication. In
recent years, the emergence of Micro Electro Mechanical System (MEMS) technology has opened
up the possibility for batch fabrication of microrelays at a much reduced unit cost.
Traditionally, electromagnetic relays have been fabricated from a number of discrete components
which include an armature made of soft magnetic material, an elastic spring, an electromagnetic
coil, a magnetic core, and special metal contacts [44]. For applications requiring the switch to re-
main open or closed for relatively long periods of time, a permanent magnet is incorporated into
the magnetic circuit to maintain the switch in the closed position even when the control signal
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is removed. Such relays are referred to as latching relays. Implementation of magnetic actuation
schemes at the micro scale is quite challenging. The most problematic is the design and fabri-
cation of the excitation coil that would provide sufficient ampere-turns. Deposition of magnetic
materials and their subsequent patterning and treatment to impart desirable characteristics to
them are also difficult in a micro fabrication environment [34].
Micro machined electromagnetic relays reported in early publications are simply adaptations of
the conventional relay design to suit the micro fabrication environment. Planar magnetic coil
and flat cantilever spring element have been common features in all of them. Research evolution
on electromagnetic microrelays started with the effort of miniaturising the device, followed by
the integration of magnetic elements in the micro fabrication process. The research evolution
on electromagnetic microrelays is described in detail in the next section.
2.4.3 Early Designs of Electromagnetic Microrelay
Fundamental work on electromagnetic microrelay was initiated by Hosaka et al. (1993, 1994)
[22, 23]. A miniature prototype, having a spiral flat spring with a diagonal length of 0.5 mm
was fabricated and its basic switching performance investigated. The switching speed of the
device was found to be about ten times faster than that of conventional miniature relays. The
relationships between contact force and contact resistance were determined experimentally for
three typical materials used in conventional relays, gold, silver, and palladium. It was found
that the contact force needed for stable resistance was the lowest for gold, less than 100 µN.
Breakdown voltage was found to be 650 V for an electrode gap of 8 µm. However, the design
involved the use of an external electromagnet with a steel core and a coil of 800 turns for ac-
tuation. This required additional assembly and negated the cost benefits of batch fabrication.
The same research group, in a later publication [23], reported on the development of an 8 ×
8 matrix of bistable relays again using a mix of micro-fabrication, conventional machining and
assembly techniques. Each relay in the matrix comprised of a permanent magnet to achieve
self-latching. The magnetic and spring-back forces were such that the relay was stable at both
the open and closed positions. The relay was switched on and off by sending a control current
through an electromagnet. This prototype was used to clarify the structure needed for integrat-
ing microrelays for telephone network applications, and issues such as mechanical interference,
electrical interference and crosstalk were discussed.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic designs of bistable, latching,electromagnetic switch
Roshen et al. (1994) [45] proposed a design for a micromachined electromagnetic switch with
fixed on and off positions. As shown schematically in Figure 2.4, a permanent magnet situated
between two soft magnets, toggles between two fixed positions by the application of current (in
alternate directions) in an actuator coil for a brief period. The permanent magnet is attached to
a micromachined spring which moves under the action of a net force, thereby opening or closing
the switch. Current in the actuator coil changes the relative strength of the magnetic forces due
to the soft magnets. In the absence of current in the actuator coil, the switch is kept in the open
or closed position by the attractive magnetic force between the permanent magnet and either
the upper or lower soft magnet, whereby the stronger force is exercised between the permanent
magnet and the nearest soft magnet.
Judy and Muller (1995) [46] developed a magnetic actuator utilizing a torsional-polysilicon
flexure. The device, developed in a batch fabrication process, was intended for microphotonic
applications such as optical-beam chopping, scanning and steering. A microactuated mirror
made of Ni-Fe plate, 430 µm × 130 µm × 15 µm, was attached to a pair of polysilicon torsional
beams, 400 µm × 2.2 µm × 2.2 µm each. When a uniform magnetic field was applied, the
mirror rotated by more than 900 out of the plane of wafer producing a torque greater than 3.0
nNm.
Ren and Gerhard (1997) [47], using a similar concept as Roshen, developed and tested a pro-
totype which consisted of a plane magnetic conductor structure with an overall size of 6 mm ×
7 mm × 100 µm with two pole pieces and a flux-conducting micro cantilever beam (3.8 mm ×
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100µm × 100 µm). All of these were fabricated using repeated UV lithography, electroplating
of Ni-Fe alloy using resist micromoulding and sacrificial layer etching. The Young’s modulus of
the soft Ni-Fe alloy was found to be 1.8 × 107 N cm−2 and its tensile strength greater than 1.7
× 105 N cm−2. The recorded coercive force Hc, the remanence Br and the saturation induction,
Bs of the Ni-Fe alloy were found to be 48.9 A m−1, 0.3 T and 0.7 T respectively. Sixty turns
of coils were wound manually around the magnetic conductor. Finally, a permanent magnet
(1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm) was inserted in the plane structure. At standstill, the free end of
the cantilever was attracted to one of the two pole pieces with holding energy supplied by the
permanent magnet. A current pulse of ± 1.2 A and 0.3 ms duration was used to switch between
the two stable positions. The distance of the movement was about 100 µm and the contact force
was about 0.25 mN.
The evolution continued by exploiting the full potential of micro fabrication technologies to
fabricate fully integrated devices. Instead of using external coils, planar coils were fabricated
through surface micromachining [4, 24, 48–50]. Fully integrated electromagnetically actuated
micromachined relays were reported by Taylor et al. (1997, 1998) [7, 49]. Fabrication of the
relays were based on standard polyimide mode electroplating techniques and consisted of an
integrated planar meander (or spiral) coil embedded in a magnetic core and a pair of relay
contacts positioned above the coil. A movable magnetic plate with cantilever support was surface
micromachined above the contacts. When a sufficient current was applied to the electromagnet,
the magnetic plate moved down and shorted the two contacts. The actuation force increased
with the square of the coil current as expected from the reluctance theory. The dependence of
the force on the movable plate on the spacing between the contact surfaces and the plate was
found to be described by the power law F ∝ gn with the exponent n ≈ -1.4. As the design
did not incorporate any permanent magnet, the control current needed to be continuous. The
microrelay coils were tested up to in excess of 3.0 A DC continuously for several hours and did
not fail. For a coil current of 1 A and a gap, g = 10 µm , the magnetic force on the movable
place was 2.5 mN which translated to a force per actuator area of 380 N/m2. These large forces
imply that currents much smaller than 1 A would be sufficient for relay operation. Minimum
actuation current of 180 mA and power of 33 mW were reported. The ON resistance was as
low as 22.4 mΩ. Actuation times of the microrelays were typically in the range of 0.5 - 2.5 ms.
Operation lifetimes in excess of 850,000 cycles were reported.
Fullin et al. (1998) [51] developed high performance electromagnetic microactuators on metallic
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ferromagnetic substrates (FeSi) by using high saturation induction, (Bs) electroplated Ni-Fe
cores. The driving element of this device relied on an electroplated copper coil (7 µm thick, 16
µm pitch, 2 levels, 127 turns) and Ni-Fe core. For a device with the size of 5 mm × 4 mm,
on- state resistance of less than 0.4 Ω, contact force up to several tens of mN were reported.
The contact gap spacing was about 22 µm. This design, although conceptually similar to that
of Taylor et al. [7, 49], required much lower actuation current and power (8 mA, 14 mW). The
fully integrated microrelay was enclosed in ceramic and plastic packages [52].
Another conceptually similar device was developed and tested by Wright and Tai (1998) [44].
High permeability ( ≈ 1000 µ0 to 5000 µ0) permalloy plating resulted in a much larger magnetic
force. Practical beam dimensions of 10 µm thick and 200 µm wide were chosen to fabricate
cantilever beams 500 µm and 1000 µm long with 5 - 10 µm design air gaps. The cantilevers
provided up to several hundred µN break force. With three multi-turn pancake coils, the current
required to fully deflect the 500 µm length cantilever was found to be 80 mA. The corresponding
actuation force was about 200 µN. A two-sided process was used to produce quasi-3D structures
which minimal die area. The reported fabrication methodology was reported to be potentially
compatible with CMOS process. One thousand fully integrated microrelays were successfully
fabricated on a 100 mm silicon wafer. The contact resistance was less than 35 mΩ, and the life
time varied in the range 104 - 108 cycles as the hot switching current level was reduced from
500 mA to 100 µA.
Except for the designs of Roshen et al. [45] and Ren and Gerhard [47], in all other designs
discussed so far, the strain energy stored in the spring when the relay was in the closed state
was not gainfully utilised for switching. When the relay was switched open from its closed state,
the stored energy was transformed into kinetic energy and manifested as oscillations which
eventually died down due to damping.
Tabat et al. (1999) [53] proposed a novel design, shown schematically in Figure 2.5, that utilised
most of the stored energy in the switch for changing its state. Bistable operation was obtained
using a single coil and a magnetic core with a gap. A plunger having two magnetic heads was
supported for back and forth linear movement with respect to the gap in the core, and was
spring biased to a neutral position in which the two heads were on each side of the gap in the
core. The single electrical coil was coupled to the core and was provided with uni-directional
electrical current to attract one of the heads toward the core by reluctance action and drive the
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Figure 2.5: Schematic designs of bistable electromagnetic switch
plunger to the limit of travel in the same direction. The current was then cut off for the plunger
to move by spring action towards the neutral position and then go beyond. When current was
reapplied to the coil, the other head of the plunger was driven to its limit of travel. This process
could then be repeated.
The final frontier to be won over in achieving fully integrated latching electromagnetic micro
relays is the incorporation of hard magnetic material in significant thicknesses into the micro
fabrication process. It is well known that hard magnetic materials possess desirable characteris-
tics due to their favourable scaling in the micro-domain and their long range force and ability to
produce large deflection. Nevertheless, there are many obstacles for incorporating hard magnetic
materials in significant thicknesses into the micro fabrication process. The prototypes discussed
so far are either based on electromagnetic actuation alone or depended on the insertion of an
external permanent magnet.
Largorce (1999) [24] had taken a step ahead by developing a magnetic microactuator which
includes a permanent magnet. This device, shown schematically in Figure 2.6, comprised of
a cantilever beam with a screen-printed disk magnet at its free end and a planar coil on the
opposite side of the substrate to drive the beam vertically. The hard magnetic material utilised
was a polymer composite, consisting of magnetically hard ceramic ferrite powder imbedded in a
commercial epoxy resin to a volume loading of 80 %. The magnet was of the form of a thin disk
4 mm in diameter and 90 µm thick. The disk had been magnetised in the thickness direction and
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Figure 2.6: Schematic view of the polymer-based integrated permanent magnet
exhibited an intrinsic coercivity, (Hc) of 320 kA/m and a residual induction, (Br) of 60 mT. The
polymer-magnet-based integrated permanent magnet actuator was realized on a commercially
available epoxy board substrate which had a copper clad layer 20 µm thick laminated on one side
via a low temperature batch fabrication process. The coil structure was obtained by patterning
followed by wet etching of the copper cladding. The cantilever beam carrying the permanent
magnet was fabricated on the other side of the substrate. This device allowed both attraction
and repulsion forces by reversing the current direction. The deflection of the cantilever increased
linearly with the driving current. Typically, with a cantilever beam of size 7 mm × 1 mm ×
25 µm and with a driving current of 100 mA, the force generated was 10 µN which caused
a deflection of about 15 µm. Dynamic testing with AC driving currents revealed a resonant
frequency of about 40 Hz and a quality factor of 10.
A novel design of a latching electromagnetic micro relay was successfully developed by Ruan
et al. (2000, 2001) [48, 54, 55]. The device was based on the preferential magnetization of a
permalloy beam [19] in a permanent external magnetic field. The permalloy beam was supported
on a torsional flexure. Switching between two stable states was accomplished by momentarily
changing the direction of the cantilever’s magnetisation by passing a short current pulse through
an integrated coil situated underneath the cantilever. Once switched, the relay remained latched
by the external magnetic field. Switching was caused mainly by the reversal of the magnetic
torque, making the elastic torque of the torsion flexures merely a parasitic effect. Two design
variations were considered for the beam. In the one end fixed type, the dimensions were 700µm
× 300µm × 5µm with an additional 25 µm thick layer forming the main body of the beam. In
the hinged type, the beam dimensions were 800µm × 200µm × 25µm with two torsion flexures,
each 280µm × 20µm × 3µm, located in the centre of the beam. Air gap spacing was 12 µm.
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Number of coil turns was 20. Typically, with an external field of 32.6 kA/m, switching current
was ∼ 120 mA, contact force ∼ 40 µN and lead to lead resistance ∼ 53 mΩ.
While most of the devices discussed so far, to author’s knowledge, never left the laboratories and
remained at the research stage, the device developed by Ruan et al. had since been successfully
commercialised under the trade name MagLatchTM by Magfusion [56].
Langlois (2003) [57] investigated several modifications to the original design of Ruan et al. with
the aim of reducing device size, on-chip density, power consumption and complexity of fabri-
cation. The most significant changes were the use of palladium both as contact and structural
support material, a single line actuating coil, and use of a copper sacrificial layer during fabri-
cation. Micro relays with beam length as small as 160 µm and width 90 µm were developed,
but several problems were encountered during fabrication and a low yield was reported. Faster
switching speeds were obtained with turn-on time of 6.2 µs and turn-off time of 2.7 µs (compared
to 400 µs and 70µs for the original design).
Dieppedale et al. (2004) [58] reported on the development of a novel magnetic micro actuator
with integrated permanent magnets. The device consisted of five permanent micro magnets,
magnetically oriented in the plane of the wafer along Ox as shown in Figure 2.7. A mobile
micro magnet was located between two pairs of fixed micro magnets, and it had two stable
positions against each of the fixed magnet pair. The mobile magnet was moved from one stable
position to the other by applying a short current pulse with the correct polarity to a coil placed
in the silicon substrate. The mobile magnet was in complete levitation during commutation
between its two stable positions. 3-D simulation of the magnetic interaction between the fixed
and mobile magnets showed that the mobile magnet was kept in a ’magnetic tunnel’ between
its two stable positions. The interaction between the magnetic induction created by the mobile
magnet and the current in the coil produced a Lorentz force, which created the displacement
of the mobile magnet. The magnets were covered with a conductive layer resulting in a double
bistable switch. The process flow involved the electroplating of copper coils, the fabrication of
the permanent magnets system by electroplating of CoPtP alloy, and the releasing of the mobile
magnet by wet etching of a sacrificial layer. The following results were reported: actuation time
∼ 30 µs, actuation energy ∼ 48 µJ, actuation current ∼ 4 A, and coil resistance ∼ 100 mΩ.
Han et al. (2004) [59] developed an electromagnetic actuator for lateral-displacement optical
switching. The actuator consisted of a pair of arch shaped leaf springs placed in a uniform
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Figure 2.7: Schematic view of the magnetic bistable micro-actuator
magnetic field. The leaf springs were made of high aspect ratio beams fixed at both ends. The
distributed Lorentz force induced by currents flowing in the arch-shaped leaf springs produced
large lateral displacements.
Most of the above mentioned microrelays, developed through the planar micromachining facil-
ities, were intended for low-current applications. The coils fabricated by such technologies are
very limited in terms of thickness and current carrying capacity. To achieve high power capacity,
LIGA technology can be employed which allows thick wire patterns (to carry larger currents)
and high aspect ratio microstructures (to permit larger number of turns of coil and boost the
driving force). Williams (2004, 2005) [60, 61] considered the development of electromagnetic
micro relays for power applications. Prototype devices were fabricated using multi-layer UV-
LIGA technology. The technology used multiple layers of SU-8 and electroplated metal. A
mechanically wrapped solenoid (4 layers thick and 1500 µm tall) insert was used to provide the
actuation force. Typically, the prototype relay which used a spiral flat spring was found to have
operating frequencies up to 500 Hz. Current limit was ∼ 330 mA at an applied voltage of 36.5V.
Modifications to the design of Ruan et al. were investigated by Gray et al. (2005) [20, 62].
The goal of their study was to design a large-throw, energy efficient MEMS actuator. Through
extensive modelling and simulation, the authors synthesised a design with actuation distance
of 100 µm, contact force in excess of 7 µN at 10 mT, switching speeds less than 3 ms, and
switching energies as little as 84 µJ. A bistable magnetic MEMS actuator was fabricated using
microelectronic processes including a two substrate flip-chip assembly, multilevel metallization,
and sublimation release to avoid stiction. The actuator was found to have excellent correspon-
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dence between observed and modelled behaviour. Latching was demonstrated at 10 mT level
with contact force > 5 µN, switching energy < 100 µJ, and switching speed < 5 ms.
Sutanto et al. (2006) [63] fabricated a fully integrated bistable and bidirectional electromag-
netic micro actuator, and experimentally determined its static and dynamic behaviours. The
bidirectional actuation was generated from the interaction between the electroplated CoNiMnP
magnet and the Au microcoil. The bistable mechanism was generated from the interaction be-
tween the CoNiMnP magnet and the soft magnetic (NiFe) base. The microactuator was entirely
fabricated by surface micromachining on top of a single silicon wafer. The overall diameter of
the microactuator was 1600 µm. The overall height was 600 µm. Latching occurred at the
membrane minimum displacement of -21 µm. This latching operation required an operational
current of ∼ 14 mA and power of ∼ 1.4 mW. The membrane maximum displacement was found
to be 29 µm; it was achieved with coil current of 0.13 A and power 130 mW.
2.4.4 Electromagnetically Actuated, Addressable Micro Relays
Although MEMS technology has enabled the batch fabrication of hundreds of micro actuators on
a single substrate, a majority of the reported designs of the electromagnetic micro relays were
intended for use as individual units. However, matrix arrays of electromagnetically actuated
micro actuators can be very useful in many applications. A single off-chip field source can be
used to actuate large arrays of micro actuators simultaneously in such applications as micro
transport and micro assembly [64], but actuation only of selected elements of the array would
permit a number of other uses such as information processing, micro mirrors and in telephone
networks. Hosaka and Kuwano (1994) [23] fabricated an 8×8 matrix relay, about one-tenth the
size of conventional relays but by using conventional machining and assembly techniques, and
assessed its suitability for micro fabrication and usage in actual telephone networks. The device
could connect any of the eight input lines to any of the eight output lines through 64 independent
switches. Judy et al. (1997) [19] reported on the development of surface-micro machined,
batch-fabricated structures that combine plated-nickel films with polysilicon mechanical flexures
to produce individually addressable, magnetically activated devices. Individual microactuator
control was achieved in two ways: by actuating devices using the magnetic field generated by
coils integrated around each device, and by using electrostatic forces to clamp selected devices to
an insulated ground plane while unclamped devices were freely moved through large out-of-plane
excursions by an off-chip magnetic field.
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Switching of individual relays in a matrix with dedicated control circuits becomes problematic
when the size of the matrix is large. For instance, while a 2 × 2 array requires only 4 lines, a 20 ×
20 array would require 400 control lines. It is therefore desirable to have more efficient switching
schemes requiring fewer control lines. By taking advantage of any structural symmetry, and by
combining relay matrices with electronics, it would be possible to perform multiplexing and to
reduce the number of electrical lines required to switch individual relays in the matrix; a 20 ×
20 array for instance would require only 40 control lines, as opposed to 400 control lines when
the relays are packaged separately without the multiplexing electronics [64]. Orr [65] proposed a
switching scheme similar to the magnetic core memories that were in use in the 1970s, a portion
of which is shown in Figure 2.8 [66]. In this, one bit of the memory is a small ferromagnetic
torus, with two wires passing through it. To write a ”1” or a ”0”, a positive or negative current
pulse, respectively, is passed through the wires. This results in the core magnetised to either
Br or -Br on the hysteresis curve, respectively. Elements of an entire memory are arranged in
matrices, with two wires passing through each torus. The current passing through each row or
column is half of the current needed to saturate the torus, so both the row and column of the
specific bit need to be addressed.
Figure 2.9 shows a schematic diagram of the micro relay matrix and the row and column actu-
ation coils in the microrelay design proposed by Orr. Each relay in the matrix is located at an
intersection of one of the row coils and one of the column coils. Addressed switching of a specific
micro relay is performed by energising the corresponding row and column coils in the matrix as
shown. For the scheme to work reliably, all remaining relays located along the energised row or
column coil should remain in their original states. This condition can be achieved provided there
is sufficient uniformity among the operating characteristics of individual relays in the matrix.
Fabian et al. [67] explored the feasibility of parallel - series combination of individual micro
relays to extend their electrical power handling and current interruption capabilities. Their
experiments involved arrangements of individual switches in a matrix configuration to increase
the power capabilities. Addressing issue was not considered.
While individual microrelays can be made to operate reliably, making micro relay matrix arrays
in which individual relays could be selectively and reliably switched on and off by an appropriate
multiplexing scheme presents many challenges. The major problem is the difficulty in achieving
the degree of uniformity in the structural dimensions among the individual relays in the matrix.
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Figure 2.8: Magnetic core memory matrix
It is difficult to achieve close dimensional tolerances of micro relay structures when cost effective
MEMS fabrication methods are used. Due to the inherent limitations of the micromachining
processes, significant variations in the dimensions of the micro relay occur across the wafer. For
instance, each individual microrelay may not have the same thickness of cantilever beam and
the same initial air gap across the wafer. As a result, the current required to switch individual
relays in the array would vary considerably.
Besides, stiction which occurs when two nominally flat surfaces are placed in contact, also
contributes to unreliable switching action [68]. Each individual relay in a matrix will have
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Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram of addressing scheme in a microrelay matrix
varying electrical, magnetic and mechanical properties, and as a result the strength of the
control signals required for switching the relays on and off is bound to vary widely. A small
variation of ± 5 % in the thickness of the cantilever, for instance, would result in ± 15% variation
in the spring stiffness k. Such discrepancies would result in erroneous switching of relays in the
matrix.
A similar issue was discussed by Petersen [12], who considered a matrix of simple thermally
actuated switches. In a composite membrane of two different materials with different thermal
coefficients of expansion, an increase in temperature will result in a downward deflection of the
membrane. Normally-open switches will then close at a given temperature, depending on the
switch geometry, film thicknesses, and initial membrane deflection if there is any. In particular,
in an array of switches, all with slightly different lengths, each switch will make electrical contact
at a different temperature.
Closely controlling the dimensional tolerances among the batch fabricated MEMS devices is
quite a daunting task. Only by choosing a robust design that circumvents the limitations of
MEMS fabrication methods, a reliable MEMS device can be successfully developed.
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(a) Cantilever type (b) Torsion type
Figure 2.10: Classification of electromagnetic relays according to the moving element
2.4.5 Classification of Electromagnetic Micro Relays and Comparison of Their
Performances
A comparison of the various electromagnetic micro relay designs discussed in Section 2.4.3 is
presented in Table 2.1 - 2.3.
Although numerous designs have been proposed, prototypes built and their performances eval-
uated, they can be broadly classified into two groups on the basis of the moving element as
illustrated in Figure 2.10.
In the cantilever type, the moving element is supported at the free end of a cantilever or a flat
spiral spring and undergoing mainly a translational motion along the z-axis. In the torsion type,
the moving element is a rigid beam supported on torsional flexure/s and undergoing a rocking
motion about its central y-axis. The cantilever type can be further subdivided on the basis of
the placements of the permanent magnet (if any) and/or fixed stops as illustrated schematically
in Figure 2.11. The torsion type can be modelled as shown in Figure 2.12.
The works reported by Taylor et al. [7, 49], Fullin et al. [51], Tilmans et al. [52], Wright and
Tai [44], Tabat et al. [53] and Williams [60, 69] fall into category (a). With the absence of a
permanent magnet, it is not possible to hold the relay in its closed position against the spring
back force without any external power. Such relays are referred to as non latching relays.
Invariably, a soft magnetic material such as Ni-Fe alloy is used as the moving element in this
design. When the control current flows in the electromagnetic coil, the free end of the cantilever
is attracted towards the coil. As a result the free end of the cantilever moves down and presses
against the fixed stop.
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(a) EM only,
one fixed position
(b) EM and PM,
PM in one
fixed position
(c) EM and PM,
PM as moving element,
one fixed position
(d) EM and PM,
PM as moving element,
both positions fixed,
symmetric ON and OFF po-
sitions
Figure 2.11: Classification of the cantilever type relays
Figure 2.12: Torsion type micro relay
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A permanent magnet is included in categories (b), (c) and (d) to achieve self latching which is a
highly desirable feature in microrelay applications. Latching relays are bistable type of switches
that can retain their on and off positions without the need for any external power. Power is
required only to switch between states. This feature is a highly sought after in applications such
as satellites, mobile phones, and others. Although latching can be achieved by other means such
as thermal [15] and mechanical [70–72], the structures that are required to achieve latching are
quite complicated and difficult to fabricate with conventional MEMS processes.
With design (b), the position of the permanent magnet is fixed. Its strength is carefully matched
to the spring back force to provide the latching action when the relay is in its closed position,
but not able to close the relay from its open position. The works of Hosaka [22] and Ren [47]
fall into this category.
In designs (c) and (d), the permanent magnet is the moving element. With design (c), only
the closed position of the relay is fixed, whereas with design (d), both ON and OFF positions
of the relay are fixed and have symmetric configurations. Design (d) is superior to all others
in that it eliminates the uncertainty associated with the initial air gap that might result due to
internal stresses induced in the cantilever during its manufacture. Works by Lagorce [24] and
Sutanto [63] belong to category (c), and Roshen [45] and Dieppedale [58] to category (d).
As pointed out earlier, the major drawbacks of the cantilever type designs are the variability
associated with the thickness of the cantilever and the initial air gap. Any stress induced in
the cantilever beam during the electroplating process is likely to result in some initial deflection
of the cantilever and thus results in an unpredictable variation in the contact gap in the off
position. The spring stiffness of the cantilever varies as the cube of its thickness, implying
that the stiffness variation would be about three times the thickness variation. As the heavier
armature at the free end of the cantilever is not held fixed when the relay is in the off state,
resistance of the device to shock and vibration is bound to be low.
From the shock and vibration resistance point of view, design (d) with fixed on and off positions
is preferable. It offers robustness and better switching reliability. The drawback of this particular
design is the difficulty associated with the fabrication of the additional upper fixed stop.
Comparing the torsion type design in Figure 2.12 with category (d) of the cantilever type
design, it can be seen that they are somewhat similar. Both have fixed on and off positions.
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However, the torsion type offers much higher degree of shock and vibration resistance as the
moving element is pivoted to rotate about its centre of mass. The torsion type is more amenable
to cost effective micromachining process. The reliability and the robustness of this design can
be made somewhat less dependent of the spring characteristics of the supporting flexure. This
reduces the sensitivity of the cantilever thickness on the device performance. This explains why
the Ruan et al. [48, 54, 55] design which is of the torsion type has been a commercial success
while others are not. The limitation of their design, however, are its small air gap (∼ 12 µm)
and low contact force. Gray [20, 62] identified these issues and made an effort to overcome the
limitations. Gray analysed the design space and identified a regime where shorter switching
pulse can be utilised to obtain a large-throw (100 µm compared to 12 µm), energy-efficient
device.
The objective of the current research is to develop a robust design of a microrelay for operation
in array formation where individual relays can be independently switched on and off by an
efficient multiplexing arrangement similar to the one proposed by Orr [65]. Having considered
the numerous designs that have been reported in the literature to date, the author has come to
the conclusion that the objective can be met only through a novel design that incorporates the
following key features.
• Design more tolerant to manufacturing imperfections
• Design amenable to cost effective MEMS processes
• Design utilising the stored strain energy in the spring element to switch between on and
off states
• Use of permanent magnet to achieve self latching
• Use of permanent magnet and electromagnet to achieve bidirectional actuation
• Use of high permeability Ni-Fe for the electromagnet core
• Both on and off positions fixed by mechanical stops
• Torsion type design for switching robustness and improved immunity from shock and
vibration
• Air gap in the range ∼ 100 - 250 µm
• Contact force in the range ∼ 100 µN - 1000 µN
These criteria and the details of the proposed design will be elaborated in Chapter 3.
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2.5 Micro Fabrication Technologies
This section provides an overview of the steps involved in MEMS fabrication with the emphasis
on the specific techniques in fabricating the magnetic materials. Typical processes in fabricating
microdevices cover basic wafer micromachining processes such as bulk micromachining, surface
micromachining and LIGA (German acronym for Lithographie, Galvanik, Abformung).
2.5.1 Magnetic MEMS Fabrication
The feasibility of magnetic materials in MEMS technologies are discussed thoroughly by Busch-
Vishniac [40], G. Reyne [31], Cugat et al. [33, 42] and D. Niarchos [34]. Various techniques
such as electrodeposition, UV lithography, LIGA and sputtering are commonly used in deposit-
ing soft magnetic materials and fabricating microcoils [4, 34, 73]. These technologies combined
with conventional micro machining techniques such as photolithography, surface micromachin-
ing, bulk micromachining, micro moulding, and etching are used to fabricate magnetic MEMS
materials [34]. The following sections provide a review of fabrication processes of magnetic com-
ponents in the electromagnetic microrelay: electromagnet (microcoil), soft magnetic materials
and hard magnetic materials.
2.5.2 Microcoil Fabrication
In the earlier development of electromagnetic microrelay, external or manually inserted coils
were utilised as an electromagnet source. The tremendous evolution of the micromachining
technologies has lead to the establishment of the integration of electromagnetic coil in MEMS
devices. Generally the micromachining technologies for microcoil could be categorised into two,
planar coil (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) coil. Most of the techniques used to fabricate planar
coil involves electro-deposition of the coil material. In the case of three-dimensional coils, a more
advanced approach is required which involves wafer bonding and vial connections [1].
The most common technique used to fabricate two dimensional coil is the electroplating process.
By using photoresist as a mould via photolithography technique, the coil is patterned on to a
substrate. The substrate was firstly covered with an adhesion layer (such as Ti or Cr) and
a conducting plating base/seed layer before the electroplating process can proceed [1]. This
deposition process is usually performed through the electrobeam evaporation or sputtering.
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Figure 2.13: Typical set up of electroplating process
The thickness of the electroplated coil depends on the duration and the current density of the
electroplating process. Figure 2.13 demonstrates the basic apparatus used in the electroplating
process.
Two major issues associated with the electroplating process using photoresist molds are the
chemical and mechanical incompatibilities. Chemical incompatibility means the issue of finding
a suitable selective release-etch chemical whereas the mechanical incompatibility lies in film
stress which may affect the adhesion between the plated structure and the substrate [1]. In
cases where a higher magnetic field is required, multi layer coil is fabricated [52,74–77].
Another approach used in metal deposition is electroless plating. As clearly defined by its term,
the process excludes the usage of electricity in terms of no requirement of voltage and substrate.
The thick metal deposition is continuously built up via chemical reactions. The advantages of
electroless plating are it is simple (no plating base is needed), and exhibits a lower stress of the
deposited metal. Nevertheless, the major concern is the temperature of the electroless plating
which is relatively higher than in a typical electrochemical process [1].
2.5.3 Soft Magnetic Materials Fabrication
Thin films of soft magnetic materials are widely used in magnetometers, high-force actuators
and magnetic head recording [34]. The technique in depositing the soft magnetic materials is
more or less the same as the aforementioned approach in fabricating the coil. Electrodeposition
and electroless techniques are utilized to fabricate soft magnetic materials. Technologies for fab-
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ricating soft magnetic materials have evolved over the years to achieve higher permeability and
higher magnetic force. This could be achieved by modifying the electroplating bath composition
to match the acquired magnetic properties [73]. Among the most established soft magnetic
material are Nickel and permalloy (Ni-Fe) [19,78,79].
The compatibility with other micromachining processes is also a major concern in soft magnetic
materials deposition. Besides, the magnetic deposits must also possess good adhesion, low
stress, corrosion resistance and thermal stability at operating temperatures without affecting
the integrated circuits.
In power applications which need higher current capacity in the coil, a high aspect ratio of
microstructures is needed to permit large number of turns of coil and boost the driving force.
Thick microstructures need to be fabricated, rather than thin films in silicon micromachining.
The UV-LIGA technology based on SU-8 lithography have met the requirements due to the
flexibility in materials selection and the capability of making high aspect ratio microstructures
[68, 69]. Sverdlov et al. [80] have developed thick CoNiFe soft magnetic films, which have low
coercivity, high saturation induction, Bs and high resistivity.
2.5.4 Hard Magnetic Materials Fabrication
For magnetic MEMS actuators, hard magnetic materials have been proven superior in attaining
a bidirectional actuation with low power consumption. The main advantage of hard magnetic
materials or permanent magnets is that they generate a large but stable magnetic force due to
the large (BH) max and high coercivity (Hc). Despite the increasing feasibility in integrating
micro coils and soft magnetic materials, the integration of hard magnetic materials is still proven
to be a difficult problem. Most of the deposition processes such as sintering, melt spinning and
sputtering are incompatible with micro technology and batch fabrication. Apart from manually
assembled commercial bulk permanent magnets [23, 55], only a few devices using integrated
permanent magnets have been reported [24,81].
Extensive research efforts are being carried out by several groups of researchers to find new
alternatives. Among the recent developments of fabrication methods of permanent magnet are
screen printing, electroplating and electrodeposition [82–85]. Screen printing techniques for
depositing and patterning permanent magnet were developed by Lagorce [24]. A mixture of fine
permanent magnet powders of strontium-ferrite and bonding material (epoxy) was patterned
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on to a copper cantilever beam. A cylindrical permanent magnet with the diameter of 4 mm
and thickness of 90 µm has been fabricated. Nevertheless, the minimum feature size is limited
in the range of ten of microns due to screen mesh size. This limitation results in difficulties to
fabricate a permanent magnet with accurate micro dimensions. Meanwhile, Dutoit et al. [86]
has fabricated high retentivity of photoepoxy resin (SU-8) bonded rare earth magnets for MEMS
applications. Yet, the size of magnets produced is still considered as relatively large for MEMS
applications.
Based on the aforementioned difficulties in fabricating hard magnetic materials, a group of
researchers of the University of Cincinnati have explored new techniques for overcoming the
problems. Liakopoulus and Ahn introduced a novel electroplating technique to fabricate CoN-
iMnP structures on to Silicon substrates [87]. The work has been further expanded by Cho,
H. C [81] in terms of controlling the magnetization of the magnet and characterizing the mag-
netic properties. This has been performed by electroplating CoNiMnP and epoxy resin bonded
Sr-ferrite in the presence of an external magnetic field and a bumper filling technique. A few
micro devices such as bi-directional magnetic actuator, magnetically driven optical scanner and
magnetic cell separator have been successfully developed using the deposited magnet.
Guan and Nelson [88] have also introduced a new technique of electrodepositing CoNiMnP
hard magnetic thin films with a low residual stress and good magnetic properties useful for
MEMS applications. Apart from the electroplating process, they also reported on an electroless
codeposition system for fabricating NdFeB particle NiP alloy magnets for MEMS actuators [83].
Meanwhile, Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys (MISA) in collaboration with Laborataire
Loius Neel (LLN) have successfully developed a triode-sputtering with a high deposition rate
to produce high-quality magnets. In some of their preliminary experiments, coercive, highly
anisotropic NdFeB thick films (up to 100 µm) have been deposited [42].
The rapidly-improved technologies in hard magnetic material fabrication show that the possi-
bility of incorporating permanent magnet in micro device is becoming more promising.
2.6 Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
While micro fabrication remains as the enabling key in the realization of MEMS devices, recent
trends in academia and industry research show a greater emphasis on accurate modelling and
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simulation of devices and systems. A detailed design and analysis carried out during the early
stages of a new product development will minimize costly mistakes during manufacture and
significantly shorten product development time. FEA using various softwares has been proven
as a very useful tool in the simulation of several multidisciplinary areas of MEMS devices such
as structural, electromagnetic, thermal and fluidic [89].
The overall sequence of finite element analysis is as shown in Figure 2.14. The first step involves
building up a model which represents the geometrical shape of the physical structure being
analysed. This structure is then divided into number of elements (which are shared by nodes).
This is one of the most important phases in the analysis since the choice of the element type and
size will greatly affect the accuracy of the results. The next stage is to define the relevant material
properties, loading conditions and boundary condition on to the structure. The governing
equations and the boundary conditions are applied in the finite element program. Prior to the
solving stage, the post processing stage to calculate other quantities related to the results of
independent element or node may be performed.
Figure 2.14: Basic steps in Finite Element Analysis
There are a number of commercial FEA programs available and mastering the details of the
FEA theory is becoming less necessary. However, it is essential to understand the analysed
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problem, how to benefit from the FEA program and most importantly to interpret the results
correctly. In this research, the finite element software package, ANSYS 1 is used to perform all
the structural analysis and the electromagnetic analysis.
2.7 Summary
Miniature electromechanical relays have wide industrial applications. But there is a limit to
their size reduction with discrete part manufacturing and assembly methods. The emergence of
microtechnology has opened up the possibility for substantial miniaturisation of the electrome-
chanical relay. Electromagnetic actuation, with its larger force and range capabilities, has been
considered most suited for the realisation of microrelays. Favourable scaling in the micro-domain
can be achieved through the use of permanent magnet, with electromagnetic actuation in the
form of a short current pulse required only during the switching operation.
The majority of the reported designs of the electromagnetic micro relays were intended for use as
individual units. However, matrix arrays of electromagnetically actuated micro actuators can be
very useful in many applications. While individual microrelays can be made to operate reliably,
making micro relay matrix arrays in which individual relays could be selectively and reliably
switched on and off by an appropriate multiplexing scheme presents many challenges. The major
problem is the difficulty in achieving the degree of uniformity in the structural dimensions among
the individual relays in the matrix.
The electromagnetic actuators are broadly classified on the basis of the moving element into the
cantilever type and torsion type. The drawbacks of the cantilever type of microrelay are the
variability associated with the thickness of the cantilever and the initial air gap which make it
sensitive to shock and vibration. The torsion type on the other hand offers much higher degree
of shock and vibration resistance as the moving element is pivoted to rotate about its centre of
mass.
1ANSYS is a product of ANSYS Inc. Details of software package may be obtained from http://www.ansys.com
Chapter 3
Analysis of The Cantilever Type
Electromagnetic Microrelay
3.1 Introduction
As discussed previously, the objective of the research project is to develop a robust design
of an electromagnetic latching microrelay that is amenable to MEMS batch fabrication and
array operation. By array operation is meant the ability to independently switch each relay in a
matrix either on or off by an efficient switching scheme that is integral to the MEMS device. One
possible scheme was considered in Chapter 2 where sets of row and column coils are embedded
into a printed circuit board (PCB) or a suitable substrate, and individual relays in the array
located at each intersection of the row and column coils. Switching of a particular relay could
be achieved by energising the corresponding row and column coils with equal current pulses.
A permanent magnet with the correct strength is required in each relay to hold the switched
state against the spring back force. The relay can be switched back to its original state by
reversing the direction of the current pulses. As elaborated later in Section 3.3, the spring force
- air gap characteristics and the magnetic force - air gap characteristics should be carefully
matched so that switching of the relays do not occur when current pulse is applied to only the
row or column coil. For this scheme to work reliably, operational characteristics of individual
relays in the matrix should be sufficiently uniform. Experience has shown that achieving wafer
wide uniformity is difficult to realise with typical MEMS processes. Success is possible only
40
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through a robust design that make up for the manufacturing variations that are likely to occur
with MEMS batch processes.
In Chapter 2, it was concluded that among the various designs of electromagnetic latching mi-
crorelay only two types are worthy of further consideration, namely category (c) of the cantilever
type and the torsional type. In this chapter, category (c) of the cantilever type design is con-
sidered first. An analytical model is developed and used for parametric study, optimisation and
reliability analysis. Allowable tolerances for the key parameters of the relay are determined.
The torsional type design is then considered and shown to have several advantages over the
cantilever type. Finally, a novel design of the torsional type is proposed and its principle of
operation discussed.
Although the finite element method (FEM) has been widely used in MEMS to obtain precise
numerical solutions to complex field problems, there are many instances where a simpler analyt-
ical approach has been used successfully for parameter survey and fundamental system design.
Analytical models based on simplicity and physical intuition would help the designer to gain a
better sense of what parameters the interesting properties of the device depend on, and to iden-
tify the optimum values of these parameters. As various design improvements are comtemplated,
it is worthy to note that a significant number of magnetic and mechanical parameters affect the
operation of the relay. It is not easy, with the FEM approach, to isolate and understand in-
dividual parametric influences on the operation of the relay. An analytical model would seem
more appropriate for this purpose. It would provide an efficient method for evaluating various
design changes. It would also be desirable to develop simple and elegant design procedures for
the relay and to be able to perform reliability analysis on the resulting designs.
This chapter presents the analytical modelling of the cantilever type latching electromagnetic
microrelay through magnetic circuit concepts. In particular, the suitability of the microrelay for
array operation with row and column coils was investigated. The analytical model was used for
parametric study, optimisation and reliability analysis of the microrelay. Allowable tolerances
for the key parameters of the relay are determined.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of a cantilever type of electromagnetic latching microrelay
3.2 Analytical Model Proposed
A schematic of the cantilever type design for an electromagnetic latching microrelay is shown
in Figure 3.1. The intention at this stage is not to go into details of MEMS fabrication steps
for such a device, but to consider the operating principles and to understand the various design
constraints. By performing simple magnetic circuit analysis, an analytical expression is derived
for the magnetic force, Fm, on the moving element of the relay as a function of the displacement,
g, of the moving element, and the electromagnetic actuation current, I. The cantilever and the
moving rigid beam attached to it are modelled as a simple spring mass system subjected to the
attractive force of the permanent magnet and electromagnet combination.
As shown in Figure 3.2, the magnetic circuit of the microrelay may be considered to consist of
a finite number of reluctances, some of which are parts of the permalloy (Ni-Fe) microstructure
and others the air gaps. The permanent magnets are embedded in the relay structure to enable
self latching against the spring-back force.
Permalloy (bulk) is one of soft magnetic material which has high permeability and low coercivity,
which make it easy to magnetise and demagnetize. It also has low hysteresis loss. However,
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the magnetic properties of Permalloy in the form of thin films has been found to be direction
dependent. The reluctance along the z-axis is significantly higher than along the x- or y-axis.
These differences have not been accounted for in the analytical studies; nor is the effect of
residual magnetization on the torque values. The residual magnetism has the advantage of
giving rise to extra torque for switching ON and OFF of the microrelay.
Figure 3.2: Magnetic flux path in the microrelay
From Figure 3.2, the equations below can be obtained:
Effective air gap length = lg
Effective core length = lc1+ lc2 +2lc3
Effective length of permanent magnet = lm
Magnetomotive force due to currents in the two coils = NI
From Ampere’s circuital law, ∮
c
H.dl =
∫
s
J.ds = Itot (3.1)
Hmlm +Hclc +Hglg = NI (3.2)
And from the flux conservation equation,∮
s
B.ds = 0 (3.3)
BmAm = BcAc = BgAg (3.4)
For simplicity, it is assumed that the areas of cross section of the permanent magnets, all sections
of the soft iron core and the air gaps are the same. That is,
Am = Ac = Ag = A (3.5)
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Then,
Bm = Bc = Bg (3.6)
Hence,
−Hmlm = Bm
µ0µc
lc +
Bm
µ0
lg −NI
Hm = −Bm
(
lc
µ0µclm
+
lg
µ0lm
)
+
NI
lm
(3.7)
which is the equation for the load line. Equation of the demagnetisation line is,
Bm =
Br
Hc
Hm +Br (3.8)
The demagnetisation line and the load line are shown in Figure 3.3. Note that the load line
shifts to the right or left by NIlm depending on the direction of the current.
Figure 3.3: Demagnetisation line and the load line of the design
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Solving for Bm,
Bm = −Bm
(
lc
µ0µclm
+
lg
µ0lm
)
Br
Hc
+
NI
lm
Br
Hc
+Br
Bm
[
1 +
(
lc
lmµc
+
lg
lm
)
Br
µ0Hc
]
=
[
1 +
NI
lmHc
]
Br
Bm =
[
1 + NIlmHc
]
[
1 +
(
lc
lmµc
+ lglm
)
Br
µ0Hc
]Br
(3.9)
Conditions for the point (Bm,Hm) to be on the demagnetisation line in the second quadrant are:
NI
lmHc
≥ −1 (3.10)
and (
lc
µc
+ lg
)
Br
µ0
≥ NI (3.11)
Combining the above two conditions:(
lc
µc
+ lg
)
Br
µ0Hc
≥ lm (3.12)
Magnetic force,
Fm(lg, I) =
B2mA
µ0
(3.13)
Fm(lg, I) =
[
1 + NIlmHc
]2
[
1 +
(
lc
µc
+lg
lm
)
Br
µ0Hc
]2 B2rAµ0 (3.14)
In reality the air gap lg will not be zero when the relay is in its closed position. Let this value
be lg0. The term
(
lc
µc
+ lg
)
can now be expressed as the sum (g0+ g), where the parameter
g0=
(
lc
µc
+ lg0
)
is representative of the reluctance of the magnetic circuit when the relay is in its
closed position, and g is the displacement of the moving element of the relay measured from the
closed position.
Typically, for a structure with an overall size of 1500 µm × 500 µm × 500 µm = 3.75 × 108
µm3, and areas of cross section of the two permanent magnets, all sections of the core and the
two air gaps = 500 µm × 20 µm =104 µm2.
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lg = 125 + 125 = 250 µm
lm = 30 + 30 = 60 µm
lc = 2 × (1500 - 20 + 500 - 20) - 250 - 60- 2 × 30 = 3550 µm
The relative permeability µc of electroplated Ni-Fe core is in the range 1000 - 4000. For the
present analysis, µc = 1000 is assumed
µ0 = 4pi × 10−7
For Arnolds R© Flexmag FM-60 Anisotropic Magnets [90],
Br = 273 mT and Hc = 189 kA/m.
Br
µ0Hc
=
0.273
4pi × 10−7 × 189000 = 1.1495 ≈ 1.15 (3.15)
From Equation 3.12, condition for the permanent magnet to operate always in the second quad-
rant is,
1.15
(
lc
µc
+ lg
)
≥ lm (3.16)
Taking A = 500 × 20 = 10,000 µm2,
B2rA
µ0
=
0.2732 × 10−8
4pi × 10−7 = 5.9308× 10
−4N (3.17)
Hence, from Equation 3.14
Fm (lg, I) = 593.08
[1 + α]2[
1 + 1.15
(
lc
µc
+lg
lm
)]2
= 593.1
[1 + α]2[
1 + 1.15
(
g0+g
lm
)]2µN
(3.18)
where the non-dimensional parameter α is given by,
α =
NI
lmHc
(3.19)
and
g0 =
3550
1000
+ lg0 = 3.55 + lg0 = 10 µm (say) (3.20)
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Figure 3.4: Magnetic force, Fm characteristics as a function of the length of permanent magnet,
lm (at I = 0 and g0 = 0)
Analyses are performed to obtain the magnetic force characteristics, Fm in terms of variation
of the length of permanent magnet, (lm) , initial air gap and reluctance (g0) and the actuation
current, NI. Results are shown as in Figure 3.4 - 3.6.
Figure 3.4 shows the influence of the length of the permanent magnet, lm, on the magnetic force
characteristics. It is desirable to have steeply declining magnetic force with air gap, and this is
achieved at small values of lm as seen from the graph.
Figure 3.5 shows the effect of the parameter g0 on the magnetic force characteristics. As can be
seen from the graph, it is desirable to have as low a value for g0 as possible. At higher values
of g0 the magnitude of the magnetic force is much smaller and the matching spring will have to
be much softer.
Figure 3.6 shows the effect of electromagnetic actuation. The magnetic force can be either
increased or decreased by passing the current through the coils in the appropriate direction. A
family of curves are given as the non-dimensional parameter α is varied from -0.8 to +0.8 in
steps of +0.2. A typical spring force characteristics is also shown. In this instance, the spring
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Figure 3.5: Effect of initial air gap and reluctance of the core, g0
force line touches the magnetic force characteristics corresponding to α = +0.4. The spring
force line meets the magnetic force line corresponding to α = - 0.4 on the vertical axis, g = 0.
It can be concluded that when α = 0.4, a relay which is originally in the open position will be
on the verge of closing, and when α = -0.4, a switch which is originally in the closed position
will be on the verge of opening. When -0.4 < α < +0.4, switching does not occur and the relay
remains in its original open or closed state.
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Figure 3.6: Effect of electromagnetic actuation
3.3 Operating Principle of the Micro Relay
The relative positions of the spring and magnetic force characteristics of the microrelay for three
different states of the relay, namely, unactuated (either open or closed), on the verge of closing
from the open state, and on the verge of opening from the closed state are shown in Figures
3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 respectively. In Figure 3.7, Fs0 = kg3, Fm0 = Rkg3 are the spring and magnetic
forces respectively when the displacement, g is zero, k is the spring stiffness, g1 and g2 are
the air gaps corresponding to the two intersection points of the force characteristics, g3 is the
displacement when the spring is unstressed, and R is the ratio Fm0/ Fs0. In Figure 3.8, the
magnetic force characteristics is magnified by a factor of M from that in Figure 3.7 so that the
spring force line touches the magnetic force curve at the air gap, gt. In Figure 3.9, the magnetic
force characteristics is attenuated by a factor of R from that in Figure 3.7, so that it meets the
spring force line at g = 0.
When a current of sufficient amplitude is passed through the appropriate row and column coils
(100 % rated electromagnetic actuation in the same sense as the permanent magnet actuation,
or + EM, say), the induced magnetic field due to the permanent magnet and the electromagnet
in the relay, and specifically in the air gap between the armature and the pole pieces, will create
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Figure 3.7: Spring and Magnetic Forces as functions of air gap
sufficient force on the armature to pull the relay closed. The relay will stay closed due to the
field from the permanent magnet, which is not high enough to pull the relay closed by itself,
but will hold it there when the air gap becomes small and the flux density becomes higher.
To reset the relay, current pulses are applied to the row and column wires in the opposite
direction (100% rated electromagnetic actuation in the opposite sense to the permanent magnet
actuation, or - EM, say), which will reduce the resultant flux in the air gap sufficiently so that
the beam can spring back to the open position.
While addressing a particular relay by passing rated current through the row and column coils
(± EM), the remaining relays in the same row or column coil would also be exposed to row or
column current and therefore would be partially actuated by the electromagnet (± 0.5 EM).
This partial actuation should not cause a change in the state of these relays.
Thus the following four rules may be formulated for the microrelay.
1. For latching to occur, the entire magnetic force characteristics with +EM actuation should
be below the mechanical force line.
2. For the switch not to latch with +0.5 EM actuation, the spring force line must be above
the magnetic force line in some range of values of g.
3. Minimum contact force requirement must be satisfied for the worst case, namely when
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Figure 3.8: Relative disposition of the force characteristics of the micro relay on the verge of
latching
-0.5EM actuation occurs. That is, the magnitude at zero air gap of the spring force must
be less than the magnitude at zero air gap of the magnetic force for -0.5EM actuation by
the minimum contact force required.
4. For the switch to unlatch, the magnitude at zero air gap of the spring force must be greater
than the magnitude at zero air gap of the magnetic force with -EM excitation.
Design Rule A
Rules 1 and 2 could be incorporated into a single design rule by considering +0.75EM to be the
limiting electromagnetic actuation. That is, the relay should just close if the electromagnetic
actuation is slightly more than +0.75 EM, and not do so if the electromagnetic actuation is
slightly below +0.75 EM. In this way a reliability margin of ± 0.25 EM can be achieved to
compensate for possible variations in the parameter values of the relay.
Design Rule B
In a similar way, Rules 3 and 4 could be incorporated into a single rule by considering -0.75
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Figure 3.9: Relative positions of the force characteristics when the relay is on the verge on
unlatching
EM to be the limiting electromagnetic actuation. That is, the relay should just open if the
electromagnetic actuation is slightly above -0.75 EM, and not do so if the electromagnetic
actuation is slightly short of -0.75EM. In this way a reliability margin of ± 0.25 EM can again
be achieved as a buffer against the effects of parameter variations. We can incorporate Rules
1 and 2 into a single design rule by considering +0.75 EM to be the limiting electromagnetic
actuation. That is, we want to make the relay to latch if the electromagnetic actuation is slightly
more than +0.75 EM, and not to latch if the electromagnetic actuation is slightly below +0.75
EM. In this way we give ourself a reliability margin of ± 0.25 EM to compensate for any variation
in the electromagnet.
3.4 Determination of Strength of Electromagnetic Excitation
Needed for Switching
The value of the non-dimensional parameter α in Equation 3.19 that corresponds to 0.75 EM
is first determined. The magnitude of the current required for actual switching of the relay is
then determined from Equation 3.19 as,
I =
4lmHcα
3N
(3.21)
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The spring force characteristics can be assumed to be given by the following linear equation,
Fs(g) =
k
2
(g3 − g)µN (3.22)
Recalling that the magnetic force characteristics is given by the equation,
Fm (lg, I) = 593.1
[1 + α]2[
1 + 1.15
(
g0+g
lm
)]2µN (3.23)
The following three conditions are used to determine α:
1. With -α excitation (equivalent to - 0.75 EM), the tips of the spring force characteristics
and the magnetic force characteristics coincide at a point on the vertical axis. That is,
Fm(0) = Fs(0)
593.1
(1− α)2[
1 + 1.15
(
g0
lm
)]2 = k2g3 (3.24)
2. With +α excitation (equivalent to + 0.75 EM), the magnetic force characteristics touches
the spring force characteristics at g = gT . That is,
Fm(gT ) = Fs(gT )
593.1
(1 + α)2[
1 + 1.15
(
g0+gT
lm
)]2 = k2 (g3 − gT ) (3.25)
3. Also,
∂Fm
∂g
(gT ) =
k
2
2× 1.15
lm
× 593.1 (1 + α)
2[
1 + 1.15
(
g0+gT
lm
)]3 = k2 (3.26)
Dividing Equation (3.25) by Equation (3.26),[
1 + 1.15
(
g0+gT
lm
)]
[
2× 1.15lm
] = (g3 − gT
1
)
gT =
(2.30g3 − 1.15g0 − lm)
(2.30 + 1.15)
(3.27)
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Dividing Equation (3.25) by Equation (3.24),
(1 + α)2
(1− α)2
[
1 + 1.15( g0lm )
]2
[
1 + 1.15(g0+gTlm )
]2 = (g3 − gT )g3
(1 + α)
(1− α) =
√
(1− gT
g3
)
[
1 +
gT
g0 + lm1.15
] (3.28)
Once g0, g3 and α are known, k can be determined from Equation( 3.24). Letting g0 = 10 µm
and g3 = 250 µm, the values of gT , α and k are determined uniquely as 145.9 µm, 0.367 and
1.34 µN/µm respectively.
The required ampere-turns is then given by,
NI =
4lmHcα
3
=
4× 60× 10−6 × 189× 103 × 0.367
3
= 5.55At (3.29)
which seems to be a very reasonable value.
The maximum magnetic flux density in the Ni-Fe core will then be,
Bm =
[
1 + NIlmHc
]
[
1 + ( lclmµc +
lg
lm
) Brµ0Hc
]Br = 0.341T (3.30)
which is well within the saturation flux density of permalloy, which are 1.6 T for 45 Permalloy
(45% Ni, 55% Fe) and 1.07T for 78 Permalloy (78% Ni, 22%Fe) [91].
For the set of parameters that have been calculated, the spring force characteristics and the
magnetic characteristics for the different degrees of electromagnetic actuation are shown in
Figure 3.10. It can be seen that the force between the two contacting surfaces when the relay
is in its closed position with no electromagnetic actuation is about 240 µN, and the maximum
stiction force between the contacting surfaces that can be overcome while opening the switch is
about 70 µN.
The points of intersection of the spring force line and the magnetic force line for the case of no
electromagnetic actuation are g1 = 46.6 µm and g2 = 219.7 µm .
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Figure 3.10: Effect of different degrees of electromagnetic actuation
3.5 Reliability Margins for Robust Switching
Case (a): Closing the relay from its open state
As pointed out in Section 3.3, when all the relay parameters take their optimum values, the
relay should be on the verge of closing from the open state when subjected to + 75% of full
electromagnetic actuation. Thus, even when the system parameters deviate from their optimum
values within some limits, switching errors do not occur. The present objective is to determine
these limits. The condition for robust switching is that the switch should definitely close from
its open position when the full electromagnetic actuation is applied, but remain open for elec-
tromagnetic actuation as high as 50% of the full value. In the worst case scenarios, the spring
force line touches either the magnetic characteristics for full excitation whereby the switch may
just fail to close, or the magnetic characteristics for 50% full excitation whereby the switch may
just open erroneously. In reality each parameter is likely to vary from its optimum design value,
but for ease of analysis, one parameter is considered to vary at a time from the optimum value.
In this way, tolerance limits for the particular parameter can be easily determined.
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Equations (3.25) and (3.26) give the conditions for the spring force characteristics to touch the
magnetic force characteristics. By eliminating gT between these two equations, the following
equation is obtained which relates the various parameters when the relay is on the brink of
malfunction.
593.1
(1 + α)2[
1 + 1.15(g0+gTlm )
]2 = k2 (g3 − gT ) (3.31)
gT =
2
3
g3 − 13g0 −
lm
3.45
(3.32)
593.1
(1 + α)2[
2.3
3lm
(
g0 + g3 + lm1.15
)]2 = k6
(
g0 + g3 +
lm
1.15
)
(3.33)
Hence,
k = 6× 593.1× 9l
2
m
2.32
(1 + α)2
(g0 + g3 + lm1.15
)3
= 6054.3
l2m(1 + α)
2(
g0 + g3 + lm1.15
)3 (3.34)
Noting that α = NIlmHc ,
k = 6054.3
(
lm + NIHc
)2
(
g0 + g3 + lm1.15
)3 (3.35)
Value of NIHc that corresponds to full electromagnetic excitation is 2.936 × 10−5 m.
Assuming all remaining parameters are at their optimum values, the limiting values of k are
given by,
kmin = 6054.3
(60 + 0.5× 29.36)2(
10 + 250 + 601.15
)3 = 1.11µN/µm (3.36)
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and
kmax = 6054.3
(60 + 29.36)2(
10 + 250 + 601.15
)3
= 1.59µN/µm
(3.37)
In other words, for the relay to switch correctly from its open position to the closed position,
the variation in k from its optimum value of 1.34 µN/µm should be limited to the range - 17.2 %
and + 18.7 %. As the stiffness of the cantilever is proportional to the cube of its thickness, the
variation in the thickness of the cantilever should be confined to one-third of the above values,
namely, - 5.7% and + 6.2%. These are of course more optimistic limits as in practice other
parameters would also be subjected to manufacturing variability. As the two parameters, g0
and g3, occur as a sum in the above equation they can be considered together in analysing the
reliability margins.
In Figure 3.11, reliability margin profiles are plotted in the plane of the spring stiffness, k, and
the sum (g0 + g3) for a range of variation in the length of the permanent magnet, lm. As can
be seen from the figure, the critical quadrants are the second and the fourth. Reliability of
operation is severely reduced by an increase in the value of k and simultaneous decreases in the
values of lm and the sum (g0 + g3) or vice versa.
Case (b):Opening the relay from its closed state
A similar analysis is now carried out for the relay which is initially in the closed state. For
simplicity, stiction force between the two contacting surfaces is neglected in the initial analysis.
The condition for robust switching is that the switch should definitely open from its closed
position when the full electromagnetic actuation is applied in the opposite sense, but definitely
remain closed for electromagnetic actuation as high as 50% of the full value. In the worst
case scenarios, the tip of the spring force line coincides with either the tip of the magnetic
characteristics for full excitation whereby the switch may just fail to open, or that of the magnetic
characteristics for 50% full excitation whereby the switch may just open erroneously.
The following equations give the limiting values of the spring stiffness, k.
kmin = 2× 593.1(lm − 0.5× 29.36)
2
g3(lm + 1.15g0)2
(3.38)
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Figure 3.11: Reliability margin profiles in the plane of k and (g0 + g3)
kmax = 2× 593.1 (lm − 29.36)
2
g3(lm + 1.15g0)2
(3.39)
For the relay to switch correctly from its closed position to the open position, the variation in
k from its optimum value of 1.34 µN/µm should be limited to the range - 35.1% and + 42.3%.
This translates to cantilever thickness variation of - 11.7% and + 14.1% respectively.
In Figure 3.12, reliability margin profiles are plotted in the plane of the spring stiffness, k,
and maximum spring displacement g3 for a range of variation in the length of the permanent
magnet, lm. As can be seen from the figure, the quadrants to watch are again the second and
the fourth. Although the reliability margins are somewhat reduced by an increase in the value
of k and simultaneous decreases in the values of lm and g3 or vice versa, the reliability margins
remain reasonably high compared to the case of relay being switched from the open to the
closed position. Therefore, it can be concluded that the closing operation is more critical than
the opening operation. However, if one considers the additional effect of stiction force, then
the reliability margins for the opening operation would be much lower than the above predicted
values.
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Figure 3.12: Reliability margin profiles in the plane of k and g3
3.6 Shock and Vibration Resistance
Case (a): For not to close from the open state
According to the IEC standard for conventional miniature relays [92,93], the array should have
shock resistance without effect of 500 m/s2 (approx 50G1), and vibration resistance without
effect in the frequency range of 10 to 55 Hz and at double amplitude of 3 mm.
Let us assume that the moving element attached to the free end of the cantilever spring (i.e.,
the armature) is of mass, m, and is initially at rest in the position corresponding to air gap g2.
When the relay is subjected to an upward acceleration of y¨ = 50 G (Figure 3.13), the equation
of motion is as follows.
m
(
y¨ +
g¨
2
)
=
k
2
(g3 − g)− 593.1 1[
1 + 1.15(g0+glm )
]2 (3.40)
mg¨ = k(g3 − g)− 2× 593.1 1[
1 + 1.15(g0+glm )
]2 − 2× 50mG (3.41)
1G=9.81 m/s2 is the acceleration due to gravity
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Figure 3.13: Dynamics of the microrelay when subjected to vertical acceleration
Noting that,
d2g
dt2
=
d
dt
(
dg
dt
)
=
d
dg
.
dg
dt
.
(
dg
dt
)
= v
dv
dg
(3.42)
where v = (dg/dt) is the relative velocity of the moving element with respect to the magnetic
pole pieces.
Substituting Equation (3.42) in Equation (3.41) and integrating,∫ v
0
mvdv =
∫ g
g2
k(g3 − g)dg −
∫ g
g2
1186.2[
1 + 1.15
(
g0+g
lm
)]2dg − ∫ g
g2
100mGdg (3.43)
1
2
mv2 = (g2−g)
−kg3 + k2 (g + g2) + 1186.2[1 + 1.15(g0+glm )] [1 + 1.15(g0+g2lm )] + 100mG
 (3.44)
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For the relay not to get closed, the velocity v should reach a minimum value of zero at an air
gap, gm, where g1 < gm < g2. The air gap gm is such as to make the net area from point, g2 to
point, gm between the spring force line and the line representing the magnetic force + inertia
force line in Figure 3.13(a) zero.
For v to have a local minimum of 0 at g = gm, the following two conditions must be satisfied.
(g2 − gm)
−kg3 + k2 (gm + g2) + 1186.2[1 + 1.15(g0+glm )] [1 + 1.15(g0+g2lm )] + 100mG
 = 0 (3.45)
and,
−
−kg3 + k2 (gm + g2) + 1186.2[1 + 1.15(g0+gmlm )] [1 + 1.15(g0+g2lm )] + 100mG

+(g2 − gm)
+k2 − 1.15lm 1186.2[1 + 1.15(g0+gmlm )]2 [1 + 1.15(g0+g2lm )]
 = 0
(3.46)
Solving for gm and m,
k
2
=
1.15
lm
1186.2[
1 + 1.15
(
g0+gm
lm
)]2 [
1 + 1.15
(
g0+g2
lm
)] (3.47)
Hence,
gm =
lm
1.15
[√
2728.3
k [lm + 1.15(g0 + g2)]
− 1
]
− g0 (3.48)
For the current design gm is determined as 68.6 µm.
kg3 − k2 (gm + g2)− 100mG =
1186.2[
1 + 1.15
(
g0+gm
lm
)] [
1 + 1.15
(
g0+g2
lm
)] (3.49)
2g3 − (gm + g2)− 200mG
k
=
[lm + 1.15(g0 + gm)]
1.15
2.3(g3 − gm)− 1.15(g2 + g0)− lm = 230mG
k
m =
k
230G
[2.3(g3 − gm)− 1.15(g2 + g0)− lm]
(3.50)
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Value of m is found from the above equation to be 5.53 × 10−8 kg. This value is the upper limit
to the effective mass of the moving element that will be able to remain in the open state even
under 50G acceleration.
However, for the dimensions used in the current design, the actual mass of the moving element
= 20 × 500 × 1500 × 10−18 × 7870 = 1.181 × 10−7 kg which is twice the above upper limit,
and therefore the design falls well short of meeting the IEC specification on shock and vibration
resistance.
This upper limit on m to avoid unwanted closing at 50G acceleration translates to a lower limit
on the natural frequency, fn (Hz), of the cantilever spring mass system,
fn =
1
2pi
√
k
m
=
1
2pi
√
1.34
5.53× 10−8 = 783.5Hz (3.51)
Case (b):For not to open from the closed position
In this case, the attractive force of the permanent magnet holds the moving element firmly
against the stationary magnetic pole pieces. As noted earlier this magnetic force should be well
in excess of the spring back force to satisfy the contact force requirement. When the relay is
subjected to a downward acceleration, the contact pressure will be reduced by an amount equal
to the inertia force of the moving element. Therefore, the condition that is to be satisfied for
the relay to remain closed (g = 0) when subjected to a downward vertical acceleration of 50G
is as follows:
Fm(0) > Fs(0) + 50mG (3.52)
Values for the current design as obtained from Figure 3.10 are Fm(0) = 410 µN and Fs(0) =
170 µN. With m= 5.53 × 10−8 kg, value of 50mG amounts to 27 µN. Thus the above constraint
is easily met.
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3.7 Limitations of the Cantilever Type Microrelay Design for
Array Operation
Design analysis carried out in previous sections of the cantilever type microrelay has revealed
a number of shortcomings. While operation of such relays as individual units each having a
dedicated control circuit does not seem problematic, the design constraints are much more severe
when it comes to array operation and multiplexed switching with row and column coils. For
reliable operation and robust switching, all the relays in an array will have to be manufactured
to very narrow tolerances. In particular, the cantilever spring plays a very key role and has to
be manufactured to a high level of precision. The variations in the thickness of the cantilever as
well as the position of its free end with respect to the magnetic pole pieces, g3, should be limited
to as low as 2-3%. This is not a practical proposition is such processes as electroplating. During
the electroplating process, it is difficult to achieve fine thickness control. Internal stresses in thin
electroplated beams are difficult to control and these stresses are likely to give rise to variations
in the initial cantilever profile. Instead of taking up a well defined position in the open state of
the relay, the armature position is likely to be variable from relay to relay in the array.
Another weakness is the lack of adequate immunity from shock and vibration. Analysis showed
that resistance to shock and vibration is much higher when the relay is in the closed state than
when it is in the open state. In the latched position of the armature, the excess of magnetic force
of the permanent magnet over the spring back force of the cantilever more than compensates
for the inertia force of the armature that tends to open the relay contacts. With the armature
latched to the magnetic pole pieces. In the open state of the relay, however, the elastically
supported armature is obviously much more vulnerable to shock and vibration.
With the state of the art MEMS processes, incorporation of a hard magnetic material into the
main structure and its initial magnetization are not trivial tasks. As noted earlier, almost all
successful designs reported to date used external permanent magnets.
3.8 Torsion Type Design of Microrelay
The torsion type design has a number of significant advantages, such as fixed and symmetrical
ON and OFF positions, self latching in both states, bidirectional actuation with the stored energy
in the spring playing only a minor role during the switching operation. The manufacturing
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tolerances on the spring element can be more relaxed compared to the previous design. A
further advantage is the potential to significantly improve the shock and vibration resistance.
If the armature is designed to pivot about its centre of mass, then the relay will not at all be
affected by any translational motion of the supporting frame.
As noted in Section 2.4.5, one of the designs successfully developed by Ruan et al. [48,54,55] and
later commercialised by Magfusion [56] was of the torsion type. It depended on the preferential
magnetization of a permalloy beam, supported on a torsional flexure, in a permanent external
magnetic field. However, the contact force and the switch throw are somewhat limited and the
suitability of the design for array operation with a multiplexed switching scheme still remains
to be established.
3.9 Design of a Novel Bistable, Bidirectional and Latching Elec-
tromagnetic Microrelay
A novel design of a latching electromagnetic microrelay that incorporates many of the desirable
features such as bidirectional actuation, fixed on and off positions, moving element pivoted
about its centre of mass etc has been proposed by Dahari et al. [94]. The key feature of this design
is a planar, monolithic, flexure hinge topology that is well suited for fabricating bistable MEMS
devices such as relays, valves and memory cells. Using appropriate actuation and open-loop
control, the mechanism can be operated between two distinct and stable equilibrium positions.
The proposed flexure hinge and its mechanical characteristics are described first. This is followed
by a description of how the flexure is used in the design of a bistable, electromagnetic micro
relay that utilizes a permanent magnet to provide the holding action.
3.9.1 Description of the Flexure Hinge
Figure 3.14(a) shows a 3-D view of the proposed flexure hinge. Figures 3.14(b) and 3.14(c) are
line diagrams of the topology under a central vertical force and under an offset vertical force
respectively. A relatively thick, rigid beam is attached at two points along its length to the free
ends of two thin cantilever beams. The key feature of this mechanical arrangement is that the
elastic support provided by the pair of cantilever beams is very stiff for pure vertical movement
of the rigid beam (due to axial stiffening of the cantilever beams), but quite flexible for tilting
movement. Furthermore, in the tilted position the mechanical system becomes very stiff when
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the lower end of the rigid beam comes up against a mechanical stop.
Figure 3.14: Proposed flexure
Figure 3.14(e) shows the key dimensional parameters that determine the mechanical character-
istics of the flexure. They are:
• distance between the two attachment points on the rigid beam, c
• length of each cantilever, a
• depth of the mechanical stop below the fixed ends of the cantilevers, d
• overhang of the rigid beam on either side, l
• thickness of cantilevers, t
• width of each cantilever, w
The mechanical characteristics can be tailored to suit specific applications by varying these key
geometric parameters.
3.9.2 Electromagnetic Relay Design
As shown in Figure 3.15, the flexure hinge supports a rigid armature made of soft magnetic
material such as permalloy. Two fixed permanent magnets are located directly below the two
ends of the armature and magnetized in a vertical direction. The electromagnet, located centrally
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between the two permanent magnets, is formed by a number of planar parallel wires all carrying
current in the same direction (normal to the plane of the paper). The permalloy armature
enhances the magnetic flux due to the electromagnet. The flux lines are most concentrated near
the two ends of the armature ends.
Figure 3.15: Proposed design of microrelay
When a current pulse is applied to the coil (in a direction along the outward normal to the
paper), the LHS permalloy pole piece will be polarized N and the other S. attracting the RHS
end of the rigid beam is attracted by the RHS permanent magnet while the LHS permanent
magnet repels the LHS end of the armature. These forces cause the beam to tilt clockwise. When
the coil current is switched off, the magnetic attraction between the LHS permanent magnet
and the RHS end of the permalloy armature will be able to hold the armature tilted clockwise.
A current pulse in the opposite direction will cause the armature to tilt counterclockwise.
3.10 Summary
Magnetic circuit concepts were applied to obtain an analytical model and carry out an ex-
tensive investigation of the cantilever type latching electromagnetic microrelay. In particular,
the suitability of the microrelay for array operation with row and column coils was considered.
The analytical model was used for parametric study, optimisation and reliability analysis of the
microrelay. Allowable tolerances for the key parameters of the relay are determined.
The switching performance of the microrelay depends on proper choice of the cantilever spring
parameters, the reluctance of the magnetic circuit, the ampere-turns of the electromagnet and
the strength of the permanent magnet. For successful operation of the microrelay, the manufac-
turing tolerances for some of the key parameters, such as the thickness of the cantilever spring
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element, initial air gap and the length of the permanent magnet, will have to be quite small, of
the order of 2 - 3 %. Latching (closing of the contacts) is seen to be a relatively more critical
operation than unlatching (opening of the contact). However, if one considers the additional
effect of stiction force, then the reliability margins for the opening operation would be much
lower than predicted. The design was shown to fall well short of meeting the IEC specification
on shock and vibration resistance.
The torsional type design is then considered and shown to have several advantages over the
cantilever type. Finally, a novel design of the torsional type is proposed and its principle of
operation discussed.
Chapter 4
Analytical Model Studies and Finite
Element Analysis of Flexure Hinge
Mechanism
4.1 Introduction
The very nature of MEMS microstructures and their fabrication technology demand almost
exclusive utilization of flexure hinges as connecting joints between quasi-rigid members, instead
of the classical rotation joints common to macro devices [95]. This class of mechanisms has
greater advantages in MEMS technology such as ease of microfabrication, reduced wear, and
high precision motion [96]. Although thin cantilever beams and diaphragms are widely used as
flexural elements in MEMS, there are some limitations. As the spring stiffness of such elements
is proportional to the cube of the thickness, and the thickness is usually of the order of a few
microns, they will have to be fabricated to very narrow tolerances. Internal stresses induced
during fabrication result in some random initial deflection of the cantilever. With diaphragm
elements, the stiffness increases steeply with deflection due to axial stiffening.
In Chapter 3, a novel design was proposed for a bidirectional, latching electromagnetic microre-
lay. A key feature of the design is the flexure hinge mechanism that supports the rigid armature.
The proposed flexure allows the armature to rotate somewhat freely about its central y-axis,
but severely restricts the translational motion along the z-axis. From the kinematics point of
view, the flexure hinge is equivalent to a central pivot, but has the advantages of simplicity,
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compactness, and more importantly a planar topology amenable to microfabrication.
The force - deflection characteristics of the flexure hinge is investigated in this chapter, first by
using an analytical model, and then by finite element analysis. By applying simple beam theory,
analytical expressions are obtained for the deflection of the flexure hinge in terms of the force
and torque applied to the armature. The linear analytical model does not account for axial
stiffening of the cantilever elements and therefore the results obtained are somewhat limited in
their usefulness. ANSYS R© finite element analysis (FEA) is performed, taking into account the
axial stiffening of the two cantilever elements, to obtain accurate results.
4.2 Important Role of the Microcantilever in MEMS
In recent years, micro and nano scale cantilever beams have become the most important micro-
machined elements in MEMS devices [97]. It has found usage primarily as a flexural element
in such diverse applications as optical switches [71, 98], microactuators [15, 54, 99–101], chemi-
cal or biological sensors [102–108], atomic force microscopes (AFM) [109–112] and data storage
devices [106, 113, 114]. This popularity is no doubt due to the ease with which they can be
manufactured monolithically, along with the rest of the MEMS device, using standard planar
micromachining processes.
A variety of microcantilever designs have been reported in the MEMS literature that range from
the conventional shape - a fixed free beam, to several configurations where a rigid element is
attached to the free end/s of one or more cantilevers as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
A number of researchers fabricated different designs in their work and made comparisons in
terms of reliability and the restoring force of the beam. Schiele et al. [115] reported that the
single fixed-free beam and the fixed-fixed beam gave superior performance compared with the
torsion type configuration. In terms of required pull-in voltage (for the case of electrostatic
actuation), single fixed cantilever beam was deemed the best. The fixed-fixed beam offered the
highest restoring force.
The basic single microcantilever is the most common cantilever shape utilized in microrelay ap-
plications [9, 24, 62, 97, 116–118]. Researchers investigated a variety of shapes for the cantilever
tip. Gupta et al. [97] fabricated and evaluated two different shapes of cantilever beam, rect-
angular and U-shaped. Lagorce et al. [24] integrated a polymer magnet at the free end of an
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Figure 4.1: Typical cantilever topologies in MEMS
electroplated copper cantilever beam. Cho and Ahn [119] successfully electroplated high quality
permanent magnet material on the tip of a rectangular shaped cantilever to obtain a bidirec-
tional magnetic microactuator. Judy [19] fabricated a simple polysilicon mechanical flexure
intended for microactuator application which consisted of a narrow cantilever beam anchored to
the substrate at one end and attached to a wide plate of magnetic material at the other end.
Researches were performed to enhance the performance of microcantilever in terms of reliability,
sensitivity and minimum adhesion. Lobontiu and Garcia [120] explored the usage of circularly
and elliptically filleted microcantilevers for AFM and mass sensing applications. Through com-
prehensive analytical and finite element analysis, it was shown that both designs enabled tuning
of the static response (load-deformation) as well as the modal response (resonance frequencies)
by adjusting the geometry. Karhade et al. [107] explored a novel cantilever for biosensing appli-
cation in the form of a segmented cantilever which had alternate thin and thick sections. Yin
and Yang [108] reported a double-microcantilever design comprised of two parallel cantilevers
attached together at their free ends for biochemical sensor applications. Compared to the sin-
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gle cantilever, the double cantilever was reported to have higher surface stress sensitivity and
minimal thermal stress.
An important issue discussed in the microcantilever research field is the adhesion and friction
between microstructures. Knapp et al. [121], Rogers et al. [116] and Koppaka et al. [122] in-
vestigated an S-shaped and an arc-shaped beams to address the adhesion issues. While some
researchers considered internal stresses induced in the cantilever during fabrication as problem-
atic, others exploited it to obtain beneficial outcomes. Curved beams could be fabricated by
depositing planar layers with different internal stresses. Examples of curved cantilever beams
are the works of Kataoka et al. [78] and Lee et al. [123] in MEMS probe applications.
A few examples of torsion flexures are to be found in the works by Ruan et al. [54], Judy [19],
and Shauwecker et al. [124]. Ruan et al. [54] developed a latching electromagnetic microrelay
which consisted of a rigid beam supported by a torsion flexure. Judy [19] developed a torsion
bar prototype structure for microactuator application which consisted of a narrow polysilicon
beam anchored to the substrates at both ends. Schauwecker et al. [124] introduced a toggle-
switch using a torsion-supported microstructure. Investigations of electromechanical response
and pull-in parameters of various geometrical shapes of torsion actuators were carried out by
Bochobza-Degani and Nemirovsky [125].
Beams with both their ends fixed were used to achieve bistable operation and in thermal actu-
ators. The bistable mechanisms, achieved through buckling effect or snap through action, were
utilised in relays. A detailed analytical modelling of a compressed bistable buckled beam was
reported by Vangbo [101]. An example of the double fixed ends beam is the work by Seki, T. et
al. [126] who developed a thermal actuator which consisted of a thin Si-clamped-clamped beam,
deformed by buckling effect due to SiO2 built-in stress and thermal stress. Schmid et al. [99]
presented a thermally actuated diamond microswitch comparing both single cantilever and dou-
ble fixed end beams. The double fixed end diamond beam was developed to achieve the bistable
states by means of a buckling mechanism. Qiu et al. [15,127] reported on the development of a
monolithic mechanically-bistable mechanism comprising two centrally-clamped parallel beams
fixed at both ends that have a curved shape but no residual stress after fabrication. Micro-scale
mechanisms were fabricated by DRIE process and their test results were shown to agree with
the theoretical and numerical predictions. While most researchers have been looking at can-
tilevers that undergo vertical movement, Han et al. [59] explored a beam structure with lateral
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displacement for an electromagnetic microactuator application.
4.3 The Proposed Novel Flexure Hinge Topology
In Chapter 3, a novel design of a bistable, bidirectional and latching electromagnetic microrelay
was proposed and briefly discussed. A key component of this design was the twin cantilever
support system that provided torsion flexure. In this section, the mechanical characteristics of
the flexure system is analysed and its potential for MEMS application explored.
4.4 Analytical Modelling of the Mechanical Behaviour of the
Microrelay
As a preliminary step, an analytical model was developed to investigate the mechanical behaviour
of the microrelay. Basic formulae from Timoshenko [128] were used to derive the formulae for
deflections of the flexure in terms of applied forces and torques.
4.4.1 Basics of Beam Mechanics
As described in Section 3.9.1 the flexure hinge consists of two thin cantilever beams attached
at their free ends to a rigid beam. Equations for the slope and deflection of each cantilever
were first derived. These were then combined to yield the analytical model of the flexure. The
deflection and slope of the cantilever beam at its free end are as indicated in Figure 4.2.
The deflection and the slope of the cantilever beam for the case of a concentrated force P applied
at the free end of the beam as shown in Figure 4.2(b) are given respectively by Equations 4.1
and 4.2.
δb =
PL3
3EI
(4.1)
θb =
PL2
2EI
(4.2)
The deflection and slope of the beam for the case of a moment M0 applied at the free end of
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Figure 4.2: Deflection and slope of cantilever beam (a) Basic diagram (b) Concentrated force P
applied at the free end of the beam(c) Moment M applied at the free end of the beam.
the cantilever as shown in Figure 4.2(c) are given by equations 4.3 and 4.4.
δb =
M0L
2
2EI
(4.3)
θb =
M0L
EI
(4.4)
where L is the length of the beam, I is the second moment of area of the cross section of the
beam, and E is Young Modulus of the material of the beam.
4.4.2 Application of the Cantilever Equations to the Flexure System
The key dimensional parameters that determine the mechanical characteristics of the flexure are
shown in Figure 4.3. They are (i) the distance between the two attachment points on the rigid
beam, c, (ii) the length of each cantilever,a, (iii) the depth of the mechanical stop below the fixed
ends of the cantilevers, d, (iv) the overhang of the rigid beam on either side, l, (v) the thickness
of cantilevers, t, and (vi) the width of each cantilever, w. The mechanical characteristics can be
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Figure 4.3: Key Parameters of the Flexure
tailored to suit specific applications by varying these key geometric parameters.
The analytical model of the proposed flexure hinge is derived (Appendix A) by applying the
basic cantilever equations (4.1) - (4.4) to each cantilever of the flexure, and by considering the
balance of forces and moments on the rigid armature. The resulting simultaneous equations
are solved to obtain the expressions for the deflection of the rigid armature. Two cases are
considered. In one case, where a vertical force F is applied at the centre of the rigid beam, it
can be shown) that the armature undergoes a pure vertical translation δc given by,
δc =
(
Fa3
2Ewt3
)
(4.5)
When the force F is applied at the LHS end of the rigid beam, the deflection δL at the same
end (assuming that it hasn’t come up against the dead stop) is given by,
δL =
Fa3
Ewt3
(
2a2 + 3c2 + 6l2 + 6cl − 3ac
4a2 + 3c2 − 6ac
)
(4.6)
Note that the deflection is independent of c in the first case, but not in the second case.
Analytical solution for the case where the RHS end comes up against the dead stop, d, below
the fixed ends of the two cantilevers is given by,
δL =
(
24l2 − 8a2 + 24cl + 12ac
12c2 + 24l2 + 8a2 + 24cl − 12ac
)
d+
(
12(c+ 2l)2
12c2 + 24l2 + 8a2 + 24cl − 12ac
)(
Fa3
Ewt3
)
(4.7)
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In all three cases, a linear relationship exists between the applied force, F , and the resulting
deflection,δ.
The above analytical formulae, however, are derived by neglecting the effect of axial stiffening
of the two cantilevers, and therefore their validity is somewhat limited.
For ease of comparison of the force - deflection profiles for a range of values of the key dimensions
of the flexure, the applied force F , the deflections δc and δL, and the dimensions c, d and l of
the flexure are normalised as follows:
δcn = δc/a (4.8)
δLn = δL/a (4.9)
fn =
Fa2
2Ewt3
(4.10)
cn = c/a (4.11)
dn =
d(
Fa2
2Ewt3
) (4.12)
ln = l/a (4.13)
Rewriting Equations( 4.5)-(4.7) in terms of the normalised parameters,
δcn = Fn (4.14)
δLn = Fn
(2 + 3c2n + 6l
2
n + 6cnln − 3cn)
(4 + 3c2n − 6cn)
(4.15)
δLn =
(
24l2n − 8 + 24cnln + 12cn
12c2n + 24l2n + 8 + 24cnln − 12cn
)
dn +
(
24(cn + 2ln)2
12c2n + 24l2n + 8 + 24cnln − 12cn
)
Fn (4.16)
4.4.3 Parametric Studies Using the Analytical Model
Force - deflection characteristics were determined using the derived equations for a range of
values of the key parameters, c, d and l of the flexure for the three cases:
(a) A vertical force, F , is applied at the centre of the rigid beam as in Figure 3.14(c),
and the force - deflection relationship is given by Equation 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: Analytical results: Force-deflection profile for the case of central applied force
(b) A vertical force, F , is applied at the LHS end of the rigid beam as in Figure 3.14(d),
and the force - deflection relationship is given by Equation 4.6.
(c) A vertical force, F , is applied at the LHS end of the rigid beam as in case (b) above,
but now the RHS end is in contact with the dead stop placed at a distance, d, below
the level of the fixed ends of the cantilevers and the force - deflection relationship is
given by Equation 4.7 .
Case (a): Force Applied at the Centre of the Armature
In Figure 4.4, the normalized deflection, δcn = ( δca ) is plotted against the normalized force,
Fn =
(
Fa2
2Ewt3
)
, for the case where the vertical force F is applied at the centre of the rigid beam.
The graph is a straight line with unity gradient. None of the remaining parameters, namely, cn,
dn and ln, has any effect on this characteristics.
Case (b): Force Applied at the LHS End of the Armature
In Figure 4.5, the normalized deflection, δLn = ( δLa ) is plotted against the normalized force,
Fn =
(
Fa2
2Ewt3
)
, for the case where the vertical force F is applied at the LHS end of the rigid
beam. In this case, the parameter, cn , does have a strong influence on the deflection - force
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Figure 4.5: Analytical results: Force-deflection profiles for the case of offset force
characteristics. Graphs are plotted for values of cn in the range 0.17 - 0.83. The gradient of
the graph increases with increasing value of c. The results show that the deflections are much
higher when the force is applied at the end of the armature than when the force is applied at
the centre.
Optimal cn for maximum deflection at variable length of armature
It follows from Equation 4.6, that the gradient, λ, of the normalised deflection versus normalised
force graph is given by,
λ =
δLn
Fn
=
(
2a2 + 3c2 + 6l2 + 6cl − 3ac
2(4a2 + 3c2 − 6ac)
)
=
(
2 + 3c2n + 6l
2
n + 6cnln − 3cn
2(4 + 3c2n − 6cn)
)
(4.17)
Therefore, the stiffness is a minimum when the expression,
(
2+3c2n+6l
2
n+6cnln−3cn
2(4+3c2n−6cn)
)
, is a maximum.
For the particular case of ln = 0, it can be shown that the maximum gradient occurs when cn = 43
and its value is 5.
In Figure 4.6, the gradient λ is plotted as a function of cn for values of ln in the range 0 - 0.8.
As to be expected, the flexibility increases with increasing ln .
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Figure 4.6: Analytical results: Flexibility profiles as a function of the normalized parameter, cn,
for a range of values of ln
Optimal cn for maximum deflection by keeping the overall length of armature con-
stant
In order to determine the optimum value of the normalised parameter, cn, for a given set of
cantilever dimensions, analytical studies were carried out for the second case for a range of values
of cn and a while maintaining all other parameters constant (armature’s length, (c+ 2l)= 1500
µm, and F = 100 µN).
From Figure 4.7, for a fixed length of armature, maximum deflection in case (b) can be achieved
at cn = 1 for all cases of a= 100, 500, 1000 and 1200 µm. These results conveyed that the most
flexible behaviour of the beam at a constant armature length could be obtained by setting the
c value as the same as the value of a.
Case (c): Force applied at the LHS end of the armature with the RHS end
in contact with the mechanical stop
In Figure 4.8, the normalized deflection, δLn = ( δLa ) is plotted against the normalized force,
Fn =
(
Fa2
2Ewt3
)
, for the case where the vertical force F is applied at the LHS end of the rigid
beam and the RHS end is in contact with the mechanical stop. The gradient of the graph in
this case is of the same order as with case (b). However, the analytical model results in this
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Figure 4.7: Analytical results: Flexibility profiles as a function of the normalized parameter, cn,
for a range of values of ln
case seem to be unrelated to what was actually observed on a prototype. When the RHS end
was held in contact with the mechanical stop, the prototype became extremely stiff, probably
due to the resistance to buckling of the cantilever beams.
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Figure 4.8: Force-deflection profile for the case of offset force with RHS end in contact with
mechanical stop
4.5 Finite Element Analysis of the Flexure
When a simple cantilever beam deflects under the action of one or more lateral forces and/or
moments, the axial length of the cantilever does not change from its original value. As a result,
the free end of the cantilever undergoes a small movement in the axial direction as shown in
Figure 4.9(a). No such movement is possible in the case of a fixed-fixed beam, and any lateral
deflection will cause the beam to stretch in the axial direction as shown in Figure 4.9(b). As
a result very large axial force is induced in the beam and at the two supports, and the lateral
stiffness of the beam becomes significantly higher.
The analytical model of the flexure was obtained by applying simple beam theory and did not
account for the effect of axial stiffening of the two thin cantilever beams. The linear equations
obtained are valid for very small deflections only. As the tips of the cantilever beams are attached
to the rigid beam, they are prevented from undergoing any axial movement. Thus when the
armature moves down under the action of the central force, a large axial force develops in the
cantilever beams causing then to stretch axially. Therefore the validity of the analytical formulae
(4.5-4.7) cannot be guaranteed. To obtain accurate results, the effects of axial stiffening should
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Figure 4.9: Deflected shapes of beams: (a) Illustration of axial movement of free end of cantilever
and (b) Illustration of axial stiffening of fixed-fixed beam
be taken into account. An analytical approach that takes into account axial stiffening is difficult
as the resulting equations are nonlinear. The finite element analysis seems to be the only avenue
available.
Using ANSYS R©, and selecting 2-D beam elements, activates the stress stiffening effect and
large deflection analysis option [129], analyses were performed to determine the force-deflection
characteristics of the flexure for a range of values of the key dimensional parameters. Examples
of ANSYS input files used to analyse the force-deflection characteristics of the proposed structure
are shown in Appendix B. In addition to the structural analysis, a fundamental understanding
of the dynamic characteristics is necessary in designing micro devices to avoid any resonance
frequency. The natural frequencies should be high enough to make the device immune to effects
of mechanical shock and vibration. Using ANSYS R©, modal analysis was performed on the
mechanical system to determine the natural frequencies and modal shapes.
4.5.1 Finite Element Modelling (FEM)
A line model was found to be adequate to represent the flexure system consisting of the two
cantilevers and the rigid armature. The element type chosen was BEAM3 [129] which possess
such special features as stress stiffening and large deflections. To represent the rigid armature
realistically, the elements representing the armature were assigned much higher values for the
thickness and the width.
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4.5.2 Force-Deflection Analysis
In order to make comparisons with the analytical model results, the finite element analysis results
are converted to the same normalized form and superimposed in the same graphs. As before,
the force - deflection characteristics were obtained for a range of values of the key parameters, c
and d, of the flexure for three different cases: (a) with a vertical force applied at the centre, (b)
with an offset vertical force, and (c) with the offset vertical force applied at the LHS end while
the RHS end is in contact with the mechanical stop.
4.5.3 Finite Element Results and Comparison with Analytical Model Results
The parameter values chosen for the ANSYS R© simulation studies are given in Table 4.1. Typical
deformed shapes of the flexure system are shown in Figure 4.10, one for Case (a) when the force
is applied at the centre of the armature, and the other for Case (b) when the force is applied
at one end of the armature. As expected, much higher deflection is obtained when a force is
applied at the end than when the same force is applied at the centre.
In Figure 4.11, the normalised deflection, ( δca ) is plotted against the normalised force,
(
Fa2
2Ewt3
)
for the case where the vertical force, F is applied at the centre of the rigid beam. Progressive
stiffening of the flexure with increasing deflection is clearly seen in the ANSYS R© simulation
results. At extremely low values of the applied force, ANSYS R© results coincide with the ana-
lytical model results, but their deviation progressively increases at higher force values. As noted
earlier, both results are independent of c. The comparison between analytical and FEA results
for the second case are presented in Figure 4.12. The solid lines represent the analytical results
while the dotted symbols refer to the FEA results. The force-deflection profiles for a range of c
Parameter Value
a 1500 µm
c 250 - 1500 µm
l 250 µm
d 0 - 50 µm
Cross section of the cantilever beam 20 µm × 10 µm
Cross section of the armature 100 µm × 20 µm
Young’s Modulus, E 206 GPa
Poisson’s Ratio, µ 0.3
Applied force, F 0 -200 µN
Table 4.1: Parameters Value for ANSYS R© Simulation
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(a) Force applied at the centre
(b) Force applied at the RHS end
Figure 4.10: Typical deformed shapes of the flexure system (scaling: 2.5 times)
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between analytical and FEA results for vertical deflection at the centre
of the beam
values are shown. It can be seen that the deflection increases as the c value increases. In this
particular section, comparison between analytical and ANSYS R© results for a specific c value is
investigated.
For small value of cn= 0.17, the ANSYS R© results increasingly diverged from the analytical
results as the force is increased. It indicates the presence of stiffening effect on the flexure hinge
structure at small value of c. As c increases, the beam becomes more flexible. The ANSYS R©
results show very good agreement with the analytical results for cn = 0.67 and 0.83 as shown
in Figure 4.12. In Figure 4.13, the normalised deflection δLn is plotted against cn for values of
a in the range 100 to 1200 µm while overall length of the rigid beam remains constant at 1500
µm. Both the FEA, and analytical model results show similar trends. In both cases, optimum
deflection occurs when cn = 1. The greater the value of a, greater is the deflection. Although
at some low/high value of cn the FEA result and the analytical result seem to coincide, FEA
results for the peak deflection occurring at cn = 1 is about 30 - 50 % less than predicted by the
analytical model.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between analytical results and FEA results for the case of vertical
deflection at the end of the beam for a range of cn values
The next set of finite element analysis was performed to investigate the third case. The objec-
tive was to study the mechanical behaviour of the structure when one end was held against a
mechanical stop. Sliding frictional forces were not included in the analysis as the main concern
in the operation of the relay is the initiation / breaking of the electrical contact. Sliding friction
comes into play only after the electrical contact is made, and thus has no influence on when
and how contact is first made. Once the contact is made, the presence of sliding friction has
the effect of increasing the stiffness of the flexure in resisting the movement caused by a vertical
force. However, this increase would only be marginal as the mechanical advantage of the flexure
is quite large. During breaking of the contact, the presence of sliding friction adds to the contact
stiction force. Again because of the large mechanical advantage of the flexure, the change would
only be marginal.
Analyses were carried out for several values of d ranging from 10 to 50 µm. In Figure 4.14,
normalized deflection, δLn is plotted against the normalized force, Fn for each d values. The
graph for the case d = 0 exhibits a linear behaviour in both the first, and the third quadrants.
For positive (upward) normalised forces, the normalised deflection increases steadily with the
normalised force, and for negative (downward) forces the normal deflection decreases with the
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between analytical results and FEA results: Normalized deflection,
δLn as a function of normalized parameter, cn for a constant armature length of 1500 µm
normalised force. At higher values of d, there is no symmetry between the segments of the
graph in the two quadrants. At higher values of d the graphs display a very flat region in close
proximity to the normalised force axis implying high stiffness in this region. Beyond a certain
threshold value of the normalised force, however, the deflection steeply increases with the force.
For instance, as seen from the graph for the case d = 50, the normalised deflection remains very
low for normalised force less than about 0.02. For the case d = 20 , the normalised deflection
remains very low for normalised force in the range -0.047 to +0.01, but when it reached the
threshold value around -0.047, a sharp change occurs in the deflection. It appears that buckling
of the cantilever occurs beyond this threshold.
The results conveyed that the flexure hinge structure is very stiff when force is applied on one
side while the other side is being held. It can therefore be concluded that within the limits set
be the threshold, the mechanism offers significant disturbance immunity. This feature will be
very useful and desirable in various applications that require such characteristics for example in
microrelay application.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between analytical and FEA results: Force - deflection characteristics
of the LHS end when RHS end is held down against a dead stop (at constant cn= 0.67)
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4.5.4 Modal Analysis
ANSYS R© modal analysis results are presented in Figure 4.15 and Table 4.2. In the lowest
mode the rigid beam undergoes a pure rotational motion. In the second mode the rigid beam
undergoes translational motion in the vertical direction. The natural frequencies of the first and
second modes are very close to each other. The next two modes are at much higher frequencies.
In these modes, the rigid beam remains virtually at rest and the vibration is essentially confined
to the two cantilevers.
Figure 4.15: Modal analysis showing the first four mode shapes
Natural frequencies of the first four modes are listed in Table 4.2. From the functional aspect
of the microrelay, these frequencies are adequately high.
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Mode number 1 2 3 4
Natural Frequency (rad/s) 1,277 1,553 17,370 17,657
Table 4.2: The first four natural frequencies
4.6 Summary
In Chapter 3, the conclusion was made in the context of latching electromagnetic microrelays
that the torsion type design has many advantages over the cantilever type. In such a design,
the moving element of the relay is required to rotate about its centre. However, in the micro
domain, it is not possible to duplicate the classical rotation joints common to macro devices.
Instead, thin flat flexible beams are exclusively used as connecting joints between quasi-rigid
members.
From the kinematic viewpoint, the flexure hinge is seen as equivalent to a central pivotal joint
that allows a pure rotational motion. It behaves distinctly depending on the way the force is
applied, exhibiting high stiffness when the force is applied at the centre of the moving element,
but high flexibility when the force is offset. Moreover, when one end of the moving element
is in contact with a mechanical stop as would be the case with latching devices that utilise
permanent magnets, the support system becomes very stiff. This is a very desirable feature as it
would make the device immune to shock and vibration. Thus the proposed flexure hinge seems
very appropriate for the purpose at hand. It has the advantages of simplicity, compactness, and
importantly a planar topology amenable to microfabrication.
Although somewhat useful for parameter survey and optimisation, the analytical model has
been shown to have severe limitations. An important aspect of the flexure hinge is the axial
stiffening of the cantilever beams which is not properly accounted for in the analytical model.
Not surprisingly, in two situations where the axial stiffening is the main cause of the distinct
behaviour, the finite element analysis results diverge significantly from the analytical model
results.
Chapter 5
Analytical Studies and Finite
Element Analysis of Magnetic
Behaviour of Microrelay
5.1 Introduction
Magnetic circuit analysis of the cantilever type latching electromagnetic microrelay, undertaken
in Chapter 3, illustrated the need to carefully match the spring force characteristics with the
magnetic force characteristics under three different conditions, namely, with the permanent
magnet alone, with the permanent magnet and aiding electromagnetic actuation, and with
the permanent magnet and opposing electromagnetic actuation. The required thickness of the
permanent magnet layer was found to be ∼ 60 µm. It was also noted that the design would
require very narrow tolerances of the order of 2-3% for the key parameters of the relay, such as
the thickness of the cantilever, initial air gap, and the length of the permanent magnet. This is
a very big ask considering the limitations of the microfabrication processes.
The magnetic circuit analysis approach is somewhat limited in that it is only applicable to
magnetically tight structures made of highly permeable material and with small air gaps where
the magnetic flux leakages through the surrounding free space is minimal and can be neglected.
Considering the planar nature of MEMS microstructures and other design constraints imposed
by the microfabrication processes, realisation of a magnetically tight MEMS structure that
incorporates the actuating coil is not going to be easy. In MEMS, compromises are often required
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to make the design amenable to microfabrication. Use of stationary planar coil as electromagnet
has been the norm. It is prudent to consider the use of stationary, external permanent magnet,
rather than to integrate hard magnetic material into the MEMS structure.
In the proposed design, the magnetic force generated on the armature depends on the flux
pattern in the two regions between the top poles of the permanent magnets and the ends of the
armature. As the flux lines in these regions follow complex trajectories through the air, it is not
realistic to employ the magnetic circuit analysis approach. The finite element analysis (FEA)
seems the only avenue available for investigating the magnetic behaviour of the microrelay.
5.2 Finite Element Modelling of Magnetic Components
FEA has been widely used to obtain accurate results for magnetostatic field problems. Integra-
tion of various classes of magnetic materials contributes to a high degree of non-linearity, but
the availability of FEA tools has significantly eased the complexity in solving the magnetic field
problems. For simplicity, only two dimensional (2D) models were used in this study. At the
start, the permanent magnet and the planar coil as electromagnet were analysed separately in
order to gain an understanding of the magnetic field pattern in each case and to verify the finite
element modelling (FEM) by comparison with analytical results.
Two types of elements, PLANE13 and INFIN110 [129], were used to model the magnetic struc-
ture in all analyses. PLANE13 element was used to model all the components of the magnetic
structure, the permalloy armature, the two permanent magnets, the planar coil and a substan-
tial region of the surrounding space. INFIN110 boundary element was used to mimic an infinite
extension of the surrounding space.
5.2.1 Permanent Magnet
When the coil of the electromagnet is not energised, a constant magnetic field is provided by the
permanent magnet. Before going into the details of the interaction between the magnetic fields
of the permanent magnet and the electromagnet, their behaviours were considered in isolation.
Since the FEA involved a 2D model, a theoretical approach of the same kind was used to verify
the FEA results. By assuming the magnet to be infinitely long along the z-axis as in Figure 5.1,
the problem was reduced to a simpler 2D field problem.
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Figure 5.1: Rectangular magnet of infinite length
Figure 5.2: Infinitely long rectangular magnet (a) Cross-sectional view, and (b) Equivalent
surface current
The permanent magnet (PM) was modelled using the current model [41]. In this model, the PM
is reduced to a distribution of equivalent currents as shown in Figure 5.2. This is then input
into the magnetostatic field equations as a source term, and the field is obtained using standard
methods for steady currents.
The components of the magnetic flux density vector of the rectangular magnet at a general point
(x, y) outside the magnet are given by the following equations [41].
Bx(x, y) =
µ0Ms
4pi
(
ln
[
(x+ w)2 + (y − h)2
(x+ w)2 + (y + h)2
]
− ln
[
(x− w)2 + (y − h)2
(x− w)2 + (y + h)2
])
(5.1)
By(x, y) =
µ0Ms
2pi
(
tan−1
[
2h(x+ w)
(x+ w)2 + y2 − h2
]
− tan−1
[
2h(x− w)
(x− w)2 + y2 − h2
])
(5.2)
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Figure 5.3: Magnetic flux pattern of the PM obtained by FEA
Numerical results were computed from the above equations for the case of two Ceramic perma-
nent magnets (Ferrite-1 [130]) with Br = 0.23 T, Hc = 148 × 103 A/m and Ms = 1.83 × 105
A/m, having equal volumes but different height/width ratios, and magnetized along the y-axis.
The same magnets were simulated in ANSYS to determine their magnetic field patterns. The
objective of the analyses was to compare the two configurations and see which is more appro-
priate for the proposed design. Figure 5.3 shows the magnetic flux pattern of the PM obtained
by FEA simulation within the region defined by the infinite boundary elements.
Figure 5.4 depicts the configuration, the vector plots of magnetic field intensity, H, and magnetic
flux density, B, obtained from FEA results for both configurations. The magnetic flux density
components at points along a line at a distance of 250 µm above the PM as shown in the last
row of Figure 5.4 were extracted from the simulation results and compared with the analytical
results.
The magnetic flux density components of the PM for Configuration I were plotted in Figure 5.5.
There is close agreement between the finite FEA results and the analytical results. Figure 5.5
shows that Bx is maximum near the edges of the PM, while By component reaches its peak value
at the point directly above the center of the top pole face. The By component is significantly
higher in magnitude than the Bx component.
Corresponding plots for Configuration II are shown in Figure 5.6. The profile of the By com-
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of two different configurations of PM
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Figure 5.5: Magnetic field density components, Bx and By for configuration I along a line 250
µm above PM, and for -2w ≤ x ≤ 2w
ponent is much flatter in this case. The maximum of the Bx components again occurs near the
edges of the PM. By component has a mild local minimum at the centre, increasing on either
side to the highest value. Comparing configurations I and II, the maximum By component is
slightly higher in configuration I, but the Bx component is slightly higher in configuration II.
In both cases, good agreement was found between the analytical and the FEA results. Since
our interest in this particular design is to generate vertical forces at both ends of the armature,
it would be desirable to maximize the By component of the PM in the regions just below the
two ends of the armature.
Figure 5.7 and 5.8 shows the variation of the magnetic flux density component By with distance
above the top surface of the PM along the central vertical axis of the PM as well as along two
vertical lines offset from the centre of the PM. In the case of the slender magnet, By value is
much higher initially, but falls off steeply with the distance from the magnet. With the stout
magnet, the initial value is much lower, but falls off more slowly with distance. To achieve a
long range for the magnetic force, the width of the PM should be sufficiently large.
It would be advantageous to have a higher By component to initiate the movement of the
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Figure 5.6: Magnetic field density components, Bx and By for configuration II along a line 250
µm above PM, and for -2w ≤ x ≤ 2w
armature. As the maximum By is found along the central axis of the PM, the centre of the PMs
should be located directly below each end of the armature.
5.2.2 Electromagnet (Planar coil)
Generally, in macro devices, electromagnets made of coils are integrated in the relay system to
generate sufficient magnetic force to overcome the spring force of the moveable beam and to
induce movement towards the contact point. To obtain greater force, conventional coils made
from wires wound around a ferromagnetic material (core) are used. However, it is not possible
to produce such high aspect ratio coil geometry with basic micromachining processes. On the
other hand, planar coils can be easily fabricated and integrated into microsystems, and the
electromagnetic forces generated by them have a relatively long range. The planar coils require
a low driving voltage.
Although in reality, the planar coil would consist of multiple current-carrying wires arranged in
parallel, for analytical purposes it is modelled as an infinitely long current sheet along the z-axis
as illustrated in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Infinite current sheet of width 2h, (a) perspective of sheet and (b) cross-sectional
view
The magnetic flux density components are given by the following equations [41].
By(x, y) =
µ0K0
4pi
(
ln
[
y2 + (x− h)2
y2 + (x+ h)2
])
(5.3)
Bx(x, y) =
µ0K0
2pi
(
tan−1
[
2hy
x2 + y2 − h2
])
(5.4)
While the planar coil was modeled in the FEA by a rectangular area 1250 µm × 20 µm carrying
a current density of 1.2 × 109 A/m2, in the analytical model the coil was represented by a thin
current sheet with a linear current density, K0 = 2.40 × 1010 A/m. Calculations were done with
µ0 = 4pi × 10−7, h = 625 µm, y = 260 µm and variable x ranging from -750 to +750 µm.
Figure 5.10 shows the magnetic flux pattern of the planar coil obtained by FEA. The planar coil
was modeled by a rectangular area carrying a given current density. The surrounding air space
was also included in the model. Figure 5.11(a)shows the flux pattern when current flows along
the outward normal to the paper (along +z direction). Figure 5.11(b) shows the flux pattern
when current enters the plane of the paper along the −z direction. Outward current is taken as
positive, and vice versa.
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Figure 5.10: Magnetic flux lines of planar coil obtained by FEA
Figure 5.11: Vector plot of magnetic flux density, B of planar coil obtained by FEA (a) Current
along outward normal (b) Current along inward normal
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Figure 5.12: Defined path is 250 µm above the planar coil
To extract the magnetic flux density components, a path was defined along a horizontal line 250
µm above the planar coil as in Figure 5.12. The results obtained by FEA are compared with the
analytical model results in Figure 5.13. Close agreement is seen between the two sets of results.
Bx component is a maximum at the point directly above the center of the planar coil. By is
zero at the centre but increases in magnitude steadily to reach peak values on either side of the
centre.
5.2.3 Effect of Placing A High Permeability Material Above/Below the Pla-
nar Coil on the Magnetic Flux Pattern
In typical solenoids, the current carrying wire is wrapped around a high permeability material to
increase the induced magnetic field. A similar effect can be expected if a ferromagnetic material
is placed above/below the planar coil.
An analytical approach referred to as the method of images [41,131] is used to solve field problems
when a current source is near a semi-infinite region containing a high permeability material. As
an example, consider an infinitely long wire conductor with current I placed in air and parallel
to a semi-infinite block of high permeability material (µr → ∞) as shown in Figure 5.14.
The original physical system of Figure 5.14(a) can be transformed into an equivalent configura-
tion shown in Figure 5.14(b). Instead of the single conductor in free space located at a distance
h above the ferromagnetic plate in the original system, the equivalent system has two conduc-
tors in free space separated by a distance 2h. The field solutions to this equivalent problem is
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of FEA and analytical results of magnetic flux density components
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Figure 5.14: Current carrying conductor placed above a ferromagnetic plate (a) physical system;
(b) equivalent system
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the superposition of the solutions of the individual wires and is valid in the region above the
plate [41].
Analytical solution to the current problem where a thin current sheet is placed above a semi-
infinite region of high permeability material was solved by superposition of equations 5.3 and
5.4. The analytical solutions obtained for the magnetic flux density components, Bx and By
are shown in Figure 5.15. The analyses were performed for the same current direction as in
Figure 5.14.
The analytical solutions showed that the magnetic flux density of a planar coil increased by a
factor of 2 when a high permeability material is placed underneath the coil.
It is of course not practical to have a large block of high permeability material underneath the
planar coil. The question then is what is the minimum thickness required of the high permeability
material to achieve comparable results?
FEA analyses were performed to determine the magnetic flux patterns and the magnetic flux
density values for a range of thicknesses when a strip of high permeability material such as
permalloy was placed underneath the planar coil. The magnetic structure used in the FEA and
the corresponding magnetic flux patterns obtained are given in Figure 5.16. The central axes of
the planar coil were taken to coincide with the reference x and y axes. Parameter values used in
the simulation were: coil dimensions = 1500µm × 20µm, relative permeability of air, coil and
the permalloy strip = 1, 1 and 4000 respectively, thickness of the permalloy strip varied in the
range 0 - 100 µm.
The simulation results showed that the magnetic flux patterns of the coil in free space was
symmetrical above and below the coil and had a more uniform distribution. As expected, the
flux pattern changed dramatically when the permalloy strip was placed underneath. The flux
lines were more concentrated in the region immediately above the coil. However, the flux lines
underneath the planar coil were mostly confined to the permalloy strip. This is as expected
since the permalloy strip provides a low reluctance path to the magnetic flux.
The results of magnetic flux density components along a horizontal line 100 µm above the planar
coil are plotted in Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 for the two cases: coil in free space, and coil with
a permalloy strip of 10 µm thickness placed underneath.
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Figure 5.15: Analytical solutions of magnetic flux density of planar coil along a horizontal line
100 µm above the coil (i) in free space, and (ii) with a high permeability material underneath
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Figure 5.16: Magnetic flux patterns of the electromagnet obtained by FEA (a) coil in free space
(b) coil with permalloy core underneath
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Figure 5.17: Magnetic flux density plots along a horizontal line 100 µm above the planar coil
Comparison between coil in free space, and coil with permalloy core underneath
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Figure 5.18: Magnetic flux density plots along a horizontal line 100 µm above the planar coil.
Comparison between coil in free space, and coil with permalloy core underneath for Bresultant
The results closely agree with the analytical results of Figure 5.15. Further FEA analyses were
performed to investigate the optimum thickness of the core to produce the optimal magnetic
flux density. FEA simulations were performed for thicknesses of the permalloy strip in the range
0 to 100 µm. The results, plotted in Figure 5.19, show that the magnetic flux density increases
with the thickness of the permalloy strip, but the benefit of increasing the thickness beyond
about 5 µm is only marginal. Therefore, it can be concluded that the addition of the permalloy
strip does enhance the magnetic flux density, but only a thin strip as small as 2 µm is needed
to harness the full benefit.
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Figure 5.19: Magnetic flux density, Bresultant at different thicknesses of permalloy core
5.3 Analyses of the Whole Microrelay Structure
Having analysed the PM and the electromagnet independent of each other, attention is now
turned to investigating how the PM and the electromagnet react with each other. The resulting
magnetic flux lines give a good indication of the forces generated by the interaction.
The two dimensional (2D) model of the microrelay used in the FEA simulation studies is shown
in Figure 5.20. Included in the model were two PMs, a planar coil, an armature and the
surrounding air. The cantilever beams were left out of the model as they play only a minor role
in conducting the magnetic flux because of their small thickness. An example of an ANSYS
input file used to analyse the microrelay structure is shown in Appendix C.
An example of the magnetic flux pattern obtained by FEA simulation of the whole magnetic
structure of the microrelay including a region of the surrounding free space is shown in Fig-
ure 5.21.
The major problem was to find the correct match between the strengths of the electromagnet
and the PM. This was done by a trial and error process. Keeping the PM parameters constant,
several simulations were carried out for a range of currents, and suitable values for the current
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Figure 5.20: Schematic of the 2D microrelay structure used in FEA studies
Figure 5.21: Magnetic flux pattern obtained by FEA simulation
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were selected.
5.3.1 Estimating the Mesh Size in FEA
Since finite element analysis is a numerical method, it is necessary to evaluate the model’s
accuracy and to ensure that solutions are within the required resolution. One of the major
factors in determining the accuracy of FEA is the mesh size used in the model. The smaller the
mesh size, the more the number of elements needed to build up the model. The more elements
to define the model, the more accurate the results will be. However, there is a trade-off between
the mesh size and the processing time needed in solving a problem.
To evaluate the influence of the number of elements on the accuracy of the solutions, the complete
structure is modeled for a range of mesh sizes. Several simulations were performed, and in each
case, the resultant magnetic torque on the armature was evaluated. The graph of the resultant
torque versus number of elements in the model is shown in Figure 5.22. It is seen from the
graph that when the number of elements is too small, the graph shows some fluctuations. It
was found that beyond 25,000 elements, the result stabilized to a constant value. With 16,000
elements, the magnetic torque value reached 98% of the final value. Therefore, the results can
be considered reasonably accurate if the element count is 25,000 or higher.
5.3.2 Effect of Changing the Dimensions of the Permanent Magnet
In the following analyses, the electromagnet was activated by passing a constant current in +z
direction. Simulations were performed to study the effect of varying the length and width of the
PM while maintaining a constant current in the electromagnet. Magnetic flux patterns obtained
by FEA are given in Figures 5.23 and 5.25 for a range of widths and heights of the PM.
From Figure 5.23, it can be seen that the flux pattern changes dramatically as the PM height,
h increases. At small values of h (cases a and b), there is magnetic attraction between the
LHS PM and the LHS end of the armature. Here the PM is weaker in comparison with the
electromagnet, and the field pattern is dominated more by the electromagnet. At medium values
of h (cases c and d), repulsion between the LHS PM and the LHS end of the beam is seen. Here
the PM and the electromagnet are of comparable strengths, and the field lines from the PM are
the electromagnet do not meet. At larger values of h (cases e and f), the magnetic field of the
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Figure 5.22: Computed magnetic torque versus number of element used in the FEA model
Figure 5.23: Magnetic flux patterns obtained by FEA for a range of heights, h of the PM (a)100
µm (b)250µm , (c) 750 µm , (d)1000 µm , (e) 2000 µm and (f) 3000 µm at I =1 AT, Width of
PM, w =100µm
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Figure 5.24: Resultant torque as a function of the height, h of the PM
PM dominates the flux pattern resulting once again in attraction between the LHS PM and the
LHS end of the armature. However, in all cases, attraction is shown between the RHS end of the
armature and the RHS PM, and not surprisingly this attraction increases with increasing h. The
flux patterns at smaller values of h were dominated by the magnetic field of the electromagnet.
As the height of the PM increases, so does the volume of the PM and hence the magnetic field
strength increases.
The resultant torque values were computed from the FEA results for the range of h considered,
and plotted against h in Figure 5.24.
From Figure 5.25, it can be seen that the flux pattern changes dramatically as the PM width, w
increases. The trend in the flux patterrn is similar to the case of increasing h. At small values of
w (case a), a clear repulsion pattern can be seen. As the width increases further (all remaining
plots), the repulsion pattern changes into an attraction pattern. The flux patterns at smaller
values of w are dominated by the magnetic field of the electromagnet. As the width of the PM
increases, so does the volume of the PM and hence the magnetic field strength increases.
The resultant torque values were computed from the FEA results for the range of w considered,
and plotted against w in Figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.25: Magnetic flux patterns obtained by FEA for a range of widths of the PM, I= 1
AT, Height of PM, h = 500 µm
Figure 5.26: Resultant torque as a function of the height, w of the PM
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Figure 5.27: Magnetic flux pattern obtained by FEA for a range of different ratio of height/width
(h/w) of PM (at constant volume), (a) 0.3, (b) 0.4, (c) 1.0, (d) 2.3 and (e) 4.0
5.3.3 Effect of Changing the Dimensions of the Permanent Magnet (At A
Constant Volume)
More simulations were performed to investigate the effect of varying the length and the width
of the PM at a fixed volume of the PM. The simulations were conducted by applying a constant
current in +z direction. This action will produce a repulsive magnetic force at the LHS of the
armature, and an attractive force on the RHS. Magnetic flux and patterns obtained through
FEA are as shown in Figure 5.27.
Figure 5.27 shows that at smaller ratio of height/width (h/w) of PM, (0.3 and 0.4), there are
magnetic attractions at both LHS and RHS ends of the armature. At the ratio of 1.0 (in case
(c)), the magnetic attraction on the LHS of the armature decreased. Magnetic repulsion on the
LHS of the armature are demonstrated for higher ratio of (h/w), 2.3 and 4.0 in case (d) and
(e) respectively. These simulation results demonstrated that better repulsion on the LHS, while
attraction on the RHS of the armature could be generated at higher ratio of height/width of
the PM.
The relative torque values computed by FEA for the range of ratio of (h/w) of PM are as shown
in Figure 5.28 b. From Figure 5.28, it can be seen that the higher the ratio of (h/w), the higher
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magnetic torque generated for the armature structure.
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Figure 5.28: Magnetic flux pattern obtained by FEA for a range of different ratio of height/width
(h/w) of PM (at constant volume), (a) 0.3, (b) 0.4, (c) 1.0, (d) 2.3 and (e) 4.0
5.3.4 Effect of Different Types of Permanent Magnet
Simulations were also performed for different type of PM. Two different types of PM are chosen,
a strong magnet, (a) NdFeB (Br= 8000 G and Hc = 6.5 kOe) and a weaker one, (b) flexible
magnet (Br=1700 G and Hc=1.2kOe). Studies are made by comparing the relative torque
generated on the armature in the above mentioned cases. Theoretically, a higher attraction
on the LHS of the beam will be found when a stronger PM is used for current passing at +z
direction. The relative torque obtained from the FEA are as demonstrated in Table 5.1. As
expected, the stronger PM produced a higher torque than the weaker one.
Types of PM Relative torque
NdFeB 1.05
Flexible magnet 1.0
Table 5.1: Relative torque produced by different types of PM
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5.3.5 Optimal Locations for the Permanent Magnet and the Planar Coil
The objective here is the determination of the optimum position of the PM relative to the ar-
mature. By optimum position of the PM is meant the position at which the repulsive torque on
the armature is at its maximum value. Feustel et al. [132] carried out extensive numerical sim-
ulations to determine the optimum configuration for an electromagnetic actuator that consisted
of a planar coil and a PM supported at the end of a cantilever. Design rules relating optimum
values of PM, coil dimensions and the vertical distance of the coil to the magnet were presented
in tabular and graphical forms. Kruusing [133, 134] reported that the force between a PM and
a coil could be increased by suitably varying the magnetisation orientation of the PM in space.
The force was found to be the greatest with a PM magnetised along coil field lines.
In the present study, the focus is on maximising the force of repulsion between the PM and
the armature. Only axially magnetised rectangular PMs are considered. The objective was
accomplished by carrying out a number of FEA simulations with the armature in the completely
tilted position for a range of values of the distances x and y of the PM with respect to the tip
of the armature as defined in Figure 5.20.
Comparison made in Section 5.2.1 of two PMs, one slender and the other stout but both of
equal volume and made of the same material, showed that in the case of the slender magnet the
magnetic field is the strongest at the centre of the pole face and falls off at a faster rate along
the central y-axis of the magnet. This implies that a longer and wider magnet is preferable as
it will have a longer reach in attracting or repulsing the armature. As noted earlier, the centre
of the PM should be located below and near the ends of the armature in order to maximize
the resultant magnetic force/torque on the armature. In order to precisely locate the optimum
position of the PM with respect to the planar coil, a series of FEA simulations were done with
the armature in the completely tilted position by varying the location of the PM with respect
to the planar coil in small steps along both the x and y-axes. The location that gave rise to
maximum repulsive magnetic torque on the armature was then chosen as the optimum.
The magnetic flux patterns for a range of values of x and y are as shown in Figures 5.29 and
5.30 respectively.
The magnetic torque characteristics for variable x and y distances are plotted in Figures 5.31 and
5.32. The x and y distances were measured as shown in Figure 5.20. The torque was calculated
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Figure 5.29: The magnetic flux patterns for a range of values of x when y = 50 µm
Figure 5.30: The magnetic flux patterns for a range of values of y when x = 150 µm
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Figure 5.31: Variation of the resultant magnetic torque with distance x
assuming a depth of 500 µm for the 2-D model of the magnetic structure. The maximum torque
was found to occur at x = 150 µm. As expected, the magnetic torque decreases as the distance
y increases as shown in Figure 5.30. Thus y should be as small as practicable.
Based on these results, optimum values of the dimensions of the permanent magnets and the
two distances x and y were made. All subsequent analyses were performed using the parameters
defined in Table 5.2. These parameters corresponds with the parameters defined in Figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.32: Variation of the resultant magnetic torque with distance y
Structure Parameter Symbol Dimension (µm)
Armature Length a 1500
Thickness t 20
Angle of tilt θ 0-16o
Air gap g1 250
Initial air gap g2 g1- l2tan(θ)
Coil Length wc 1250
Thickness hc 20
Permanent magnet Width wm 250
Height hm 1000
x distance x 150
y distance y 25
Surrounding air R1 1600-2000
Infinite boundary R2 2R1
Table 5.2: Parameters in 2D magnetic analysis
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5.4 Simulation of the Operating Principle of the Microrelay
In Chapter 3, the operating principle of the proposed electromagnetic microrelay was described.
In this section, magnetostatic analyses were performed with the armature in various fixed posi-
tions relative to the planar coil and the two PMs.
5.4.1 Simulation of Magnetic Behaviour With the Armature in The Neutral
Position and With No Electromagnetic Actuation
Simulation was carried out without any electromagnetic actuation and with the armature in
the neutral (horizontal) position. Because of the symmetry, equal magnetic forces act at each
end and the resultant torque on the armature is zero. The simulated results of magnetic field
lines and magnetic flux density vectors are as shown in Figure 5.33(a) and (b) respectively. The
symmetric patterns in both cases indicate equal attractive forces at both ends of the beam.
Using the macros, FOR2D and TORQSUM, that are available with ANSYS, the resultant mag-
netic force and the resultant magnetic torque acting on the beam were computed. Since a 2D
model was used, it is to be noted that the calculated magnetic force and torque were in terms
of per unit depth of one micron. The magnetic force components along the x−, and y− axes,
were found to be 0.505 × 10−5 µN/µm (negligible) and -0.0919 µN/µm respectively. The torque
acting on the beam was -0.01666 µN/µm (negligible). Theoretically, the component of the re-
sultant force on the armature along the x−axis and the resultant torque acting on the armature
should be zero, but not the y−component of the resultant force.
Figure 5.33: Simulated magnetic flux at initial position; (a) contour plot (b) flux plot
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Figure 5.34: Simulated magnetic flux pattern at different actuation currents with armature in
the horizontal position. (a) 5AT; (b) 10 AT; (c) 20 AT; (d) 30 AT; (e) Plot of magnetic flux
density vector at 30 AT
5.4.2 Simulation of Magnetic Behaviour with the Armature in the Neutral
Position and with Electromagnetic Actuation
When current (in the −z direction) is applied to the planar coil, it adds to the attraction force
of the PM on the left end of the armature, while reducing the attractive force of the PM at the
right end. Figure 5.34 (a)-(d) show the simulated magnetic flux patterns at different actuation
current, 5 AT, 10 AT, 20 AT and 30 AT. Figure 5.34(e) shows the magnetic flux density vectors
at a current of 30 AT.
In the magnetic flux plot of Figure 5.34(a), the increased attraction at 5 AT on the LHS can
be seen. The number of flux lines between the LHS PM and the left end of the armature are
more than that between the RHS PM and the right end of the armature. At higher currents
the trend becomes more pronounced. Repulsion is seen at the right hand side at ampere-turns
of 20 and 30. The magnetic torque as a function of the ampere-turns is plotted in Figure 5.35.
As expected the magnetic torque on the armature increases as the actuation current increases.
The magnetic torque values plotted are for the depth of structure of 500 µm.
As the armature moves counter clockwise under the influence of the above torque, the left
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Figure 5.35: Magnetic torque on the armature as a function of the coil ampere-turns with the
armature in the horizontal position (θ = 0)
end of the beam gets closer to the LHS PM while the right end moves further from the RHS
PM, resulting in further increase in the magnetic torque. These can be observed through the
magnetic flux line plots and the magnetic torque at different tilted positions. Figure 5.36 and
Figure 5.37 show the simulated magnetic flux line plots and the magnetic torque for a range of
tilted positions at coil actuation of 30AT.
In the closed position, the left end of the armature comes into contact with a mechanical stop.
It will remain in that position even when the coil current is switched off provided the resultant
torque due to the two PMs is greater than the torque of the spring in the deflected position.
5.4.3 Simulation of Magnetic Behaviour Microrelay Prior to Switch OFF the
Microrelay
To switch off the microrelay, or to switch it to the other stable position, current is applied in the
+z direction. This action will produce a repulsive magnetic force at the left end of the armature
and an attractive force at the right end. With the armature fully tilted in the anticlockwise
sense, simulations were done for a range of currents applied in the, +z direction, that is, along
the outward normal to the plane of the paper. The magnetic flux lines for a range of different
currents are shown in Figure 5.38. As can be seen, the repulsive force on the left end and the
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Figure 5.36: Simulated magnetic flux line plots at current actuation of 30 AT at different tilted
positions of the armature. (a) θ = 0o; (b) θ = 4o; (c) θ = 8o ; (d)θ = 12o
Figure 5.37: Variation of magnetic torque with the angle of tilt, θ of the armature (coil actuation
= 30AT)
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Figure 5.38: Simulated contour plots of flux to switch ’OFF’ the microrelay at variable current
actuation
attractive force on the right end increase as the current increases.
Plot of the magnetic flux density vectors for the smaller current is shown in Figure 5.39. Although
the flux density vectors causing the repulsion on the LHS can barely be seen in this case, the
strong attraction on the RHS of the beam will generate a clockwise torque to tilt the armature
clockwise to the other stable position. The spring back forces in the cantilever also aid the initial
motion.
Figure 5.39: Simulated vector plot of magnetic flux density showing repulsion of the LHS for
outward current
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5.5 Discussion on Torque/Force Analysis
As predicted, the magnetic torque at zero actuation current for initial horizontal position (θ =
0o) is zero, due to equal attraction on both sides due to the two PMs. Figure 5.40 shows the
flux pattern profile of the magnetic torque and force analysis for a microrelay with 500 µm of
armature’s depth at different angles for three actuation currents of 0 AT, 30 AT and -30 AT. It is
clearly seen that an inward current (−z direction) generates a positive torque (counter clockwise)
of the beam while an outward current generates negative torque (clockwise movement).
As predicted, the magnetic torque and force increase as the current and the inclination angle
increase. It also shows a symmetric pattern of magnetic torque for the two stable positions
(fully tilted positions on the LHS and RHS). The results demonstrate that bistable operation is
achieved with the proposed design.
The analysis is also extended for a greater range of current to validate our assumption that
negative current generates attraction (counter clockwise torque) and vice versa. Figure 5.41
shows the simulation results of magnetic torque at a greater range of actuation currents, from -
50 AT to 400 AT. As can be seen, applying negative current will generate positive torque (CCW)
on the microrelay.
The magnetic torque decreases as the current decrease. It demonstrates that when the coil
current is applied in the +z direction, the magnetic torque remains positive causing attraction
of the beam at low values of the current, but when the current is increased beyond a critical
value the torque changes sign and cause repulsion of the armature. The magnetic torque reaches
zero in between the range of 35 AT to 40 AT. From this point onwards, as the current increases,
the beam experiences repulsion at its LHS end, and the torque is counter clockwise. However,
the torque changes its sign once again at significantly high currents around 200 AT. Instead of
repelling the LHS end of the beam, the beam is attracted to the LHS magnet. This is due the
dominant effect of the magnetic field of the electromagnet compared to magnetic field of the
PM. The simulated magnetic flux line plot under these conditions are shown in Figure 5.42.
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Figure 5.40: Profile of magnetic torque/force at different inclination angle of the beam for coil
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Figure 5.41: Profile of magnetic torque/force at different values of Ampere Turns (at deflection
angle of 16o)
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Figure 5.42: Simulated flux line plots at very high currents (a) 200 AT, (b)300 AT and (c) 400
AT
5.6 Analysis with Different Thicknesses of Cantilever
In this section, the effect of varying the thickness of the armature on the magnetic torque is
investigated. The purpose of this analysis is to investigate how far the magnetic torque could
be enhanced by increasing the thickness of the armature. The analyses were performed with the
armature in the tilted position. Figure 5.43 shows the simulated flux line plots at three different
thickness: 20, 40 and 80 µm. The magnetic torque values are normalised by dividing by the
magnetic torque when the beam thickness is 20 µm, and the thickness values are normalised by
dividing by 20 µm. The normalised torque values are plotted against the normalised thickness
values in Figure 5.44.
Although the graph shows a gradual increase in the normalised torque with normalised thickness,
the increase is negligibly small (< 2% for a four-fold increase in thickness). Considering the
difficulty associated with microfabrication of thick beams, it is no advantage having a thick
Figure 5.43: Simulated flux line plots for a range of values of armature thickness (a) 20 µm; (b)
40 µm; (c) 80 µm
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Figure 5.44: Graph of normalised magnetic torque versus normalised armature thickness
armature.
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5.7 Simulation of the Effects of Additional Coils
So far in the analysis, the planar coil was assumed to carry unidirectional current at any one
time, and that the coil was located centrally between the two permanent magnets. In this
arrangement the return current was assumed to be at infinity. Two alternative planar coil
structures which provide for the return current and are therefore relatively easier to implement
in practice are considered in this section.
In one alternative, the planar coil is considered to be made up of three parallel sets of coils
as shown schematically in Figure 5.45(a), one set centrally located between the two permanent
magnets as before, and the other two placed on opposite sides of the permanent magnets provide
for the return of current. The two outside sets of coils have identical cross sections and carry
currents in the same direction, while the central set of coils carries current in the opposite
direction and its area of cross section is twice that of each outside set.
In the second arrangement an identical coil is located above the original coil to provide a path
for the return of current as shown in Figure 5.45(b).
5.7.1 Two Additional Coils Placed on the Outside of the Permanent Magnets
Analyses were performed with the two additional coils carrying current in the opposite direction
to the current in the central coil. The magnetic torque on the armature was investigated for
two cases: armature in the horizontal position, and in the fully tilted position. The results are
compared with the single coil case studied earlier in Figures 5.46 and 5.47. The magnetic torque
Figure 5.45: Provision of additional coils for return current
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Figure 5.46: Comparison of magnetic flux lines with the armature in the horizontal position (a)
central coil only (30 amperes ); (b) with additional side coils (30 amperes)
for the two cases is compared in Table 5.3.
Figure 5.47: Comparison of magnetic flux lines with the armature in the tilted position (a)
central coil only (30 amperes ); (b) with additional side coils (30 amperes)
Only slight changes in the values of the torque were observed.
5.7.2 Additional Coil Above the Original Coil and on the Opposite Side of
the Armature
The next investigation was performed with an additional coil located on the opposite side of the
armature. The flux line plots and corresponding magnetic torque results for coil currents of ±
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Torque of Torque of
armature in horizontal position armature in tilted position
(µN.µm) (µN.µm)
Central coil only 1.206 × 105 4.093 × 105
Central coil + 2 side coils 1.0989 × 105 4.534 × 105
Gap between coils = 350 µm
Table 5.3: Comparison of the magnetic torque
30 are tabulated in Tables 5.48 and 5.49, respectively.
These results demonstrate the torque could be enhanced significantly due to the additional coil.
The closer the distance is, the higher the magnetic torque. Eventually at much larger distance,
the affect are reduced. Theoretically, it should reach the same value of torque without any
additional coil. Figure 5.50 summarize the torque plot for both conditions.
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Figure 5.48: Simulation results of the additional coil (Switching on)
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Figure 5.49: Simulation results of the additional coil (Switching on)
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Figure 5.50: Graph plot of magnetic torque enhancement due to additional coil at variable
distance)
5.8 Summary
Comprehensive magnetic analyses have been conducted on the proposed bistable, bidirectional,
and latching electromagnetic microrelay. The investigation began by considering the permanent
magnet and the electromagnet separately. As analytical models are available in the literature for
these two independent cases, it had been possible to compare FEA results with results obtained
by using the analytical models. The two sets of results were found to be remarkably close thus
verifying the validity of the finite element models. Since FEA is a mathematical modelling tool,
evaluation of the model is very important. To make certain of the model accuracy, an analysis of
meshing size of the model was performed. Magnetic torque on the armature was computed for
a given configuration of the relay structure for a range of mesh sizes of the FEA model. From
the simulation results the minimum number of elements of the FEA model was determined for
which the magnetic torque results converged to the required accuracy.
FEA was then used to investigate the interaction between the magnetic fields of the permanent
magnet and the electromagnet and to determine the magnetic torque generated on the armature
for a range of tilted positions of the armature and for a range of coil currents. The results were
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used to determine the proper match between the strengths of the permanent magnet and the
electromagnet, the optimum locations of the two permanent magnets in relation to the two
ends of the armature, and the optimum values for such parameters as coil current, armature
thickness, pivotal position of the armature relative to the planar coil etc. Under favourable
conditions it is possible to generate a significant repulsive force between the contacting surfaces,
that is, bidirectional actuation of the armature is possible.
FEA results showed that the maximum magnetic torque could be induced on the armature if
the edges of the planar coil as well as the armature extend up to the central axes of the two
permanent magnets. The thickness of the armature need not be more than about 5 µm to
achieve the best results.
Finally the issue of the return current was considered. By providing either an additional pair
of side coils or an additional top coil, provision can be made for the return current. With the
side coils, no dramatic change in the magnetic torque on the armature was observed. With the
additional top coil, however, significant increase (> 150%) in the magnetic torque was observed
when the distance of the top coil is not too far from the armature.
Although the electromagnetic microrelay is a coupled system where the magnetic and spring
back forces interact to determine mechanical response of the armature, it has been found con-
venient in Chapters 4 and 5 to treat the system as uncoupled and analyse the operation of the
mechanical and magnetic subsystems separately. In this way the analysis was simplified and a
basic understanding of the physical operation of the relay was achieved. In the next chapter,
the magneto-mechanical analysis of the relay is considered in great detail. The results obtained
in Chapters 4 and 5 are combined to synthesize a suitable design of the microrelay.
Chapter 6
System Consideration and Design
Synthesis of Microrelay
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the magneto-mechanical analysis of the relay is considered. Physically this is a
coupled problem where the magnetic and spring back forces interact with each other to determine
the mechanical displacement of the flexibly supported armature. Nevertheless, it was deemed
convenient in Chapters 4 and 5 to treat the system as uncoupled and analyse the operation of
the mechanical and magnetic subsystems separately. In this way the analysis was simplified and
a basic understanding of the physical operation of the relay was achieved. The results obtained
in Chapters 4 and 5 are now combined in order to synthesize a suitable design of the microrelay.
In Chapter 4, the force - deflection characteristics of the twin cantilever flexure system that sup-
ports the rigid armature was analysed in isolation, with no consideration given to the magnetic
forces. The salient feature of the flexure system was found to be the duality in its stiffness. The
flexure permits what is essentially a pure rotational movement of the armature about its centre.
When an increasing force is applied at one end, the stiffness remains moderately low initially
but increases dramatically when the opposite end comes up against a dead stop. In either of the
switched states, the armature remains firmly latched at an end due to the dominant attractive
force of the nearby permanent magnet. Advantageously, the relay exhibits high stiffness in the
switched state and low stiffness during its travel from one switched state to the other.
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In Chapter 5, the armature was assumed to remain stationary and the magnetic torque acting
on the armature was computed for a range of values of the coil current and for different armature
positions along its trajectory. In FEA modeling of the magnetic system, consideration was given
to the armature, the two permanent magnets and the current carrying coil, all embedded within
a sizable region of free space subjected to ’infinite’ boundary condition. The two cantilevers
were left out in the model as their thickness was considered too small to have any appreciable
effect on the magnetic flux pattern.
6.2 Basic Design Data for the Microrelay
The electrical contacts are of crucial importance for the ultimate performance of the microrelays.
It is important to know the minimal contact force beyond which the contact resistance becomes
stable and independent of the contact force magnitude. Contact resistance values of the order of
100-1000 mΩ are common for conventional relays and this is also the objective for the microrelays.
Recent publications show an increased interest from researchers and relay manufacturers in
the development of suitable contacts for microrelays [6,13,135–138]. Schimkat [139] developed a
measurement technique for the investigation of switching electric contacts under conditions close
to those in a microrelay and determined the forces required for reliable operation for gold (Au),
gold-nickel (AuNi5) and rhodium (Rh) contact samples. His results, reproduced in Table 6.1,
showed pure Au to be an inappropriate contact material for microrelay due to its high adherence
force of 2.7 mN. On the other hand, AuNi5 and Rh were found to be well-suited contact materials
for microrelays. With a contact force to achieve stable contact of 0.3 mN, a lift-off force to break
the contact of 0.3 mN, and a low contact resistance of < 100 mΩ, AuNi5 would seem a good
compromise between Au which has the lowest contact resistance (< 30 mΩ) but the highest
adherence force (2.7 mN) and Rh which has the lowest adherence force (∼ 0.1 mN) but highest
contact resistance (< 1000 mΩ).
Induced vibrations may be set up in the relay if any source of vibration is present in close
proximity. In such situations the relay is required to operate normally without any momentary
contact opening or closing. According to the IEC standard for conventional relays [92, 93],
the array should have shock resistance without effect of 500 m/s2 (approximately 50G), and
vibration resistance without effect in the frequency range of 10 to 55Hz and at double amplitude
of 3 mm. As pointed out in Section 3.6, the unique features of the double cantilever flexure
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Au AuNi5 Rh
Minimum contact force for stable contact < 0.1 0.3 0.6
Fmin(mN)
Maximum adherence force, 2.7 0.3 < 0.1
Fadh(mN)
Contact resistance, <30 <100 <1000
Rc at Fmin(mΩ)
Table 6.1: Characteristics Contact Data for Microrelays
make the relay highly tolerant to shock and vibration.
The contact separation requirement in the off state of the relay very much depends on the
specification of the maximum voltage across the open contacts. Paschen curve [140] gives the
relationship between the avalanche breakdown voltage and the product of gas pressure and
contact gap. In the case of the microrelay, it is reasonable to assume that the gas is air at
atmospheric pressure. However, in the context of MEMS devices where the air gaps are of
the order of a few microns, field emission precludes operation to the left of the minimum of the
standard Paschen curve. It is more appropriate to consider the modified Paschen curve proposed
by Schaffert [141]. This is given in Figure 6.1 for air at atmospheric pressure. As can be seen,
to avoid avalanche breakdown at voltages up to a maximum of ± 600 V, the contact gap should
be ∼ 100 µm.
Full benefit of batch fabrication can only be achieved when the actuating coils of the electro-
magnet are fully integrated into the switching array, and the number of wires interfacing to the
array is not excessive.
Assuming that the time interval between switching is much greater than the thermal time
constant of the copper current tracks, an upper limit to the current pulse width, ∆t can be
estimated by using the following equation:
∆t =
dw2t2s∆T
ρI2
(6.1)
where
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Figure 6.1: Modified Paschen curve proposed by Schaffert
• ∆T - Maximum temperature rise permissible (1000C)
• I - Current in the copper track (2 A)
• d - Density of copper (8230 kg/m3)
• ρ - Resistivity of copper (0.267 × 10−4 Ohm.m)
• s - Specific heat of copper (385 J/kg/K)
• w - Width of the copper track (200 µm)
• t - Thickness of the copper track (70 µm)
For the typical numerical values shown within parenthesis, the limiting pulse width is 0.58 ms.
The basic design specifications (by multiplication with a safety factor of 1.5 for the contact
data [138]) for the microrelay are summarized as follows:
• contact material: AuNi5 / Rh
• contact force > 450 / 900 µN to achieve a stable contact
• contact resistance < 60 / 850 mΩ
• lift-off force > 450 / 150 µN to overcome contact adherence
• contact gap in the range ∼ 100 - 250 µm for breakdown voltage > 600 V
• armature material: Ni-Fe alloy (electroplated) for high permeability
• material of each cantilever and its fixed end: Ni or Ni-Fe alloy (electroplated)
• external permanent magnet (flexible magnetic sheet with selectively magnetized regions)
• array of relays with fully integrated row and column actuation coils
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• coil current pulse width < 0.5 ms
6.3 Condition for Correct Switching
Unlike in the case of the cantilever type microrelay considered in Section 3.2, there is complete
symmetry between the two switched states as shown in Figure 6.2. That is, the operation of
switching the armature from its tilted to the left position A to the tilted to the right position B
will be no different to the reverse operation of switching the armature from its tilted to the right
position B to the tilted to the left position A. Hence it is sufficient to consider the condition for
a single switching operation only.
The starting point of the design synthesis is the consideration of the magnetic torque character-
istics as a function of the coil current (or ampere-turns). Suppose the relay is originally in the
tilted to the left position A. In Figure 6.3, a typical graph showing the variation of the magnetic
torque acting on the armature for a range of currents in the actuation coils is given. In this
graph the magnetic torque Tm0(I) on the armature is represented by an equivalent vertical point
force Fm0(I) = Tm0(I)/(a/2) acting at the end of the armature. Here a is the total length of the
armature. At zero current, the torque is entirely due to the two permanent magnets. Although
both ends of the armature are attracted by the two permanent magnets, the force at the end
that is closer to the magnet is much greater. When the coil current is along the direction of the
outward normal to the plane of the paper, the resultant torque is in the clockwise sense.
Also shown in the graph is the equivalent resultant force (Fr0) which is the difference between
the magnetic force (Fm0) and the spring back force (Fs0). Here the subscript 0 indicates that
the forces correspond to the switched position. As indicated on the graph, Fc is the contact
Figure 6.2: Symmetry of the two switched positions
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Figure 6.3: Typical torque versus coil current graph when the relay is in the switched position
force and FIc the lift-off force at full coil current (I = Ic). For the relay not to switch with coil
current I = 0.5 Ic, the resultant force F0.5Ic at I = 0.5 Ic must be negative.
Thus the condition for correct switching may be stated as follows:
FIc > Fadhere (6.2)
and
F0.5Ic < 0 (6.3)
Noting that FIc(Ic) = Fm0(Ic)+Fs0 and F0.5Ic(Ic) = Fm0(0.5Ic)+Fs0 , suitable values of Ic and
Fs0 should be found to satisfy the above two conditions.
In order to balance the force margins for switching to occur at full current, and not to occur at
50% of full current, the following condition should be satisfied:
FIc − Fadhere = −F0.5Ic = fmargin
FIc − F0.5Ic = Fadhere + 2fmargin (6.4)
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The above condition is derived taking into account the uncertainty associated with the magnitude
of the adherence force. Even if the adherence force is zero the relay should not switch erroneously
with 0.5 Ic excitation.
The term, Fadhere in equation 6.4 is invariant, once the choice of the contact material has been
made. The other terms, FIc, F0.5Ic and fmargin depend on the size of the relay. They can
be proportionally increased/decreased by increasing/decreasing the physical dimensions of the
relay (or by increasing the strength of the permanent magnets and the electromagnet in the
same proportion).
The magnetostatic analysis in Chapter 5 was mainly concerned with optimizing the relative loca-
tions and strengths of the electromagnet and the two permanent magnets. The FEA simulation
studies involved a number of arbitrary initial choices, such as the length of the armature and the
strength of the permanent magnet. To make allowance for the possibility that the actual values
of these parameters could be different in the final design, a scaling factor, sf , is introduced into
Equation 6.4 as follows:
sf (FIc − F0.5Ic − 2fmargin) = Fadhere (6.5)
The aim of the designer then is to use the FEA results and maximize the difference, subject
to the conditions in Equation 6.4, by making appropriate choices of Ic and Fs0, and then use
Equation 6.5 to determine the scale factor, sf .
The other condition to be satisfied is the one for stable electrical contact:
Fc > Fsc (6.6)
where FSc is the contact force required for the particular contact material.
It can be concluded from the graph that, with equal values for Fadhere and Fsc of 0.45 mN for
the case AuNi5 as contact material, in all probability the second condition (Equation 6.6) would
be satisfied automatically once the first condition (Equation 6.5) is satisfied. In the case of
Rh however, Fsc >> Fadhere , the first condition would be satisfied automatically if the second
condition is satisfied. Thus, the design logic and outcomes would differ significantly in the two
cases. It appears that the size of the relay would be much smaller if Rh rather than AuNi5 is
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selected as the contact material.
6.4 Scaling Laws for Electromagnetic Systems
It is useful at this stage of the design synthesis to take note of the scaling laws that are applicable
to electromagnetic microrelays. Assuming a scaling factor of L in all the linear dimensions
of the magnetic structure of the microrelay and noting that if same materials and same flux
density levels are used then the permeability parameters, µ0 and µr, and the flux density B
at corresponding points in the magnetic structure remain invariant. The scaling laws for the
various physical quantities are determined as follows:
Since F = (B
2A
2µ0
) ∝ A ∝ L2, the scaling law for magnetic forces is:
sf = L2 (6.7)
Since R = ( lµ0µrA) ∝ LL2 ∝ L−1, the scaling law for reluctances is:
sR = L−1 (6.8)
Since Φ = BA ∝ A ∝ L2, the scaling law for magnetic flux is:
sΦ = L2 (6.9)
Since NI = ΦR ∝ L2L−1 ∝ L , the scaling law for magnetomotive force is:
sNI = L (6.10)
Since Force = Mass × Acceleration, the scaling law for time is:
sNI = L (6.11)
6.5 Design Synthesis with AuNi5 as the Contact Material
Design data in the form of magnetic torque on the armature (Fm0(I)) as a function of coil
ampere-turns (I) obtained by FEA simulations for the particular case of the relay in the switched
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position are presented in graphical form in Figure 6.4. The simulation results were found to
closely fit the second order polynomial:
Fm0 = −0.0307I2 + 10.72I − 320.3 (6.12)
This polynomial was then used to determine the value of Fm0(I) for any given value of I.
Figure 6.4: Equivalent magnetic force, Fm0(I) as a function of I. Simulation results and 2nd
order polynomial fit
Magnetic torque on the armature (Fm(g)) for a constant coil current as a function of the armature
end displacement, g obtained by FEA simulations are presented in graphical form in Figure 6.5.
The simulation results for a constant coil current of 30 ampere-turns were found to closely fit
the third order polynomial:
Fm30(g) = 2.869× 10−6g3 − 2.741× 10−3g2 + 1.131g − 27.24 (6.13)
The polynomial fit for the case of zero coil current was found to be,
Fm0(g) = 2.869× 10−6g3 − 3.586× 10−3g2 + 1.768g − 317.9 (6.14)
The flow chart in Figure 6.6 depicts the design flow that was followed in determining the design
values of the various parameters of the relay. The design process is illustrated in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.5: Equivalent magnetic force, Fm0 at constant coil current as a function of armature
end displacement g. Simulation results and 3rd order polynomial fit
The results show the various compromises that have been made in selecting a suitable set of
parameter values. Feasible sets of parameter values are highlighted in boldface. Optimum design
values (4th row of the table) may be taken as: ampere-turns I ∼ 46 × 2.13 ≈ 98, cantilever
dimensions: width w ∼ 500 µm, t ∼ 5.10 µm, and length a ∼ 3.2 mm. Here the non-dimensional
parameters of the flexure are taken as cn = 1 and ln = 0.
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Figure 6.6: Flow chart depicting the design flow
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6.6 Design Synthesis With Rh As The Contact Material
While the adherence force and the contact force requirement for AuNi5 contacts are both equal
(450 µN), for Rh contacts the two values are significantly different (150 µN and 900 µN respec-
tively). In this case, the size of the relay is determined by the contact force requirement rather
than the adherence force requirement. The design proceeds as follows:
• Use Equation 6.12 to calculate the value of the magnetic force at zero ampere-turns, Fm0.
• Choose a value for Fs0
• Determine, sf , the scale factor required to achieve the desired contact force, Fc as,
sf =
Fc
c+ Fs0
(6.15)
• Allocating (100-p)% of the lift-off force at full actuation current, Ic towards meeting the
adherence force component, Fadhere/sf , and another p/2% as the force margin, fmargin,
determine the required lift-off force and the corresponding actuation current, Ic.
• Determine the actuation current I ′c such that when a current of I ′c/2 is applied the contact
force is reduced to a value equal to fmargin determined above. For the design to be
admissible, I ′c > Ic.
The design process is illustrated in Table 6.3. All the sets of parameter values given in the
Table correspond to feasible designs. Optimum design values (4th row of table) may be taken
as: ampere-turns I ∼ 31.3 × 2 = 62.6, cantilever dimensions: width w ∼ 500 µm, thickness t
∼ 6.25 µm, and length a ∼ 3000 µm. Here the non-dimensional parameters of the flexure are
taken as cn = 1 and ln = 0.
Design calculations were done for a range of values of the width of the magnetic structure as well.
The results are shown in Table 6.4. Optimum design values (3rd row of table) may be taken
as: ampere-turns I ∼ 21.7× 1.4 = 30.4, cantilever dimensions: width w ∼ 500 µm, thickness
t ∼ 5.4 µm, and length a ∼ 2105 µm. Here the non-dimensional parameters of the flexure are
taken as cn = 0.192 and ln = 0.704 (so as to match with the values of the scaled-up prototype
described in Chapter 7).
The operation of the relay can be explained by referring to Figure 6.7 which contains graphs
of magnetic force (with zero coil current) versus armature displacement and spring force (with
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Figure 6.7: Magnetic and spring forces under different actuation conditions
the sign changed to negative) versus armature displacement. The contact force in the latched
position is the difference between the magnetic force and the spring force at zero displacement.
As indicated on the graph, the contact force is the length of the vertical line segment cf . When
the coil current is IC (full excitation), the magnetic force at zero displacement is indicated by
point a on the vertical axis of the graph. The total lift-off force is then given by the line segment
ac which is in excess of the adherence force by an amount bc which is the force margin, fmargin.
When the coil current is 0.5IC (50% of full excitation), the magnetic force at zero displacement
is indicated by point e on the vertical axis of the graph. The force still available to keep the
armature in the latched position is now ce which is in excess of the force margin, fmargin by de.
Note that bc = cd.
Assuming all remaining parameters take their respective optimum design values, the spring line
should fall within the two dashed lines shown in the figure for the relay to operate correctly.
That is, the variation in the spring stiffness should be limited to the range +100 × ce/oc%
and −100 × bc/oc%. For the chosen design, the tolerance values are found to be 65.9% and -
45.9% respectively. The corresponding tolerance values for the thickness of the cantilever spring
elements are +18.4% and - 18.5% respectively. These values are significantly higher than for the
case of the cantilever type microrelay design considered in Chapter 3.
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Figure 6.8: Magnetic and spring force characteristics as functions of the armature end displace-
ment
6.7 Minimum Width Requirement For Switching Current Pulse
The magnetic force characteristics and the spring force characteristics as functions of the ar-
mature end displacement are given in Figure 6.8. For switching of the relay to take place, the
full electromagnetic actuation should be present at least until the armature end displacement
reaches the value g = gc. The value of gc is such the two cross hatched areas shown in Figure 6.8
are equal.
That is,
∫ gc
0
[Fm30(g) + Fs(g)] dg = −
∫ gm
gc
[Fm0(g) + Fs(g)] dg (6.16)
where
Fs(g) = 385.7− 0.9359g (6.17)
and Fm30(g) and Fm0(g) are given by Equation 6.12 and 6.13 respectively but taking into account
the scale factor, sf .
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It can be shown that gc is the real root of the equation,
2.817× 10−4g3c − 0.3185g2c + 290.7gc
= −0.7173× 10−6g4m + 1.195× 10−3g3m − 0.7673g2m + 221.7gm
(6.18)
In the present design, gm = 361 µm and the real root gc = 91.3 µm.
As the armature end displacement g increases from 0 to gc, the armature accelerates and reaches
its highest speed v(gc) at g = gc. The armature then decelerates in the range gc < g < gm, and
in the limiting case, reaches zero speed at g = gm. The velocity of the armature end for g in the
range 0 < g < gc is given by,
Since acceleration, a may be expressed as, a = dvdg =
dv
dg .
dg
dt = v
dv
dg ,
v.dv = a.dg =
[Fm30(g) + Fs(g)]
meq
dg (6.19)
Integrating both sides.
v2(g)
2
=
1
meq
∫ g
0
[Fm30(g) + Fs(g)] dg
=
1
meq
(
0.7173× 10−6g4 − 0.9137× 10−3g3 + 0.9755× 10−1g2 + 358.5g) (6.20)
where meq = 13M is the equivalent point mass referred to the armature end.
Here M is the total mass of the armature.
The time taken to reach is determined as follows:
Since v = dgdt and dt =
1
vdg, it follows that,
t =
∫ gC
0
1
v
dg (6.21)
Plots of v versus g and 1v versus g for the present design are shown in Figure 6.9. The time
taken is the area under the graph 1v versus g. Its value was found to be 282 µs.
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Figure 6.9: Velocity and Inverse Velocity profiles as functions of Displacement
6.8 Summary
The electrical contacts are of crucial importance for the ultimate performance of microrelays.
The choice of contact materials for microrelays is a trade off between minimizing contact force,
adherence force and contact resistance. AuNi5 and Rh are considered good contact materials
for microrelays, but not Au because of its high adherence force.
Design data that critically influence the design process and the outcomes are: (i) minimum
contact force requirement to achieve a stable electrical contact, (ii) minimum lift-off force re-
quirement to break the contact, and (iii) the minimum contact separation requirement in the
off state which depends on the maximum voltage across the open contacts.
The starting point of the design synthesis is the consideration of the magnetic torque character-
istics as a function of the coil current (or ampere-turns). Although FEA simulations were carried
out for a finite set of values of coil current, the magnetic torque characteristics was shown to fit
a second order polynomial remarkably well. This along with the scaling laws for electromagnetic
systems enabled extrapolation of the FEA results for geometrically similar but different sizes of
the magnetic structure and for different currents.
The relay operation is governed by the interaction between the spring force and the magnetic
force under three actuation conditions. As complete symmetry exists between the two switched
states of the relay, it is sufficient to consider a single switching operation only (either on or off ).
When the actuation current is zero, the armature takes up anyone of the two latched positions
due to the attraction of the permanent magnet. The armature is required to flip over to the
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other latched state when the full actuation current is applied, but remain in the original latched
state when 50% of the full actuation current is applied.
With equal values for the adherence force and the contact force of 0.45 mN in the case of AuNi5 as
contact material, meeting the minimum adherence force requirement is seen to be more critical
than meeting the minimum contact force requirement. With Rh, however, the contact force
(0.90 mN) is much higher than the adherence force (0.15 mN). Here achieving the minimum
contact force is the critical requirement. The design logic and outcomes differ significantly for
the two cases. The size of the relay is considerably smaller if Rh rather than AuNi5 is selected
as the contact material.
The design study presented here clearly demonstrated the feasibility and advantages of the
proposed design of the electromagnetic relay. Tolerances for such key design parameters as the
thickness of the cantilever spring element are much greater (± 18% for the proposed design
compared with ± 5% for the cantilever type design). Contact separation in the off state is
fixed by design. As the armature remains latched in both on and off states, the resistance to
shock and vibration is significantly high. As only a current pulse of very short duration (< 1ms)
is required during switching, the heating effect of the embedded coil is greatly reduced, and a
much larger current can be applied.
Although the feasibility of the design has been established, the designs developed here are by
no means the optimum. The contact separation obtained is much higher that what is actu-
ally needed. This has come about because the magnetic simulation was done with an initial
guess value, but then the magnetic structure was subsequently scaled up to meet the adherence
force/contact force requirement. It can be safely concluded that by carrying out more design
iterations, it would be possible to synthesise a much smaller sized relay design.
Chapter 7
Proof of Concept on a Scaled-Up
Prototype
7.1 Introduction
Mechanical analyses carried out in Chapter 4 revealed the advantageous features of the novel
dual cantilever flexure scheme and its suitability for a relay design in which both the on and off
positions of the relay are fixed and symmetrical. The support provided by the flexure system to
the rigid armature was likened to that provided by a central pivot. Magnetic analyses carried
out in Chapter 5 showed that bidirectional actuation as well as latching of an armature made of
a soft magnetic material could be achieved by appropriate choices of the locations and strengths
of two fixed permanent magnets in relation to an electromagnet formed by a planar coil and
the moving armature. By systematic analyses of the design requirements of the microrelay and
the results obtained in Chapters 4 and 5, optimum design values for the relay parameters were
determined in Chapter 6. This chapter describes the experimental work that has been carried
out to verify the relay design.
Due to the limitations of time and resources, it was decided not to pursue the MEMS option
for the construction and testing of a prototype. Instead, a scaled-up version of the relay taking
into account appropriate scaling laws that apply to electromagnetic systems was designed and
fabricated using conventional manufacturing and assembly methods. Various tests were carried
out to confirm the results obtained by analysis in the previous chapters.
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7.2 Design of the Scaled-up Prototype
The linear dimensions of the magnetic structure of the prototype were chosen to be 30 times
that of the actual microrelay. Table 7.1 lists the optimum design values of the microrelay along
with the corresponding values for the prototype. The scaling laws for electromagnetic microre-
lays, discussed in Section 6.4, were applied to translate the original set of design values of the
microrelay into corresponding set for the prototype. Although it is envisaged to use rectangu-
lar permanent magnets in the microrelay, in the prototype cylindrical permanent magnets are
used with additional soft iron pole pieces to achieve the proper dimensional match between the
prototype and the original design.
Parameter Optimal design Prototype
Cantilever length (a) 2105 µm 62.5 mm
Cantilever thickness (t) 5.4 µm 0.25 mm
Cantilever width (w) 500 µm 10.0 mm
Distance between 404 µm 12 mm
the two attachment points
of the armature
to the end of cantilevers (c)
Overhang of the armature (l) 1482µm 44 mm
Length of the armature (c +2l) 3368 µm 100 mm
Contact separation in the 464 µm ∼ 10 mm
off state of relay
Permanent magnet Rectangular, Cylindrical,10 mm (dia)
350µm ×1500µm 5 mm (height) with
× 400µm a soft iron pole piece same dia
and height 30 mm
Switching ampere-turns 30 200
Minimum switching current pulse width 527 µs < 1s
Material of the magnetic structure Permalloy Silicon steel
Relative permeability 1000
Table 7.1: Parameter Values
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Figure 7.1: Details of the flexure supporting the rigid armature
7.3 Construction of the Prototype
Figure 7.1 shows the details of the armature and the two cantilevers. Also shown are the key
linear dimensions that determine the characteristics of the flexure. The armature and the two
cantilevers were cut out of 250 µm thick Silicon Steel laminate of the type normally used to
build transformer cores. The planar coils were wound on the surface of a plastic board. The coil
winding as well as the test set up are shown in the Figure 7.2. Figure 7.3 shows the armature
in the latched position. The two permanent magnets are located underneath the plastic board
as shown.
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Figure 7.2: Details of the coil and the test set up
Figure 7.3: Armature in the latched (tilted left) position
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7.4 Tests Carried Out on the Prototype
7.4.1 Load Deflection Characteristics of the Dual Cantilever Flexure
The vertical stiffness of the flexure was determined by applying a central vertical force to the
armature and measuring the resulting deflection.For the offset force case, the procedure was
repeated with the vertical force applied to the edge of the armature. The measurement are
performed approximately five times and the average values are calculated. The average exper-
imental results are compared with the values obtained by calculations in Table 7.2. As to be
expected, the stiffness found by experiment for the case of centrally applied force is higher than
predicted by the simple beam theory which does not account for the axial stiffening effect.
For the case where the force is applied at the edge, the stiffness found by experiment is much
lower than that predicted by theory. This may be attributed to the fact that the armature
is assumed to be rigid in deriving the equation for the stiffness. However in the experiment
the armature was of the same thickness as the cantilever and would have contributed to the
increased flexibility.
7.4.2 Switching Test
Switching of the relay from one latched position to the other occurred consistently for ampere-
turns ≥ 200. The switching current pulse width was estimated to be below 1 s.
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Average value determined Value calculated
by experiment using Equation 4.6
Stiffness of flexure when force is 174.2 N/m 132.5 N/m
applied at centre
of armature
Stiffness of flexure when force is 8.1 N/m 36.8 N/m
applied to LHS edge of armature
Stiffness of flexure when force is 9.5 N/m 36.8 N/m
applied to RHS edge of armature
Average stiffness of flexure when 8.8 N/m 36.8 N/m
force is applied to edge of armature
Table 7.2: Stiffness of flexure
7.5 Summary
The most challenging aspect of any MEMS project is the design of the processing steps that are
required to batch-fabricate the device. Many problems that are not foreseen during the design
phase are most likely to crop up when attempting to fabricate the device. Process verification
is beyond the scope of this project. In this chapter, a modest attempt was undertaken to prove
the operating concept of the electromagnetic microrelay. A scaled-up version of the relay was
built by conventional manufacturing methods and tested successfully. With the application
of the scaling laws, the observed performance was found to correlate well with the predicted
performance of the microrelay.
Chapter 8
Microrelay Fabrication
Considerations
8.1 Introduction
MEMS fabrication techniques have been largely derived from the semiconductor industry and
involve the sequential addition or removal of layers of material from a substrate layer through
the use of thin film deposition and etching techniques to achieve the desired structure. Due to
the batch fabrication techniques employed, numerous individual MEMS devices may be formed
at once on a single wafer of silicon. In the specific case of MEMS microrelays, batch processing
has the advantages of increasing the uniformity of MEMS relay devices, decreasing the size of
the devices, and reducing the cost.
There are many fabrication processes available to the MEMS designer and obviously no one
way of achieving any one design. While Chapter 2 covers most of the fabrication issues in
magnetic fabrication point of view, this chapter will discuss in brief on the design and outline
the fabrication process of proposed electromagnetic microrelay.
Potential fabrication methods are reviewed and assessed to reflect the basis of fabrication issues
in fabricating the proposed electromagnetic microrelay. Two kinds of fabrication approaches are
explored and purposed; fully integrated MEMS fabrication and hybrid kind of fabrication.
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8.2 Fully Integrated MEMS Fabrication
In this section, the fabrication procedures to fabricate an integrated electromagnetic microrelay
are discussed.
8.2.1 Proposed Fully Integration Fabrication Procedures
The general fabrication steps includes (a) Oxidise the silicon wafer substrate, (b) Electroplate
the 1st layer of coil, (c) Electroplate 2nd layer of coil, (d) Covering the whole electromagnet
layer with insulation layer and planarization process, (e) Deposit sacrificial layer, (f)Permalloy
electroplating for cantilever support, (g) Electroplating the thick part of permalloy beam, (h)
Removal of sacrificial layer, (i) Release the beam and finally (j) Attach wafer onto commercial
permanent magnet.
The process flow is illustrated in Figure 8.1. It is to be noted that the given fabrication illustra-
tion are based on the cross-section view of a dice part of the wafer. The first step is to deposit
2000 Ao SiO2 on silicon wafer by thermal oxidation Figure 8.1(a). Metal layer of Ti (1000
Ao)/Cu (2000 Ao) are electrobeam evaporated on the oxidised silicon wafer. The metal layer is
needed to promote adhesion between the substrate and the electroplated metal. The back of the
wafer is protected by photoresist for subsequent process. The substrate is then coated with 15
µm thick of a positive photoresist, AZ 4620. The photoresist layer is defined by UV-lithography
process by using the mask of the first layer coil. 10 µm thick Cu layer is electroplated through
the photoresist mould. The Cu electroplating bath consists of Cu2P2O7.3H2O and K4P2O7.Cr.
The electroplating parameters are listed in Table 8.1 [142]. The photoresist layer and the seed
layer are then removed. For the removal of Cu layer, H2SO4 based solution is used and Ti layer
is removed by 0.5 % HF solution. To insulate the coil bottom layer, a thick layer of SPR507
photoresist is spun and post-baked at 160oC for 12 hours (Figure 8.1(b)).
To begin the electroplating process of the second layer of the coil, another seed layer is deposited.
A 15 µm thick of photoresist template (AZ 4620) is deposited and defined. Subsequently, the
second layer of 10 µm thick Cu is electroplated through the photoresist mould. The photoresist
layer and the coil seed layer are then stripped off. Another insulation layer is deposited. The
entire electromagnet is insulated by spinning a thick layer of SPR507. The photoresist was
then post-baked at 160oC for 12 hours (Figure 8.1(c)). At this stage, the fabrication of the
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Figure 8.1: Proposed fabrication process of integrated electromagnetic relay array
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Parameter Value
pH value 8-9
Applied voltage 5-6 V
Electroplating temperature 45-50 oC
Current density 3-4 ASD
Filter size 1 µm
Aniodic material Cu
Electroplating deposition rate 0.3 - 0.5 µm/min
Table 8.1: Electroplating parameters for Cu planar coil
Chemical Composition
Nickel (II) Sulfate 380 g/l
Iron (II) sulfate 14 g/l
Boric acid 25 g/l
Sodium Chloride 10 g/l
Coumarin 0.3 g/l
Saccharin 1.0 g/l
Sodium dodecyl sulfate 0.5 g/l
Tartaric acid 3.75 g/l
Table 8.2: Ni-Fe Electroplating Bath Chemistry
electromagnetic part is complete.
The next stage is to electroplate the Ni-Fe beam. The electroplating bath composition and bath
condition for 80Ni-20Fe is shown in Table 8.2 and Table 8.3 respectively [143]. A thick photoresist
sacrificial layer is deposited and patterned through lithography process (Figure 8.1(d)). A seed
layer (400Ao Cr/ 1000Ao Au) is evaporated prior to electroplating process. The thin part of
the Ni-Fe beam is electrodeposited over the sacrificial layer after deposition of the seed layer
and patterning of a second photoresist layer. The electroplating mould and the seed layer are
removed sequentially (Figure 8.1(e)).
The next stage is to fabricate the thicker part of the beam. A photoresist is deposited and
patterned through lithography process. The thicker part of the Ni-Fe beam is electrodeposited
over the sacrificial layer after deposition of the seed layer and patterning of a second photoresist
Parameter Value
Current density 30 mA/cm2
Temperature 50oC
pH 3.0
Pulsed plating time On/Off 3s/3s
Table 8.3: Ni-Fe Electroplating Bath Conditions (at mild agitation)
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layer. The electroplating mould and the seed layer are removed sequentially (Figure 8.1(f)).
Finally, the sacrificial layer is removed to release the beam (Figure 8.1(g)). The device is then
attached on top of an external commercial permanent magnet sheet (not shown in the figure).
The device is now a completed electromagnetic microrelay array.
8.2.2 Fabrication Challenges
However, MEMS fabrication techniques are not without drawbacks. MEMS devices do not easily
lend themselves to vertical processing. In the case of the microrelay, the physical properties of
the silicon, quartz, and glass substrates on which the MEMS relay devices are typically fabricated
are not well suited to the demands placed on them, namely, large contact force, large lift-off
force and large contact gap in the off state.
While the presented fabrication process looks simple enough, there will be many fabrication
challenges that will need to be overcome. For example the uniformity of the electroplated metal
thickness, the need of suitable sacrificial layer to obtain a relatively large air gap and unforeseen
difficulties in fabrication processes. The fabrication procedures and processes should be further
detailed thoroughly.
Earlier fabrications processes have used different types of metallic sacrificial layers, such as
titanium, aluminium, copper and chromium [144, 145]. However, there are several drawbacks
such as costly and time consuming deposition process, difficulty in dissolving these sacrificial
layers and patterning complexity [144]. To overcome these problems, photoresist is used as
sacrificial layer [49,144,146,147]. The photoresist sacrificial layer is easy to coat, easy to dissolve,
can be patterned directly and compatible with the materials and processes used in conventional
IC manufacturing [144]. In most cases, plasma etching is used to etch away the sacrificial layer.
In our design specification, the desirable air gap thickness is around 150 - 250 µm. The large
air gap may be difficult to achieve due to the suitability of sacrificial layer selected in the
fabrication process. One of a good choice is to choose SU-8 as the sacrificial layer in the
process. To overcome this issue, a negative photoresist, SU8 is used in application requiring
thick photoresist. The merits of SU8 remain not only due to the ability to be employed in
high aspect ratio microstructures (up to 300 µm), but it is also cost effective and simple to use.
The characteristics of SU8 in details are discussed thoroughly in several publications [148–150].
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Details on the processing guidelines can be referred to (http://www.microchem.com). SU8 finds
its application in several MEMS area electroplating, microfluidics, bisosensors, fabrication of
photoplastics structures such as microgear, microcoil fabrication, and as bonding material for
optical components [150].
Another issue with thick layer of resist is it often cracks due to high stress especially when
it experiences uneven sudden temperature change. Extra care should be taken to avoid such
temperature change [55].
8.3 Hybrid Fabrication
Due to the large force and large displacement requirement of the microrelay, a number of re-
searchers have, in recent years, advocated a hybrid approach to the fabrication of electromagnetic
microrelays. Steenberge [151], Orr [65] and Orr and Sexton [152] have proposed methods of fab-
ricating microrelays on printed circuit boards. Davies and Sexton [153] have proposed a method
of fabricating upwardly curved cantilever beams on PCB substrates by deliberately inducing
internal stresses during the electroplating process.
The design calculations of Chapter 7 revealed that much larger sizes than those of typical MEMS
devices are required for the microrelay in order to satisfy the design requirements of large contact
force, large lift-off force and large contact gap in the off state. Therefore it seems appropriate
and economical to adapt the technology used for printed circuit board manufacture for the
fabrication of the electromagnetic microrelay.
In particular, these techniques can be used to produce components which are partly or wholly
detached from the substrate. It may be mechanically fixed and designed to be at least partially
removed from contact with other material. The main benefit of this approach is it is useful
to form miniature components at a larger scale than MEMS products with a less expensive
technique.
8.3.1 PCB Based Fabrication
In this approach which is based on the method proposed by Orr and Sexton [152], a multilayer
PCB with embedded planar copper tracks is used as the main supporting substrate. The copper
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tracks include the activation coils and the signal input and output lines. The movable armature
and the two cantilevers are formed by the deposition of an element onto an electrically conducting
sacrificial layer, which is subsequently removed to form a PCB component that is suspended
above the PCB structure. Vias in the multilayer PCB are used as the anchor posts for the two
cantilevers.
The permanent magnetic field is provided by a flexible sheet magnet with an appropriate pattern
of local magnetised regions. In this way, the need for individual magnets and the problem of
correctly locating them are avoided.
8.3.2 Lamination Based Fabrication
Here the movable structure consisting of the armature and two cantilevers may be formed
independently by first silicon micromaching and then by electrodeposition of a soft magnetic
material such as permalloy on the armature region of the silicon substrate to form the thick
armature. This laminate can then be stacked above a number of other laminates, some of which
carry electrical conductors and others which simply act as spacers to provide for the larger
movement requirement of the armature. All laminates are finally bonded through a process of
lamination to form a unitary laminate structure.
8.3.3 Proposed PCB Fabrication Procedures
Figure 8.2 shows the fabrication procedures to fabricate the proposed electromagnetic microrelay.
The process begins with laminating dry film photoresist on to the upper surface of a multi layer
PCB. This board contained prefabricated vias or through holes which are electroplated with
gold as the final step (Figure 8.2(a)). A protective film is applied at the back of PCB to protect
circuit track during the subsequent process steps.
Copper foil is laminated to the top surface of the photoresist layer using a hot laminator.
Alignment holes are predrilled through the foil using the pre-existing alignment vias on the
multi layer PCB as a guide (Figure 8.2 (b)).
Another dry film resist is applied on top of the copper foil by using hot laminator. Through
photolithography process, the circular apertures are formed by using the drilled alignment holes
as guides. These apertures coincide with the support posts location in the final structure. The
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Figure 8.2: Proposed fabrication process of PCB based of the electromagnetic microrelay
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exposed copper is then chemically etched with an etchant to form circular apertures in the
sacrificial copper layer (Figure 8.2(c)). The remaining film resist is stripped off with sodium
carbonate solution. At this stage, the copper sacrificial layer is electrically connected to the
PCB plated through vias, by contact pressure during lamination (Figure 8.2(d)).
The upper photoresist layer is removed by caustic stripping. A new layer of dry film resist is
laminated and patterned with a new mask with a defined cantilever shape. The ends of the
cantilever pattern are aligned with the holes in the underlying copper layer (Figure 8.2(e)).
The next step is to electroplate the exposed cantilever pattern to the desired thickness (Fig-
ure 8.2(f)). The upper resist layer is stripped and a new dry film resist is applied by lamination.
A new layer is patterned to provide circular apertures coinciding with the locations of the support
post holes. A thicker nickel layer is electroplated to provide a strong support (Figure 8.2(g)).
The sacrificial copper layer is removed by preferential chemical etching. The photoresist layer is
removed by caustic stripping to release the final product with suspended gold plated cantilevers
(Figure 8.2(h)).
To complete the fabrication process, the microrelay is attached on top of a permanent magnet
sheet.
8.4 Summary
This chapter discussed the possibilities of fabricating the proposed electromagnetic microrelay.
Two main approaches which are fully integrated method and hybrid approach are reviewed
and fabrication procedures for each case are proposed. It also explored the challenges in the
suitability of each approach.
As the size of the microrelay is relatively large, a PCB based approached seems most appropriate
for the fabrication of the microrelay. A multilayer PCB can easily accommodate the activation
coils and the input and output lines of the microrelay. Standard PCB processes can be adapted
to fabricate the microrelay structure.
Chapter 9
Conclusions
Although MEMS technology has enabled the batch fabrication of hundreds of micro actuators
on a single substrate, a majority of the reported designs of the electromagnetic micro relays were
intended for use as individual units. On the other hand, matrix arrays of electromagnetically
actuated micro actuators can be very useful in many applications. Actuation only of selected
elements of the array would permit a number of applications such as information processing,
micro mirrors and in telephone networks.
Switching of individual relays in a matrix with dedicated control circuits becomes problematic
when the size of the matrix is large. It is therefore desirable to have a more efficient switching
scheme requiring fewer control lines. By taking advantage of the structural symmetry, and by
combining relay matrices with electronics, it would be possible to perform multiplexing and to
reduce the number of electrical lines required to switch individual relays in the matrix (refer
Section 2.4.4).
While individual microrelays can be made to operate reliably, making micro relay matrix arrays
in which individual relays could be selectively and reliably switched on and off by an appropriate
multiplexing scheme presents many challenges. The major problem is the difficulty in achieving
the degree of uniformity in the structural dimensions among the individual relays in the matrix.
Each individual relay in a matrix will have varying electrical, magnetic and mechanical proper-
ties, and as a result the strength of the control signals required for switching the relays on and
off is bound to vary widely.
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Electromagnetic actuation, with its larger force and range capabilities, has been considered most
suited for the realisation of microrelays. Favorable scaling in the micro-domain can be achieved
through the use of permanent magnet, with electromagnetic actuation in the form of a short
current pulse required only during the switching operation.
The electromagnetic actuators are broadly classified on the basis of the moving element into the
cantilever type and the torsion type (refer Section 2.4.5). The drawbacks of the cantilever type
of microrelays are the variability associated with the thickness of the cantilever and the initial
air gap which make it sensitive to shock and vibration. The torsion type on the other hand
offers much higher degree of shock and vibration resistance as the moving element is pivoted to
rotate about its centre of mass.
Analysis of the operation of the cantilever type electromagnetic microrelay has shown that the
switching performance of the microrelay depends on proper choice of the cantilever spring pa-
rameters, the reluctance of the magnetic circuit, the ampere-turns of the electromagnet and the
strength of the permanent magnet (refer Chapter 3). For successful operation of the microrelay,
the manufacturing tolerances for some of the key parameters, such as the thickness of the can-
tilever spring element, initial air gap and the length of the permanent magnet, will have to be
quite small, of the order of 2 - 3 %. Latching (closing of the contacts) is seen to be a relatively
more critical operation than unlatching (opening of the contact). However, if one considers the
additional effect of stiction force, then the reliability margins for the opening operation would
be much lower than predicted. The design was shown to fall well short of meeting the IEC
specification on shock and vibration resistance.
In the context of latching electromagnetic microrelays the torsion type design has been shown to
have many advantages over the cantilever type (refer Chapter 3.8). In such a design, the moving
element of the relay is required to rotate about its centre. However, in the micro domain, it
is not possible to duplicate the classical rotation joints common to macro devices. Instead,
thin flat flexible beams are exclusively used as connecting joints between quasi-rigid members.
To overcome this short coming a novel flexure system has been proposed in this thesis. From
the kinematic viewpoint, the flexure hinge is seen as equivalent to a central pivotal joint that
allows a pure rotational motion. It behaves distinctly depending on the way the force is applied,
exhibiting high stiffness when the force is applied at the centre of the moving element, but
high flexibility when the force is offset. Moreover, when one end of the moving element is in
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contact with a mechanical stop as would be the case with latching devices that utilise permanent
magnets, the support system becomes very stiff. This is a very desirable feature as it would
make the device immune to shock and vibration. Thus the proposed flexure hinge seems very
appropriate for the purpose at hand. It has the advantages of simplicity, compactness, and
importantly a planar topology amenable to microfabrication.
Analytical model studies and FEA were used to investigate the force deflection characteristics
of the proposed flexure and to optimize its parameters (refer Chapter 4). FEA was also used
to investigate interaction between the magnetic fields of the permanent magnet and the electro-
magnet and to determine the magnetic torque generated on the armature for a range of tilted
positions of the armature and for a range of coil currents (Chapter 5). The results were used
to determine the proper match between the strengths of the permanent magnet and the elec-
tromagnet, the optimum locations of the two permanent magnets in relation to the two ends
of the armature, and the optimum values for such parameters as coil current, armature thick-
ness, pivotal position of the armature relative to the planar coil etc. Under favorable conditions
it is possible to generate a significant repulsive force between the contacting surfaces, that is,
bidirectional actuation of the armature is possible.
The electrical contacts are of crucial importance for the ultimate performance of microrelays (in
Chapter 6). The choice of contact materials for microrelays is a trade off between minimizing
contact force, adherence force and contact resistance. AuNi5 and Rh are considered good contact
materials for microrelays, but not Au because of its high adherence force.
Design data that critically influence the design process and the outcomes are: (i) minimum
contact force requirement to achieve a stable electrical contact, (ii) minimum lift-off force re-
quirement to break the contact, and (iii) the minimum contact separation requirement in the
off state which depends on the maximum voltage across the open contacts.
The starting point of the design synthesis is the consideration of the magnetic torque character-
istics as a function of the coil current (or ampere-turns). The magnetic torque characteristics
determined by FEA was shown to fit a second order polynomial remarkably well. This along
with the scaling laws for electromagnetic systems enabled extrapolation of the FEA results for
geometrically similar but different sizes of the magnetic structure and for different currents.
The relay operation is governed by the interaction between the spring force and the magnetic
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force under three actuation conditions. As complete symmetry exists between the two switched
states of the relay, it is sufficient to consider a single switching operation only (either on or off ).
When the actuation current is zero, the armature takes up anyone of the two latched positions
due to the attraction of the permanent magnet. The armature is required to flip over to the
other latched state when the full actuation current is applied, but remain in the original latched
state when 50% of the full actuation current is applied.
With equal values for the adherence force and the contact force of 0.45 mN in the case of AuNi5 as
contact material, meeting the minimum adherence force requirement is seen to be more critical
than meeting the minimum contact force requirement. With Rh, however, the contact force
(0.90 mN) is much higher than the adherence force (0.15 mN). Here achieving the minimum
contact force is the critical requirement. The design logic and outcomes differ significantly for
the two cases. The size of the relay is considerably smaller if Rh rather than AuNi5 is selected
as the contact material.
The design study presented here clearly demonstrated the feasibility and advantages of the
proposed design of the electromagnetic relay. Tolerances for such key design parameters as the
thickness of the cantilever spring element are much greater (± 18% for the proposed design
compared with ± 5% for the cantilever type design). Contact separation in the off state is
fixed by design. As the armature remains latched in both on and off states, the resistance to
shock and vibration is significantly high. As only a current pulse of very short duration (< 1ms)
is required during switching, the heating effect of the embedded coil is greatly reduced, and a
much larger current can be applied (Chapter 7).
Opportunities For Further Research
Although the feasibility of the design has been established, the designs developed here are
by no means the optimum. The contact separation obtained is much higher than what is
actually needed. This has come about because the magnetic simulation was done with an initial
guess value, but then the magnetic structure was subsequently scaled up to meet the adherence
force/contact force requirement. It can be safely concluded that by carrying out more design
iterations, it would be possible to synthesize a much smaller sized relay design. The parameter
survey should be broadened to establish the most optimum parameter values. In this thesis,
analysis of the flexure was confined to a symmetrical cantilever support structure. By making
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the overhang of the armature longer on one side and shorter at the other end, displacement
(contact separation in the off state) can be greatly magnified.
The most challenging aspect of any MEMS project is the design of the processing steps that are
required to batch-fabricate the device. Many problems that are not foreseen during the design
phase are very likely to crop up when attempting to fabricate the device. Only by fabrication
and evaluation of a number of prototype relays, the proof of concept of the microrelay could be
established.
The unique features of the novel torsion flexure hinge make it very useful in many applications
in the MEMS/NEMS field. Fabrication of the flexure hinge using silicon micromachining as well
as by electroplating will be very useful. Experimental results can be used to validate the FEA
results.
Appendix A
Derivation of Analytical Equations
of Proposed Flexure Hinge
Appendix for Chapter 4: Section 4.4.2
Figure A.1: Forces and moments acting on the two cantilevers
Figure A.2: Forces and moments acting on the linking beam
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By arranging the above equations A.1- A.10 in matrix forms,
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Performing a series of row operations, the following lower triangular matrix is obtained.
Appendix B
ANSYS Input File: Mechanical
Analyses
Appendix for Chapter 4: Section 4.5
B.1 ANSYS input file for Analysis of force-deflection for Central
Force
/TITLE, Structural Analysis of Flexure Hinge: Central Force Analysis
/NOPR
/PMETH,OFF,0
KEYW,PR_SET,1
KEYW,PR_STRUC,1
central force
! w1=10,w2=100,h1=10,h2=20,c=1000
! Objective: To investigate the force-deflection profile of flexure hinge
! due to central force
/GO
! Initialise variables
! All in uMKS unit
! ANSYS Input Loop file to analyze the deflection due to
*SET,w1,20 !Width of thin cantilever
*SET,w2,100 !Width of stiff cantilever
*SET,t1,10 !Thickness of thin cantilever
*SET,t2,20 !Thickness of stiff cantilever
*SET,YM1,2.064e11*1e-6 !Young Modulus of structure, Permalloy
*SET,YM2,YM1
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*SET,PR1,0.3 !Set the Poisson ratio of material
*SET,PR2,PR1
*SET,i1,w1*t1*t1*t1/12 !Moment inertia of cantilever
(rectangular cross-section)
*SET,i2,w2*t2*t2*t2/12 !Moment inertia of stiff beam
(rectangular cross-section)
*SET, N,5000
*SET,k,1500 !The length of stiff beam
*SET,c,1000 !c value as defined in nomenclature
*SET,l,k/2-c/2 !l value as defined in nomenclature
! Do loops
!
*CFOPEN,res_Fc_c1000,out,, ! Define filename for output files
*VWRITE,’Fc’,’Y_c’,’Ylhs’,’YRhs’
(A10,’ ’,A10,’ ’,A10,’ ’,A10, ’ ’,A10,’ ’)
*CFCLOS
FINISH
*DO,INUM,1,10,1
/PREP7
! Select Element Type and Material Properties
!
ET,1,BEAM3
ET,2,BEAM3
R,1,w1*t1,i1,t1, , , ,
R,2,w2*t2,i2,t2, , , ,
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,
MPTEMP,1,0
MPDATA,EX,1,,YM1
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,PR1
MPCOPY, ,1,2
TBCOPY,ALL,1,2
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,
MPTEMP,1,0
MPDE,EX,2
MPDE,PRXY,2
MPDATA,EX,2,,YM2
MPDATA,PRXY,2,,PR2
!
! Build up line model for the flexure hinge
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!
K,1,0,0,0,
K,2,a,0,0,
K,3,a+b-C,0,0,
K,4,a-c,0,0,
K,5,a+l,0,0,
K,6,a-c-l,0,0,
LSTR, 1, 2
LSTR, 3, 4
! Assign material attributes to lines; material 1 for lines 1 & 2
! Material 2 for line 3
FLST,5,2,4,ORDE,2
FITEM,5,1
FITEM,5,-2
CM,_Y,LINE
LSEL, , , ,P51X
CM,_Y1,LINE
CMSEL,S,_Y
!*
!*
CMSEL,S,_Y1
LATT,1,1,1, , , ,
CMSEL,S,_Y
CMDELE,_Y
CMDELE,_Y1
!*
!
! Mesh lines to N elements
!
LSEL,S,LINE,,1 !SELECT LINE 1 AND 2
LESIZE,1, , ,N, , , , ,1 !DIVIDE INTO 500 ELEMENTS
LMESH,1
LSEL,S,LINE,,2 !SELECT LINE 1 AND 2
LESIZE,2, , ,N, , , , ,1 !DIVIDE INTO 500 ELEMENTS
LMESH,2
!
! Define nodes at kepoint 5 and 6
!
NKPT,0, 6
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NKPT,0, 5
!
! Retrieve node numbers at keypoints 2,4,5,6
!
*SET,NODE_A,NODE(a-c-l,0,0) !NODE AT LHS BEAM
*SET,NODE_B,NODE(a-c,0,0)
*SET,NODE_C,NODE(a,0,0)
*SET,NODE_D,node(a+l,0,0) !NODE AT RHS BEAM
!
! Define elements between nodes to form stiff beam
!
TYPE, 2
MAT, 2
REAL, 2
ESYS, 0
SECNUM,
TSHAP,LINE
E,NODE_A,NODE_B
E,NODE_B,NODE_C
E,NODE_C,NODE_D
! FIX THE ENDS
/SOL
! Select displacement constraints
D,1,ALL,0
D,N+2,ALL,0
Fs = -INUM*10 !Loop file, add force by 10 uN
Fc= Fs*2 !Calculate equivalent central force
F,NODE_D,FY,Fs !Central force, Fc is defined by
applying Fc/2 at both ends
F,NODE_A,FY,Fs
/SOL
! Solve, select non linear solution
!
ANTYPE,0
ANTYPE,0
NLGEOM,1
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NSUBST,10,0,0
SOLVE
FINISH
! Retrieve results parametrically
!
*GET,y_lhs,node,NODE_D,U,y
*GET,y_rhs,node,NODE_A,U,y
y_c=y_rhs/2
FINISH
!
! Append results to results file
!
*CFOPEN,res_Fc_c1000,out,,APPEND
*VWRITE,Fc,y_c,Y_lhs,Y_rhs,
(F10.4,’ ’,F10.4,’ ’,F10.4,’ ’,F10.4,’ ’)
*CFCLOS
!
! Clear database
!
PARSAV,ALL,Parameters,txt,
/CLEAR,NOSTART
PARRES,NEW,Parameters,txt,
*ENDDO
Appendix C
ANSYS Input File: Magnetic
Analyses
Appendix for Chapter 5: Section 5.3
C.1 ANSYS Input File: General Input File For Magnetic Anal-
ysis of Microrelay
/NOPR
/PMETH,OFF,1
/TITLE,General Input File for Microrelay Magnetic Analysis
/PSEARCH,d:\ansys !Search path for macro TORQ_UMKS
! Change variable theta to change the inclination angle of the beam
! Change variable amps to change the current value and sign to change
the current direction
KEYW,PR_SET,1
KEYW,PR_ELMAG,1
KEYW,MAGNOD,1
/PREP7
! *************************
! CHANGE UNIT TO UMKS UNITS
! *************************
EMUNIT,MUZRO,0.125663706144E-23
EMUNIT,EPZRO,8.854e-6
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/GO
!*****************************************
! SET PARAMETER OF MODEL
!*****************************************
*SET,l_coil, 1250 !Length of coil
*SET,h_coil,20 !Height of coil
*set,l_pm, 250 !Length of PM
*SET, h_pm, 1000 !Pm’s height
*SET,l_ctlvr,1500 !Permalloy beam’s length
*SET,h_ctlvr,20 !permalloy beam’s height
*SET,agap, 250 ! Initial Air gap
*SET, amps,-30e12 ! Current in coil, convert to uMKS unit
*SET,turns,1 !Number of turns in coil
*SET,R_AIR,1600 !Define surrounding air
*SET,R_INFIN,2*R_AIR !Define Infinite boundary
*SET,CURR_DENS,amps/(l_coil*h_coil) !Current density
*SET,THETA,0 !Inclination angle of cantilever beam
*AFUN,DEG !Set unit to degree
*SET,THETA1,0
*AFUN,DEG
*SET, pi, 3.1415926
!!B-H CURVE FOR PERMANENT MAGNET
!Br=0.23T !Br value of Ferrite 1 (Tesla)
!Hc=148 KA/m !Hc (Ampere/m)
*SET,tesla,1e-12 !convert tesla to uMKS unit
*SET,am,1e6 !convert tesla to uMKS unit
*SET,BR,0.23*tesla
*SET,HC,148e3*am
*SET, x1,-150 !x distance from coil to PM
*SET,x2,150
*set,y,50 !y distance from coil to PM
/PREP7
! ASSIGN MATERIAL PROPERTIES
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,
MPTEMP,1,0
MPDATA,MURX,1,,1 !material 1 as air
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MPTEMP,,,,,,,,
MPTEMP,1,0
MPDATA,MURX,2,,1 !material 2 as copper-coil
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,
MPTEMP,1,0
MPDATA,MURX,3,,4000 !material 3 as permalloy-core
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,
MPTEMP,1,0
MPDATA,MURX,4,,1
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,
MPTEMP,1,0
MPDATA,MURX,5,,1.2367 !material 5 as PM (Ferrite 1)
MP,MGyy,5,Hc !Define pole (North on top, South as bottom)
! ****************
! Set element type
! ****************
ET,1,PLANE13
ET,2,INFIN110
!*
!*
! ********************************************
! CREATE SURROUNDING AIRGAP & INFINITE BOUNDARY
! ********************************************
CYL4,0,0,R_AIR
CYL4,0,0,R_INFIN,0,,90
CYL4,0,0,R_INFIN,0,,-90
CYL4,0,0,R_INFIN,0,,180
CYL4,0,0,R_INFIN,0,,270
AOVLAP,ALL
NUMCMP,AREA
aadd,1,2,3,4
numcmp,area
BLC5,0,0,l_coil,h_coil !Define coil
WPSTYLE,,,,,,,,1 !SETTING THE WORKSPACE AT THETA ANGLE
WPSTYL, STAT
wpro,THETA,,
BLC5,0, h_coil/2+agap+h_ctlvr/2, l_ctlvr,h_ctlvr
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WPCSYS,-1,0 !CHANGE WORKSPACE BACK TO NORMAL
BLC5,x1-l_coil/2,-y-h_coil/2-h_pm/2, l_pm,h_pm !Define PM at LHS
BLC5,x2+l_coil/2,-y-h_coil/2-h_pm/2, l_pm,h_pm !Define PM at RHS
aovlap,all
numcmp,area
numcmp,lines
!
!Assign material attribute
!select area of infinite boundary & assign material 1 and element 2
ASEL, , , , 1
AATT, 1, , 2, 0,
ALLSEL,ALL
ASEL, , , , 2
AATT, 1, , 2, 0,
ALLSEL,ALL
ASEL, , , , 3
AATT, 1, , 2, 0,
ALLSEL,ALL
ASEL, , , , 4
AATT, 1, , 2, 0,
ALLSEL,ALL
!select the coil area & assign material 2,element 1
ASEL, , , , 5
AATT, 2, , 1, 0,
ALLSEL,ALL
!select the cantilever area & assign material 3,element 1
ASEL, , , , 6
AATT, 3, , 1, 0,
ALLSEL,ALL
!select the PM area & assign material 5, element 1
ASEL, , , , 7
AATT, 5, , 1, 0,
ALLSEL,ALL
!select the PM area & assign material 5,element 1
ASEL, , , , 8
AATT, 5, , 1, 0,
ALLSEL,ALL
!select the surrounding air & assign material 2,element 1
ASEL, , , , 9
AATT, 1, , 1, 0,
ALLSEL,ALL
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! *********************
! MESH THE MODEL
! *********************
ESIZE,10,0, !specify element sizing
MSHAPE,0,2D
MSHKEY,0
AMESH,5,6,1 !mesh area air & permalloy
ESIZE,10,0, !specify element sizing
MSHAPE,0,2D
MSHKEY,0
AMESH,7,8
ESIZE,20,0, !specify element sizing
MSHAPE,0,2D
MSHKEY,0
AMESH,9
!MESH AREA air & permalloy
LSEL,S,LINE,,21,23 !select line of to mesh one layer
LSEL,A,LINE,,25
/PREP7
LESIZE,ALL,,,1 !one layer meshing
TYPE,2
MSHAPE,0
MSHKEY,1
AMESH,1,4,1
ALLSEL,ALL
! *************************************************
! SELECT LINE AROUND BOUNDARY TO SET INFINITE FLAG
! *************************************************
LSEL,S,LINE,,5
LSEL,A,LINE,,24
LSEL,A,LINE,,26
LSEL,A,LINE,,27
SF,ALL,INF
ALLSEL,ALL
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ESEL,S,MAT,,3
CM,BEAM,ELEM
ALLSEL,ALL
!
! Initiate solution
!
/SOLU
ANTYPE,STATIC
ESEL,S,MAT,,2 !select the coil area
BFE,ALL,JS,1, , ,CURR_DENS,0, !Apply current density to the coil area
ALLSEL,ALL
FMAGBC,’BEAM’ !Define boundary for the magnetic force calculation
MAGSOLV,0,3,0.001, ,1,
MAGSOLV,0,1,0.001, ,5,
FINISH
!
! Post processing
!
/POST1
FMAGSUM,’BEAM’
TORQSUM_UMKS,’BEAM’ !Retrieve torque value acting on BEAM component
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